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If you have never used 'Peri-Lusta,' try 

it on the next piece of work you do. 

You will find a splendid variety of 
'Peri-Lusta ' fot all classes of work, and 

will ensure the best results by its use. 

PERI-LUST A 
Crochet and Embroidery Threads 

You will find a new pleasure in your 

work and it will be greatly admired 

if you use 'PERI-LUST A.' 

- A Few Leading Makes: 

Art. E 101. ' '. Peri-Lust:a" Convent:. Art. E 116. " Peri • Luat:a " Pearl ; 
Blue Label. in skeins. White only. in Knit:, 10-gramme balls. White. in si?.es '. 
sizes 8 to 70. 3 , 5, 8, 12. Colours, in sizes, 3, 5, 8 . : 

Art. E ·ill. "Perl-Lust:a" Floss, in Art. A 117. "Perl-Luat:a" Fiio, in -
skeins. White only, sizes 6 to 40. skeins. sizes 25. White ancl Colours . 

Art. El51. "Perl-Luat:a" Crochet:, 
l!0-1,<ranune balls. White ancl Ecru, all sizes 

BRITISH THROUGHOUT 
If any difficulty in obtai11i11g, write to-

" PERI-LUST A," LTD., 
84, Queen Victoria Street, 

LO NDO N, E.C. 4. 
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LADYSHIP WOOLS 
We wish to offer our apologies to all "Ladyship " 

users who are put to inconvenience through being 

unable to obtain a sufficient quantity of the "Lady

ship" wools. 

For many months our mills have been working 1 at 

their utmost capacity, but still we are not able to 

supply the full demands of our retail agents, and the 

shortage continues. Under these circumstances we 

must ask ladies to wait, and we hope they will do 

so patiently until the yarn comes round through the 

machinery. 

If your " Ladyship " wool dealers ·have not got 

the required yarn m stock, it would be your best 

way to place it on order with them, and they 

will supply it to you as soon as they receive it 

from us. 

We cannot help the shortage and your wool dealer 

cannot help the shortage, but we wish ladies to 

know that we are all of us doing our best to meet 

the situation. 

" Ladyship " wools are supplied only through 

the shops. 

" Ladyship " wools are worth waiting for. 

BALDWIN & WALKER, Ltd., 

Halifax. 

I __ ------
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3 BOOKS By FLORA KLICKMANN 
Editor of ' 

"The Girls' Own Paper and Woman's 
Maga:ine." 

Price 7 / - each net (by post 7/6 each). 

The 
Flower-Patch 
among 

the Hills 
A Book of Cheerfulness : 
You just smile your way 

right through. 

"Your d elightful book charms me ." 
-Miss Marie Corelli. 

"Fun peeps out from almost every page." 
-Mrs. Florence L. Barclay. 

N r have read it with great pleasure." 
-Sir Wm . Robertson Nicoll. 

"I have found it infinitely more interesting 
than a novcl."-1'\fr. Coulso1L J(ernahan . 

"A truly beautiful piece of work. " 
-Mr. Jeffery Farnol. 

•The author has quite a sense of humour." 
-The Times. 

"It transports the reader into a ha,·en of peace, 
which 1squite unfaked ."-The Driily T.elegrapit. 

"It is full of sunshine and gaiety. "-T/ie Sphere. 
"It is charming alike in title and text." 

-The Graphic. 

Another Joy-Book of the Hills. Overflowing with humour, bubbling with smile,, y~t 
never out ,of sound of the soughing of the pines, the scold of the squirrel, th~ cali of 

the birds, and the delicious pungent scent of wood-smoke. 

"Fun. humour (caustic but never· unkindly), 
social satire (shrewd and penetrating, yet 
singularly pitiful), the reader will find in 
abundance in these pages. "-TheBookman. * Between the 

Larch-Woods "It is characterised by a delightful sense of 
humour, and it is written with a light and 
graceful pen. " -The Glasgow Herald. 

"A pendant to 'The Flower-Patch among the 
Hills,' and every whit as delightful." 

-The Graphic. and 
"We are qt1ite glad to hear more of Miss Klick

mann's country holiday, her fellow holiday 
makers, and her neighbours , human aud 
other."-The Times . 

the Weir 
.. Another charming book which shows a keen 

appreciation both ofC'ature and of the oddi
ties of Mankind . The author's krndh· hum
our is irrepressible.-Tlze spectator." -

A Book to Laugh over, 
to Think over, and to 

be Thankful for . 

A Book for Would-be 
Authors. 

The 
Lure 
of the 
Pen 

MSS. That Fall. Why They Fall. 
On Training Yeursetrror Literary 

Work. 
The Help that Books can give. 
Point• a Writer Ought to Note . 
Author, Publisher, and Public. 

[ 

"Miss Klickmann .. in her brilliant, wo1w111ly, 
kindly way, deals with many blttttders." 

"Cla11dius Ciear" in The British Weekly. 
"The most informing, entertaining. an<l delight

ful book about books which has seen light 
for a very long time. " 

-The Church Family Newspaper. 
"Helpful advice on every side of the subject." 

The Tinus. 
"Miss Klickmanu's wide experience of journal

ism and publishing has ~ualified her adn1ir
ably to produce a techmcal treati'e on the 
art she practices so well. " -The spectator. 

"It is not only invaluable to the literary aspirant, 
but also a work of amusement, interest, a11d 
information to the general reader." 

-Tile Bookman . 
"Miss Flora Klickmann is an Editor ofaclrnow

ledged competence, and when she is so_good 
as to talk frankly about her work she 1s en
titled to au attentive and respectful hearing- . 
More, she compels it; her book is full of \\'it 
and so.und sense."-Clmrch Times. 

London 4, Bouverie Street, E.C. 4. And at all Bookshops a"d 
Bookstalls. 

Price 7 /- each net (by post 7/6). 
L_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The Finest 
MEDICINE 

IN THE WORLD 
FOR ALL 

CHILDREN'S 
AILMENTS. 

Sold Everywhere at 1 /3 
per box of 3 dozen, 

or Post Free from 

PERRY'S POWDERS, Ld., 
LEEDS. I 

H ls esaentlal suitable material f hould be used for the work aelected. The 
undermentioned wools are highly recommended and will not cause d isap
pointment. All the brands should be p rocurable at any Needlework Repoal
tory. In t he eveni of any difficul ty In obtaining a supply pleaae write to 

FAUDEL'S LTD., Newgate Street, London, E.C.1 
A.A. PEACOCK 

FINGERING, 
The long length Wool. 
2,000 yards more In the 61b. 
Spindle than In ordinary 
yarns. 
PEACOCK SHETLAND 

WOOL, 
Best English make. 

PEACOCK 
ANDALUSIAN, 

Best English make. 
PEACOCK DOUBLE 

KNITTING 
For some years we have 
been trying to Introduce a 
Yarn with the Wearable 
characteristics of the best 

REG!STERED. Worsted , combined with 
lk====='°'~'- tne Soft, Strongand Elastic 

qual1t1es of the best Finger
ing, We claim in the " Peacoc::k Double Kn i t 
ting" to have been eminently successful. 
PEACOCK VEST WOOL. Unshrlnkable. 

PEACOCK LADY BETTY. A Pure Wool. 

PEACOCK OSTRICH WOOL. In 1 oz. Balls. 

PEACOCK SPANGLED WOOL. 
With Mercerised Thread. 

PEACOCK ABERDEEN FINGERING. 
Made in 2, 3, 4 ply. 

PEACOCK HOMESPUN, or W heeling Yarn. 

PEACOCK ROYAL SHETLAND 
FLOSS OR BOA WOOL. 

The best quality Wool for General Knitting 
and Crochet purposes, in 2, 3, 4. 6 ply. 

4 ply kept in 150 Colours and Fancy Mixtures. 

For Shawls, Oper1> Hoods, Wraps, Fascinators, 
etc., in all leading colours. Natural and 
Clerical. 

For Socks, Stockings, Mittens, Gloves, Cuffs, 
Gaiters, Wraps, Bonnets, and Shawls. 

For Golf Jerseys, Hats and Norfolk Jackets, 
Shooting and Cycling Stockings, Tams, 
Scarves. Sweaters, Football and Golf 
Stockings. 

Specially prepared for all Underwear in 2, 3, 
4ply. 

For softness and warmth, used largely for 
Baby's first Vests, Shawls, etc., and all useful 
garments where the best soft wool is needed. 

For making, Boas, Capes, Hoods, llluffs, 
Rufiles , etc . 

For Shawls, Vests, Hoods, Children's Gloves, 
Bonnets, etc. A very pretty wool. • 

A good fingering for all purposes reqtiifing 
softness, strength and warmth. 

A yarn for Deep Sea Mission and Charity 
purposes. 

For Boas. Rufiles. a.nd Shawls, for working on 
Boa frame. 
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The Home Art Series 

The Cult 0 f-. 

the Needle 

EDITED BY 

FLORA KLICKMANN 
Editor of " The Girl's Ou•11 Paper ti- \Vo111a 11·s Magaz ine " 

TH!RD IMPRESSION 

London : 

The Office of "The Girl's Own Paper & Woman's Magazine " 

4 Bouverie Street, & 65 St. P aul's Churchyard, E.C. 4. 
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-FOR-

Lace, Knitting or Crochet Work. 

BEST - QUALITY 
On Spools or 1 l:M;j:{t}IJj~j I WHITE, 

~.:· in Sma.11 Skeins. ~ Nos. 30-100. 

BARBOUR'S Popular " F.D.A." 
LINEN CROCHET THREAD. 

Croehets easily a.nd produees exquisite work. 

• ..l. 
In Nos. 

Each Ball 

8-100 
is put up 

White, 
1n 

dust-proof 
Cream, holder 

Ecru, without 
Paris Grey. extra charge 

To· be had at all Needlework Depots-or write to Mills direct (men
tioning this book) for free samples and address of nearest Depot. 

Wm. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd., LISBURN, Ireland. 
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ED ITED BY FLORA KLICKMANN. 

The litlle squares here show11 woul d 

make attractive d'oilies, or could uc 
usetl as in lets i u a lar.ger piece of worJ:. 

~fauy of the stitches used are similar 

to those iu Hardanger work . and 

workers win easily follow them with 
the aid of the enlarger! details gi ,·eu . 

For this work use Congress can ,- a~. 

with Peri-Lusta for the em broicler,-, 

The little Star d'oily requires a 

7-i 11ch square of can v"s . The "·01 k 

is co utmenced al th e c<" ntre. \\"hen 

the centre is ~e ttled point out a little 

square of four threads anrl begin the 

work as the detail show s. The little 

tria11;i;les !Jave 21 stitches. the larger 

co1·ers 12. tl1e shortest -l threads, the 

-l t ria 11gles make a square ol 28 tlireads. 

The opeuwork squares around the 
tria11gles ha,·e 21 stitches on each 

side, th e stitches co,·er -l threads . 

\\'he n the squares are workecl rounrl. 

cut off the threads al the inside of 

th e square as follows :-Cnt away -l 

t h reads on each side of 

How 

starting on the middle of each bar 

the thread sbonld be looped aud 

twisted to the other. For the outer 

solid portion eYery t1 iamonrl is made 

of 2:; stitches, the shortest covers 4 , 

the longest 16 threads. 

The lliago nal t!'oily measures the 

sa111e as Lue previous one Here the 

wo1 k is also started al the centre . 

Th e sq nares are 111acle hy 21 stitches 

o,·er 4 threads , 7 sqnares are lo be 

wor kecl t!iagonally across lhe li11eu . 
1 011•ea ch side of t11e squares the solid 

tria11(!l es already desc ri!Jecl should be 
111ad e 12 011 each side. 

\\'li eu fi11ished, work .. i1011g the tr i

a ngles the Ii ttle sq 11arcs of -I lit reads. 36 

011 each side. Then start al the 12th 

Ii ltl !'!sq 11are au cl form a large square 011 

each si1l e as shown, each square co11-

tainecl by J2 little squares. J11 the 

centre of the big square make a little 
square of -l thread,;, haYi11g 011 each 

side :; stitches 01·er -I threads . The slar 

is n1ade of 17 stitches 

to co rners, then leave 4 

threads for wea1·ing, 

a ncl again cut away 4 

threads on each side 

until you ha1·e fl little 

s ' 1 uares i u each square. 
T lte -l lhreaclsyonsew 

on:r and over as 

shown, aud when 

work 

011 each diamond, the 

shortest -I , the longest 

8 threads . The little 

diagram is made by 12 

stitches, the shortest 
OYer -l, the longest 

over 12 lhreatls . 
Hungarian 

Embroidery The separate detail 

of this section 

C.X. A 
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Hungari a n 
Err. broid"r, 

'l''re optrn · W1Hk triangle nsed in 
t .. 1l.: Diujjoual D'oily. 

shows a rather more elaborate diag:ram, 

composed of 20 stitches an<l haYing a 
cross-s titch in the middle . The tr i

angle rn open work 
has on tbe outside 
53 stitcbes o\·er 
4 tbreads. 

After out-
1ini11g it, 

cut 

the 
threads 
as f o r 
Hardanger 
work, an<l 

work on~r and 
over the -l 

threads e ach 

way that are 
left. For the 

openwork 
~qu>1rcs le:we 4 

tbr<:ads iu the 

mi<lrlle of each 
s i J e, c u t t i n g 

away the 
re tu a i u i u g 
1hre111ls. carry 
t h l. w c- r k 1 JJ;,.:-

Detail• of the Sl1tr D'oily and 
the rn .. ert.ion. 

thread from corner to 

corner, and work 
over and over the bars 
formed . 

The insertion 
requires a 3!-iuch 
wide strip of linen . 

The stars are worked 
aS for the d'oily. 

The triangle has 37 

stitches on the 
straight side. Lea,·e 

4 threads below this 
straight side. T!Jen 

:lrawou l 1 thread. Ag:tin 
4 threads, and 

t!Jreads. leave 4 and 
draw I . Each ,·ertical slitc!J 

is taken over 4 threads, and the 
long bars are worked over 8 

threads. This insen!on 
would make a ,·ery ha11dso11 .e 

Details of the . . 
Diagonal D'oily. blouse tnrnm111g. 

2 
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1-N INSEJ.t..TIO~ DESIGN. 

A IU:\ 11,..0'.\l.li: IJJAOOXAL D ' OlLY . 

Two Handsome 
Designs. 
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The Making 

A~ EABlLY-MADP. Flcl'.'\fil~. 

Knotted fri nge, one of the many 

re\·ived handicrafts, is coming very 

u:nch to the 

fore. And 110 

wonder-for 

it is one of 

the most 

graceful 

additions lo 

pieces of 

stitchery. 

Tberejn\·en· 

ation of the 

craft is 

heartily 
we! c otn eel 

by all who 

treasure 

some lovely 

old fringe 

from "great

g r au d -

mamma's 

bottom-
dra,ver . " 
And every

body who A TWINED FRINGE. 

of Fringes. 
likes to turn out high-class 

workmanlike stitchery, will 

find in fringe-making not 

only a means of aiding 

materially to the beauty and 

Yalue of her work , but al8l' 

an art which offers large scope 

both for artistic taste and for 
manipulative skill. 

The Origin o f 
Fringes. 

The original .idea of fringe

mak ing was to utilise the rem -

nant of 1 he warp. \Vhen a piece 

of material was finished in the 

loom, the last three-quarte r

yard of warp could not be filled 

in, as the machinery of the 

loom through which tile warp 

was cunningly tllreaded hinrlered the 
shuttle from further work. HoweYec , 

it wa~ fonn l 
- that the 

fringe look · 

ed pre t t". 
and the itle.{ 

to k11N it 

c a 111 e b 7 

<leg-rees. 

It may be 

u1e n t ion ed. 
llere tllat 

this was tile 

beginning

of anothe~ 

art, the one 

which deve

loped in to 
.• pill 0 w

lace.~· But 

this is by 

the way. 

To return 

to the prac
tical point 

nf the q ues.-
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•i.on, .;:notted fringes are now made 
,)f various materials applied on the 

embroidery as well as by unravelling 
the weft and knotting the warp. 
In making it with the warp, the length 

and pattern should lie decided upon 
before cutting out your material, and a 
piece of the material should be left free 
for the fringe. \Vhen the embroidery 
'.s finisheu, the woof should be unrav
elled, care being taken that the warp 
does not get too eutangled. Re mew ber 
that tl.J.e knotting takes up a consider
able length. It is aci\·isable to allow 

an extra two
th i rd s, i.e., 
ifyoudringe 

· 1s to be 6 

inches long 
the warp 

should be 10 

inches, a~ 
tlle 4 i uclles 

will be taken 
up by the 

knots. 

Kno tting and 
T w ining. 

Before 
beginning 

to knot 
t be fringe, 

secure t h <. 

piece of 
tapestry by 
means of 
some heavy 
weights 
laid Oll it. 

Equalise 
your tassels 
as 111ucb as 

possible, 

and when 
practical;le 

C 0 11 II t the 

Knotting the 
Warp. 

threads of every tassel. (This can, of 
course, not be rigorously carried out 
when working on fine material). 

i'\fali:e a knot on every"tassel," manipu
lating the knot with a bodkin or 

some suc4 bluut 
0

implement. When 
the lst row is knotted, every tassel 
should be equally divided, each half 
being joined on to the neighbouring 
half-tassel. The knot joining the 2 

halves together is done as described 
above. 

One variation is to twine I row: 
Divide tassel, twiue tightly and the 
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The Ma.king 
of Fringes. 

way of the a 11 cl i n 

t l:i r e ad {if 

t w i n e d 
ori gina lly) 

eac h half 
separately , 
then bring 
the 2 ha! ,·es 

round and 
round each 

otl:ier in the 
opposite 

direction to 
that in 

which they 

were first 

twined, 
holding 
each ' twine ' 
in place t!Je 
whole time 

by just 
changin)!; 
bands co11-

ti nu ally ; 

then secure 
the t w 111 e 
with a knot. 

When t!Je 
pattern of 
the fringe is 

•:ompleted 
tlie edges 

should be 
evenly 

trimmed . 

MAKING TH E VA.SOYKE FRINGE. 

colour . If a 

\VOO I twice

as thick as 

the 111aterial 
is used for 

the warp , 

th e u o n e 
~!Jo ule! a llow 

8 threads 
interveni 11 g 

space for 
every 4 
threads of 
the fr inge, 

and so on. 

For applied 

fringe cut 
all your 
strands the 
same length 
to begin 

with-twice 
as long as 
you want 

the fringe 

previous to 

knotting it. 
Mark out 

the spa c~s 
for thread
ing in the 
fringe, or if 

a coa r se 
FRINOK NO . 3 JN 'X'HE K.&.KING . 

Applied Fringe. 
A knotterl fringe can be applied on 

a piece of stitchery. Instead of unrav
elling the woof, a fringe can be added 

to it, and can be made of wool, silk, 
macrame-cotton, or whatever material 
may suit the work. But it must be 

remembered that since the frin&'e 
is meant to represent the warp, it 
i;bould correspond both in thickness 

G 

material, 
such as canvas, count the threads. 
Now thread both ends of• the fringe
strands into the needle and thread 

that tb rough the material from 

the wrong side. Catch the loop with 
your left lst finger and thread your 

needle through that. For the sub

sequent rows see directions above . 

The Colour of 
the Frinre. 

This should always be that of the 
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actual orapparentwarpof L lie rnaterial. 
By the "appareu L" warp is 111ean L 

any stitchery obviously meant to 

r.epres~nt part of the warp, such as in. 
,·arious kinds of tapestry where long 
~Litches are employed the way of the. 

warp. Here the same colours can 
effectively be continued in the fringe. 
But where stitchery is obviously of 

the applied kind, it is in better taste 
to make the fringe entirely of the 
same colour as the material. 

Its Decorative 
Us., . 

Wherever the embroidery suggests 
l he craft of the loom, the fringe is 

absolutely the most stylish finish, for 
tlle very character of the stitchery not 

only seems incomplete without it, but 
it positively calls for it as a softening, 

graceful accompaniment. Conse
quently, wherever any kind of tapes
try, any of the Indian embroideries, 

or such richly-coloured, tapestry-look
i ug needlecrafts are of decorative 
effect , that effect is added by a nicely

patterned and carefully-worked 

fringe. 

No. 1. A Twined 
Frinse. 

Of the three fringes illustrated No. 
1 is made as follows:-

Measure out equal spaces and cut · 
strands for fringe as directed. This 
particular fringe takes up a good deal 
of wool on account of so many twined 
rows, the original length of strands 

being 28 inches for a 7-inch fringe. 
Double thread through material 

and knot as directed. 
lst Row.-This is twined; the 2nd 

movement of the twining is repeated 
5 times and then the knot is tied. 

2nd Row.-Divide the tassels and 
join the 2 neighbouring halves with 

a knot. 

7 

3rd Row. - As 

41'1 Row.-As '.!nd row. 

Apµlied 
Fringes. 

st row . 

5th Row.-As lst and 3rd rows. 

uth Row.-As -2nd and 4th rows 

No. 2 . A Vandyke 
F.ringe. 

For this Vandyke fringe measure 
the article to be finished off with 

fringe and subdivide into spaces of 3 

to 4 inches. In each space measure 
off and mark 1 ascending row anrl 1 

descending one, 4 deep as illustration . 
If the material is unyielding. the holes 

should be pierced before threading the 

fringe through. Then thread as 
, directed. 

lst Row.-Knot the fringe, includ

ing one-half of the lowest tassel, as 
only half of this belongs to each motif . 
The outer half of the initial tassel is 
thus left free. Au illustration shows 

this in the making. In each of the 
following rows the outer half of each 
end-tassel is likewise left free until in 
the Sth row only one complete tassel 

with half a tassel on each side is left. 
These are joined into I by a knot. 

It is the better plan to do all the 
"Vandykes" first. The half tassel left 

free in the last "Vandyke" will, of 

course, be part of the next motif. 
When all the Vandykes are completed 
thread a darning- or crewel-needle 
with the same kind of wool (or silk) 

as you are using for the fring-e. 

Gather up the 4 half-tassels ou each 
side into I tassel and wind the wool in 
your needle through that. Secure 

this "imitation-knut" with a couple 

of stitches at the back as invisibly as 
it can possibly be done. All this 

unknotted work will be found to be 

considerably longer, and the tassels 
formed by gathering it up should be 
trimmed separately and comparatin•ly 
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The Making 
of Fringes. 

1011~. Then trim the short tassels on 

the Vandyke movements. 

No. 3. An Easily
made Fringe. 

For lhisquickly-madeand effective 

pattern measn re out 2-inch spaces. 
:.\[easure and mark- an independent 

and detached "111ovemen t" in each 

space as illustrated. Tb is fringe looks 

best when worked with 4 slrancls lo 
every stitch. Thread through from 

the right side all the 5 boles of each 

"movement," then gather up all the 

A RTAR D
0

0ILY lN 1-IOXOARIAN E.\JliROrDERY. 

loops in your left hand and all the 

ends (on the wrong side of tbe 

material) in your right baud. Threac! 

all the ends through the united group 

of loops. An illustration shows this 

fringe in the making, the silk beiug 

tied round the united group of loops 

to be held by the left hand. Pinniug 

to a cushion or securing by weights 

laid on is, of course, necess~ry. 

_.\ rrauge nicely the pattern thus 

formed. :i\lake a knot. 
The 2nd and :lrd rowsareknotte c'. 

ones. 

Directions for this work appear on page 1. 
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A Lesson 
No kind of lace 

-.:ombiues the 

-qualities of ele-
gance, durability 
.and general useful 

ness so mucll as 

filetlace. It is ruost 
decoi-ative,whether 
-On household linen, 
-such as tea-cloths, 

0 

1n Netting 

bedspre:ids, tray

cl?ths, a11 d a q 11a11-
tity of otherthings, Hands in position ready for th6 First. Loop. 

the idea from t11e 
Orient, where 
embroidery on net

ted silk-foundation 
with gold and 
silver thi;ead, and 

all the rich colon rs 
of the Orient, was 
one of the co111 mon 
forms of applied 
art in ihe early 

centuries. Where 
tlie idea first spraug 
from to make the or as trirumings on 

musliu or Shantung silk chesses. 
-Cusllion-coYers and curtains are made 

botl! attractive aud Yaluable wl!en 
-composed of netting inlets in con

junction wi\h Broderie .-\nglaise, 
Italian or Frencl! em bt·oi<lery. and 
Yarious kinds of pillow lace. Filet 

lace lasts a life-time-and more-if 
carefully washed. And, lastly, it is a 
most fascinating handicraft. 

We haYe become accustomed to 

consider Lile art of makin g filet lace 
<IS haYing originated in the Italian 

convents. But though the nu us made 
netting into a high art of lace -making, 

.and as such handed it clow11 to us, 

they themselY.es most probably got 

d1obbin nn.sse<l hchin<l "\Tesh throngb Loon. 

common fishing-net mesh out of linen 

and ~ilk, and to employ it for orna
mental purposes, is not known . 

Still less do we know bow, when or 
where the fishing nets tbem>ehes 
were invented. 

Materials 
Required. 

'fhe implements regrired for mak
ing filet lace are a netting-needle, 
generally ruade of steel, a flat i\-ory 
mesh, and a piece of twine about I-t 

yards long. The material is linen
thread. !Barbour's 3-Cord Linen Lace 
Threarl.) If a heavy cushion is aYail
able, the twine will not be required. 

A coarse piece of thread half a ya rd 
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A Lesaon in 
Netting. 

cut from the ball and! 

tiecl securely to the 

foundatiou-loop. 

Making the 
Knot. 

Hold the mesh with 
your right hand, 

tightening both the
thread and the foun
dation loop. Grasp· 
the mesh with your 
left band and you hold: 
it just as you hold 

your pen with the 

right band for writ
ing . Thus holding'. 

the mesh, with palm 
of the hand towards. 

The two top de1l1us allow respectively & St&r and a piece of 
SqUl.-re Xettlne. Ju1t below is o. a&mple of Oblique Kettlng, 
and the bottom <lesien is &n oblong piece in the mo,Jcing. 

yon, bring it beneath 
the thread to meet the· 
knot that joins tbe

thread and the foun
dation-loop. Then 
bring the thread with• 

or less and a pin will do for make 

ing the foundation-loop on which 
to commence the work and hold the 
netting steady whilst working. If no 

heavy cushion is at hand, then make 
a loep of your twine, put your left 
foot through it and let the heel pre
vent it from slipping off. 

The begi,.nner should begin.on some 

coarser material such as" Bright-eye" 
or" Peri-lusta," and a mesh at least a 
quarter of an inch wide. The needle 
is forked at b0th euds aud has gener

ally an" eye" at the one end. Thread 
the needle and tie a knot to secure, 

then run the thread along both sides 

of the needle an<l through the forks 

until twice the thickness of the fiat 
. ivory-mesh you 111ea11 to use. (The 
beginner should use a flat mesh, as 

the round ones are not so easy to keep 
in place.) The thread should now be 

your right band tightly round the 

mesh-the J st. 2nd and 3rd fi ugers of
left hand . (The needle is held between, 

the thumb and the first and second 
fingers of right baud.) Bring the 

thread back between first a ud second. 
fingers of left hand and in under the
thumb, which should hold it securely · 

in place on the mesh, first loop . Then• 
lay the thread in a large semicircle· 
across the foundation-loop and bell in cl 
your right hand. Holding the needle· 
by the one encl. thread the other 

(upper) encl from the left through the· 
first loop, underneath the mesh but: 
abo\·e the three fingers of left hand, . 

through the foundation-loop (from . 

underneath upwards). The upper · 

point of the needle should finally rest. 
on the large semicircle where that 
crosses the foundation -loop . I.et go· 
the lower point of the needle 11nrL 
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grasp the upper one , 

draw the thread 
through, catch the loop 

(second loop) with your 
fourth finger, then re

lease tbe thread from 
between the thumb and 
the mesh, retract second 
and third fingers from 

lst loop, whill! tighten
ing it with the right 
haud. vVhen the lst 
loop is quite tightened 

1<0und -the mesh only, 
the fourth finger should 

be wit'hdrawn from the 
2nd loop ; tightening 

Netted 
Edgings. 

tile mesh out, unpin. 
and turn your founda

tion-loop, b r i n g the 
mesh just to meet the 
row of loops and make 

your 2nd row each loop 
to tile one just above 
it, always working 
from the left to the 
right, unpin, draw the 
mesh out again, and so 

on. The knack of 
making an even mesh 

is easily acquired _ in 

half to one hour. ' 
Many pretty edgings 

for tray-cloths, etc., can 

the thread with your be made on the oblique 
right hand will secure Two Edeings netted obliquely. by using different sizes 
the knot. It is important that the of mesh, joining 2 or more loops of the 
mesh sllould be held in place the last row with 1 loop of the row in 
whole time just beneath the connec
ting knot and at a right angle with the 
foundatio n-loop. Also never let the 

little finger release its 
hold on the 2nd loop 

unti l the second and 
third fingers have re

leased their hold on the 

lst loop and that loop is 
tightenerl r o u u d the 
mesh. Otherwise the 
netting will be uneven. 
The illustrations show 

the correct positions. 

Oblique Netting_ 

making, or vice ve:-sa. By adding 
separately-made wheels we come very 
near the Armenilln lace, which is also 

The beginner should 
practise on an "oblique" 

piece of netting. Make 
a row of, say, 20 loops on 

a foundation-loop, which 

should be about -4 to 6 

inches long, looped at 
both ends and pinned at 
either enrl on to a heavy 
cushion. Then draw A D'oily •howing dtllerent sizee of mesh. 

II 
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A Lesson in 
Netting. · 

made by loops and 
knots. The elal· oraf~ 

u ess of the des;gn 

depends, of course. on 
t he ingenuity a nd 

proficiency o f t h e 
w orker. A n et t e d 
d 'oily-edging is a lso 

.an oblique nett ing . 

The foundation- loop 
-should be round, ant> 
i t should be turned to 
the left continually; 

i nstead of working 

backwards a ud for 
wards as iu a piece of 

obliq uely-netted lace, 

t he foun dation-loop 
should be tightenecl 

i n t o t h e req n i reu 
circumfe1·ence as soon 

as the I st row of loops 
A );'ette.1 E dg in;; :i,nU n. DlLrncd Net Edging, 

is made, the last loop thus being made 

to meet the I stone. Then the nettin g 
is doue round a nd round. The more 
variety in the size of mesh and the 
.greater amou nt of "fans," contri,·ed 

'Xhe Lower Edging bn.s separa.teJy 
netted wheels. 

12 

y mea us of joining ~eyeral loop;: 01 

the preYious row into one knot . .:.; 
hrnnching off a number of loop~ 

from oue single loop of the preYious 
row, the prettier will the gene~l1 1 

!ffect be. 

Nettiug a Square Foundation 

~or Embroidery. 

This should be done over a wry 

line mesh ; a fiat bone one, one-eigh1h 
of a1~. inch, is easie1· to manipulate, 
otherwise a fine knitting needle will 
serve the purpose . Begin by makii:l'. 
2 loops into the foundatiou -lo·:> ~. 

turn , then make 2 loops in the J;..-i 

loop of every row , thus increasing r '" 
1 loop until the requisite wi chl:: is 
attained. It will be seen that .-.!! 

netti ng is done obliquely , a square 

being commenced at one of th e 
corners. Also that the outsides of th e 
netting is eve1·ywhere strengthened 
by an add;_tional loop. Thus one 

should always count 2 loops extra. 
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.:\ow wlien you liave the 2 loops more 

than the desired width, I row should 

be. uetted without increasing. Then 

jo in the last 2 loops of e.-ery row, 

t h us decreasing the number of loops 

by I. When, at last , there are 

only 2 loops left , the mesh shou ld 

b~ withdrawn before the fina l knot 

is sec ured. If tile increasing, the 

straight row, and the decreasing haYe 

':iee n clone as directed, the finished 

piece of 'letti ug when stretched out 

! ,; th e straight sq nare rf~acly for em 

bro icle ry. 

Oblong P ieces o f 
Netting 

Begin as for squ a re netting. \Vilen 

t'.!e width is att a ined , ancl I row is 

~· : ·. 1 .• _, 1 pj 
I :-~'IJ··a·• II 

~ 

I:!!!: .. ... 
l'O' 

,i~';' ,, 
"' llC• 
O:!ll• 
~· I: 
~ ' . I 

' ~ 

' ..,.,. 
r 

1::!111' ' 
· • 

i:... 

""' . ... 
I 

I.".! 

~ 
II 

~ 

""' ' 
ii::! 

... 
~ \ ir~ I \. n~ ~ 

Foundations for 
Embroidery. 

netted · without increasing, increase 

e...-ery other row and decrease e\·er;: 

other (begin by increasing.) When 

the length is reached, dec.'rease as fo r 

the square piece. 

Knots. 

Except when the thread break ~ 

accidentally, all the knots should be· 

at the edge. When the thread on the 

needle is not long enough to last the 

next row through, it should be cut 

off to within a~ inch ; the needle 

should be refilled. and the uew th reacl 

joined ou by m<.'ans of a sailor kno l 
(neyer a" granny-knot·• !) quite clo~c

to the last knot macle by the nettin .!.! . 

Knots within tbe netted square itsel f 

a rc yery ugly and should be a ,·oirl erl. 

/'- ·I .. · -~-~- ·\"_ :':" . ii!!: 
R. 

llli:l· 

II 

"" -
Jj 

. ~ 
. , 

I ., 

.., 
II 
·.::: 

.111 -~~f.$~ -
-

- "'~ 

--- o=!!! 

~~ 
'1 111'1 \ ~' I~ "-( -

Net bein l-! <ln.rned in a frame. 

1:1 
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A Les:son in 
Netting. 

Embroidenng 
-on the Net. 

The net should. be tacked into a 

steel k11itti11g-11eeclle will give a more 

perfect circle (when a round me~h is 
used). This, howeYer, the worker 

will soon find out 
for herself. 

How to Make a 
Hammock. 

wire-frame, each 
.corner first firmly 
secured in place, 

then the sides 
<>pposite each 
·other, two at · · 

time.sothattl1< .'1. Hu.1111111.>ck in 1\liuiittnre. 

Some girls may 
want to start some
thing really useful 
a ncl will like to is evenly stretch, .. 

The stitch most·ly used is the 

<larning-stitcb, poi11t toile . When 
.consisting of only 2 threads in the 

warp and 2 in the weft, the lace is 
-called" Fi let Antiqi.1e." Do as much 

<>f the warp as can be done of the 

pattern before beginning the weft. 
Only one" faste n ing" is a llowed, the 
new thread bei ng joined lo the old one 
by a sailor- knot. \\'h e n beginni ng 
at a new spo t follow round the edges 
Qf the darn in g. twining or "over
sewing" round the thread of the 
netting, when that can be followed; 

if not, take the nearest way to the 

point where darning should recom

mence in the same manner. 
The same kind of thread can be 

used for darning filet lace as for 
nettiug the fouudatio u, o r Barbour 's 
Irish Silk Floss Embroide y Thread . 
About Meshes. 

For the sake of clearness, the word 
"mesh" has on ly been used for the 
implement so-called. The nettin g is 
Qften called mesh, and so are the 
foops. An even piece of netting is, 

for instance , called "even mesh," and 

.a certain number of loops is term ed 
so many " meshes." This is quite 

-correct , but somewliat bewildering in 

.a set of directions. 
The worker w ill sometimes find 

that the meshes a re uot a lways true , 
bu t very of ten a !earl-pencil or a coarq· 

14 

attempt a hammock . Any strong kind 
of twine shou ld be used for this, and 

a very big netting-ueedle. The ham

mock is netted obliquely, 40 loops 
in every row throughout the entire 
leugth of the hammock. 

The foundation-loop should go over , 

the foot, as the materia l is too heavy 
for pinning the work on to a weighted 
cushion . For netting the lst and 2ud 
rows. a thin b ut stroiigly-bound book 
sbon )d Qe used as mesh. Then 35 

to 40 rows (accorditig to the ,length 
desired) are netted O\'er a wooden 
mesh I t inches wide, and the last 2 

rows are agai n netted across the same 
book as was used for the first 2 rows . 

The foundation-loop should be 

m oved from time to time as lhe work 

grows, threadi ng it lhrough every 
mesh of lh e last lm t one completed 
row. Thi s shou ld be repea ted whe11-
eyer the work bas grown to such a 
length as to be uncomfortably uear 
the worker 's face . \Vhen the nettin g 
o f tlte ha mmock is complete, the fiu al 
ku ot should be strengthened by an 
a dditional knot. The mesh should 

be withdrawn from the loop before 
secn riug thi s knot. Cfi 

Now gathe r up a ll the loops of the 
last row in your left b and , run th e 

t wine 6 times through and joi n all 
si x rings thus formed i11to one, either 
hy crocheting or huttonho!iug (also 
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with the twine}. This makes an 

extra strong ring to fasten the bam-

111ock on to a tree. A similar ring 
should be made by taking up the 
loops of the lst row. It will be found 
that they are "looped" at the end as 

they were netted o n to the already wi lh-

An Effective 'Dres& 
Trimming. 

drawn fou ndation -loop. These little 
knots a re easily undone by stretching 

each loop separately. The end of 
twine at the very beginning of the 
net ting should also be secured . And 

the two strong rings for the cord 
should be exaclly alike at either end. 

Dress Trimming in Rhodes 
Embroidery or Punched Work.. 

Colle.rs 
and Cuffs 
W -0 u Id 

I o o k 
elfectivc 
In this 
style of 

work . 

Beautiful trimmin gs for dresses 
made of some material of an open 
texture can very easily be made in 
this popular style of fancy work. 
Any geometrical design can be traced 
on the fabric, such as that illustrated 

here, then the outside edge is workec! 
over with overcasti ng stitch ; the 
openwork section is done on the 
cou nted threads. Commencing at 

the first 3 threads inside the line at 

the left side, with fine linen thread 
and a very coarse tapestry needle, 
i n~ert the needle between the 3rcl :rnrl 

15 

4th threads in the fabric, from the 
top, catch the end of the threacl 
as it follows the needle, bring the 

latter up before the lst thread in a 
horizontal line, then pass it down 
through the lst hole again, crossing 
the end of the thread to secure it, 

bring it up through the 2nd hole and 

down through the Jst again, ,i pass 
the needle diagonally on the back · 

and bring it up through the 3rd and 
4th threads in a perpendicular line 
below the 2nd hole, msert between · 
the 3rd and 4th threads in a horizontal 
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An Effective Dress 
Trimming. 

line with the lasl 

bole, and bring it up 

a.gain thro-9gh the 

prececl ing hole, then 
down through thf> 
hole to the right, • 

repeat to the encl of 
the lstperpendicular 
li 11 e of openwork iu 

4th thread from the 

edge , insert the 
needle in the edge 

of the bnttonhole 
stitch through which 

it comes out . and 
stretch ano the r 

thread to the top 'l'he Uerlin Wool-\\'Ork Desig ns ou thi~ page 
1tre described in the ne~t article. 

stitch where you run 

the needle under the same the design, turn th e work 

nµside clown and repeat 
over next 3 thread~ and 

Ct)11li11 ne in this way t111til 

.tll tbe perpendicu lar lines 
tre worked , t!Jen turn the 

work the other way anti 
work the horizo ntal lines 
in exactl y tbe same man
ner. 'I'he lower edge is 

worked in buttoubole 

stitch with coarse e m bro :d
ery cotton aucl the ce n

Suirnb1e tor a Cnshion: 
}{:u·kgro1111d tlnrk hrowu, 
Cross~Lu.rs ~ol1l. CeHtrP. 

thread in the fabric; thi5 
gi,·es 3 threads o,·e r which 

you work rlaruin~ sti tc h 
from side to side, takin:; 
a lternately two a nc l one of 

tlie threads 011 l he 11 eecHe 
clow n to the ce ntre, where 

youpasslhestitch through 
the buttonhole stitche~ 

un til exactly opposite the 
cent re of next square, 

Desisn c·ren !11. 

tre fl ower with lhe same 
ki ucl of threarl . !\lake a 

bole iu the Yery ce ntre 

whe1·e you repeat t!J e 
petal ,' aud s~ 011 alt 
round for the' 8 petals 

The materia l is next c ut 

away frotn the outsid<:' 
of the buttonhole etl.g
ing. 

of th e motif with the 

coarse needle, theu 

work a row of bnllon

hole ~I.itch around it, 

us i n ~.of co u rse ,an onli
nary embroidery needle 
for tl1e purpose. The 

Y1triety can often be obtained by 
com bin ing one or two Simple 

Motifs. 

Collars , re1·ers, all•'. 

cu!Ts i11 t!Jis pattern "·il l 
gi,·ea 1·erydai utyfi11isl: 

petals are worked thus: Af ter fi r ii~h

in g the centre bole pnl a ,a itch o n the 
eclge of the first one or two stitches to 

A Ne,.t Design tor Waistbelt, 
Ill three colours to h,.rmonise 

with the Gown. 

get the th re;,1d 
exactly opposite 

the ce ntre of 
one of the little 

sq u ar e s t hat 
surround t his 

centre, stretch 

tlie thread along 
the centre and 
make a stitch 

in about the 

to tl.le costume mad e of 
lin en, ancl of course, may be, with 
adYantage, 11·orked 011 a coarser 
material of a contrasting colour, or 
white. Har-
clanger cauYas 

is a Yery suit

able material 
for the w!Jite 

or ecru v;ork, 

and so are the 

ne'\' sh irting 
canvasses of 
mercerised 
cotton . 

Rose pink. pn.le green auJ 
white would C'ombine well 

for the abo1-e Design. 
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Berlin 
The revival of 

the mid-Victorian 

'Berlin wool-work 
is a usefu 1 one, 

Like every form 
of needlecraft, it 

bas been abused, 
and always will 

be abused if i t 
g et s i n to t he 
hands of the 

Wool=work. 
t ion a 1. As a 
matter of fact, its 
very convention
ality is an advan
tage in many 
instances, 
because a worker 
who has the 
sense to know 
when her powers 
are on I y Yery 

inartistic worker, limited can get a 

who bas neitber good motif, and 
good, judgment- Suitable for Inlets for a Cushion. repeat it with 
nor a good pat tern- to guide excellent effect, without any 
her. Rnt when treate<l artisti- demand on artistic percep-

These Bells wottld look pretty for 
" Fancy Work Bag. 

cally, and 
used in the 

right place, 
this work 
has very 
desirable 

qual ities, 
and is to be 
preferred 
to many of 

the looser, 

coarse 
forms of 

embroid-

TT 
TV. 

T T 
T 11" 

_ T~ .. 1 

A simple pattern 
for a Fancy 
Waistcoat. 

Waved lines in various shades of 
the same colour are etfecth'e. 

tion , or 
c I e ,. e r 

\VO rku1~n

s h j p -

which tnav 

be beyou cl 
h er. 

The good 
wearing 
qnalily of 

this work 

is nndeni
ab le; the 

er y, even 

though it 
111ay be 
tll uch 11i.ore 

con v e 11 - A LJulU Ue~i~n in three colours for a Cutthiou Ceutre 
or a Footstool. 

c a 11 \"as 
g-ives a 

stayi ng 
power to 
the whole, 
and the 

17 
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Berlin Wool 
Work. 

A Design ill hl:tck, violet., heliotrope anJ 
white . Cou11l Lu uscJ iu Yarious Wli)'B· 

t:. :ckness of the crossed wool or 

tllread makes a tlioroughly strong 

firm substance when completed. 

I saw a most interesting example of 

the durability of this work in the 

home of the la te ::\lrs. Bn1 rna Brewer, 

whose name was so 

well known to the 

oltler readers of The 

Girl 's Ow " Paper. 
The long corridors 

in her flat were 

carpeted with lengths 
of this work , most 
exquisitely worked, in • 

it can be seen, as be rolled up aud put 

away to make a happy liunting ground 

for moth! " And then she told me 

liow, in her early married life, whef:t 

her husband-a Member of Parlia-

Bands of trimming like the three
colonr blocks abO\·e wou ld look well 
at the edge of plain \\'in ter Cnrlnini;;, 

such n.s serse or rep. 

ment-was often late 

at the Honse, she 

used to fill .u p t 11 e 

time by doin g this 

\\·ork while \vaitin~ 

upforhim . Intl1v"! 

Victorian days the 

gentlewomen did 
great t!Jings in the 

way of 11eecllcwork, 

a nd there 1s e1·ery 
acou ventional pattern 

in which dark tones 

predominaterl, but 

were rc!i.-1·ed with 

indication th:it the If you thonght of trying a ~fat. this 
D 2sig11 woult.l lvok lcry well. reign of Queen :\I:iry 

will show some equ:illy fi11e record,;. 

A quiet device tha.t could be 11sc' L a,.; a. 
Belt, n. Cusb.1on, or a. Te1.1pot Mat. 

brighter touches of colour. The work 

was the width of moderately wide 

stair carpet, and in lengths each 

several yards long. \Vh e n I remarked 

on tlie beauty of the work. a 11 rl 

exclaimed agaiust s11ci1 ha11cliwork 

being walked upon, :\Irs Brewer 

smiled i 11 !Jer way-which was a 
very channing way-autl sai<l, "But, 

my dear ell ild, it may j nst as well bc

serving a usefu l purpose, a ncl whC'1P 

But thon;.;!J e\·eryon e 111ay not Jiaye 

t he conrag-e to attempt such lar;.re 
pieces of work as these strips rlo11e hy 

:\Irs. n,·cwer, there are scores of les• 

a:nJitious ways in which the work 

c;111 be used lo great ad\·u11ta;.;e. O:ily 
re111c:n'.Jer thi;-;: lLs ;::re.it bc.:i.nty 1iC'-; 

A Crazy P11t .. crn thn.t will a.muse chilJren. 
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Small 
Dcsl&ns. 

in a right 
~electiou 

-0f colour. 
And here 

the mod
.ern work
.er bas au 

immense 
.advautage 

Aboye is ,. Doolen th .. t would look 
well tor Delte. or foT trimming 

Children's Winter Frocka . 

fancy strips for c!Jairs and such
l·ike upholstery, where t h e work 
will be acceptable, and delightful, 

and useful for as long as ever it 
can be made to last, a good quality 
wool, with dyes guaranteed to 
fade as little as possible will be the 

best to use, and the beauty of 
this will be greatly enhanced if a 

-0\·er the earlier work ers. Silks and 
wools are now obtain-able iu a variety 
<>f delicate and beautiful shades that 
would have fairly dazzled our ances

tresses . Baldwin's Beehive Fingering 

can be had in a number of beautiful 

colours, and is very suitable. And tb 
these must be added the wonderTul 
range now available in the mercerised 
-cottons, aud the various pretty glossy 
threads, such as Peri-Lusta, that 

=oderu 
;nge nuity 
·1ias prod uc· 

-ed frorn 

·wood fibre! 

All these 
·wear well, 

.aud though 

the cotton 

threads may 
1JOt be quite 

Carried out in n.nple-green 
diR.m0111l ~, nntlinc1l with 
black. "utl c· •mpleteJ with 

wltiLe . 

as lasting as the wools , they clo well 
for thiugs that are not required 10 

1ive indefinitely, and are only wa nted 

Ior a time. 
It is not uecessary that 111cu 's fancy 

waistcoats, for instance, or dress 

trimmings, or girls' waistbells. shoul<l 

last for a generation. If they se rve a 

-couple of seasons, that is usually 
-enough; one is tired of tu e pattern 

by then, and cra\· ing- something 
11ew; for t lJ e s e the 111erceri~ecl 

·t h re a cl s arc usu .1lh· n!l that 

.can he •ksirerl On ti:e o t lJ er 

J1 an <l. for c \Is h i 0 II s I }, ;:\ :.! s' 

This would look well in Be.nda 
as a dress-trimming for serge 

or cloth. 

stout rope 
s i 1 k, or 

Esplen 
D 'or. is 
introduced 
in touches. 
It will 

brigb.ten the 
work and 
give it rich
ness and 

character. 
As a general rule, this work looks 

best when it consists of a repeat;:.; 
simple conventional design. Now 

and again one comes on sprays of 
· Rowers, birds, and such·like subjects 

that have been produced with good 
effect, but th ese are exceptional· 

more often they look crude and aug

ular; wllereas a small recurring pal
teru llas cllarm of its own in its very 

The Design nbovo is mnst suited 
to a Fancy Bng. Tb is \\ ork look.~ 
well if userl for the lower ho.II of 
tlie Bn.g, tlw u1111 "r ho.II being of 

simpli.'
ity an J 

Ill 0 n 0 . 

touy.One 

poiBt 
about 
tlliswork 

W i l J E'S· 

pecially 

commend 

JC) 

bilk. 

it to the girl with small pocket money, 
a nd that isthecheapuessof the material 
as compared with work dune on linen 
or any other mate•<al that is to show 

· when the work is finished . 
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Pincushions 
A Crescent
ahaped 
Pincushion. 

• 1n 

To make this 

pretty pin
cushion, com
mence by 
following with 

a fine needle 
the line on one 
side of the 
iigure with 

s m a 11 casting 
sts. Then work 

down the other 
side until you 

come to where 
the first bar is 
to be p 1 a c e d . 

Take a st acrnss. 
making a bar 
between the 
two lines (see 
Fig, 1) . Now 

1 st back . Fas
ten these sts 

firmly . Take 
l more st 

across and 

fasten in 

~ CRESOENT·SHAPED PINOUSRlOX, 

the oppo
site side . 

You h ave 
nowabv ·oi 
3 threads. 
Turn yor:~ 

needle, al!'! 

holding 
the point 

between 
your fi ng-er 

and thumb, 
work with 
t he blunt 
~ad over 
,.ud over 

lbeth reads 
.A. nETICELLA. PINCUSHION. 

21 

Cut Work. 
of the barunti!. 
with close, even 
sts, you reach 

t h e opposite 
side. Turn 

your 11 e e cl 1 e 
again aud con
tinue ba s ting 
a round 11 n t i l 
the next bar is 
reached , when 
the process 1s 
repeated. 

When the 
bars are finisl..t

e cl, cut the 
material away 
beneath, being 
careful not to 
cut the bars . 
Free the bars 
with you r 
needle, a nd 
work all round 

the design with 
the simple over 

and ove r 
binding st. 

The back 

of the pin 
c us hi o ru 

may be em
broidered 
the same as 
the front, 

or left 
plain , but 

both edges. 
are scallop

ed and! 

button

holed, and! 
eyelet holes
work e cl 

near the 

e d g e .. 
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Workilll 
Detail e. 

and button· 
hole round, 
with th e 
purl sts on 
the outside. 

Fig, 1. M.lKINO THE BARS AND CUTTlNG AWAY THE :MATERIAL. 

Then make 
a 2nd row of 
loose button
hole sts in 
every 2nd st, 
after which 
take 1 bind
ing st in 
each of those 
I oose loops to 
make them 
firmer an d 

through which ribbon is run. The 
pincushion is finished with a bow on 
each end, allowing a good length for 
hanging it. Worked entirely in 
white and laid over pink, with pink 
ribbons, the effect is very beautiful. 

A Reticella Pincuahion. 
The square pincushion is rather 

more difficult than the other, but 
even here, the great essential is care. 
and if the 
work is fol
fowed step 
by step, as 
shown in 
the working 
directions 
{Fig. 2), even 
this wiU be 
found to be 
within the 

possibilities 
Qf the aver
age worker. 

stronger. 

The 3rd row consists of a series of 
triangles, all worked in buttonhole st. 
Fill the lst hole with sts, turn, and 
work back on top of them. Take a 
2nd row of buttonhole sts on top, 
only making this row 2 sts less than 
the lst, work back again. Continue 
until there is only I st left . Then 
take a few overcasting sts down tlie 

Start with 
the middle 
figure. 
Pierce a hole 
in the centre 

Fig, 2. WORRINO THE CENTRAL PJGURE· B:Jr:.Al.\T-SHA.PED 
FIGURE AND SOLID EMBROIDERY. 

21 
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Pincushions in 
Cut .Wo~~· 

1ide of the triangle , and start the 

next triangle in the 2nd hole . 
Baste round the circle which en

closes the central figure. This is 

also buttonholed round. As the 

circle is worked, tl:~e triangles are 
connected with the. crossing bars, 
which, as will be seen, are of the 

thread twisted over and over. As the 
embroidery is done, the materia:l is 
carefully cut away on the wrong side. 

U ~001\N DJ: I IGN IN DUNZ D PILET NET. 

22 

For the heart-shaped figures, first 

take small basting sts round, then a 

row of close buttonhole s titching, 
and on top of that a row of loose 

buttonholing. A few sts are then. 
carried across to fill the figure in. 

Make the upper and under side of 

the pincushion cover of the same 

size, and hemstitch each to the depth 

of au inch. Then lace with cord . 
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Fil et Lace Squares. 

.& DESIGN SHOWING SIMPLE OUTLINES. 

Fi let brode or darned net, now 
con"1i11g so much to the front, is a 
most fascinating form of fancy-work, 
and not so difficult as it may seem to 
the inexperienced worker. The poiu t 
to be most particular about is to see 
that the right thread is used, as this 
makes a great difference to the work. 

The first step is the netted back
ground-this is made in the ordinary 
way with a mesh, according to size 
desi·red. For this part of the work 
use Barbour's 3-cord Linen Lace 
Thread. 

23 

The square or strip thus obtained, 
is then stretched on a wire frame 
(these frames are to be obtained in 
any large needlework department) : 

The design is now carried out in 
"point de toile" or darning stitch, 
with a rather blunt needle, and thread 
(the thread should be a little finer 
than the mesh) . Barbour's Irish Silk 

Floss Embroidery Thread is suitable 
for this. 

After tying thread to the mesh 
with t-he needle, pass alternately over 
and under a thread of the me ah, 
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Filet Lace 
Squarea . 

.lN STI'EOTIVE PATTERN. 

according to design : an effort should 
be made to connect the design as far 
as possible, thus avoiding open 
spaces. Continue to fill in the holes 

with two or three threads, now work 
over and under these threads cross

wise, giving darned effect. 

The work is more easily accom

plished by beginning at the corner 
of a design-but great care must be 
taken in counting the number of 

24 

holes, etc . , as a mistake is so easily 
made. Knots must be avoided : when 
taking a new thread attach to last 
with a very small knot which becomes 
invisible in the darning . 

The squares illustrated are most 
effective for inserting in table-linen, 
etc. The same design worked in a 
finer make of mesh and thread make 
a very elaborate finish to a frock or 

blouse . 
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Catalan Embroidery. 

' 

A 
Handsome 
Centrepiece 
in Catalan 
Embroid-

ery. 

The Centrepiece. 

The drawing should be traced upon 
a large square of linen or oatmeal 

cloth . (Pencil marks will soil the 
threads) . Fix the material very firmly 

.l TEA CLOTH BORDER. 

25 

An 
·enlarged 
section 
a.ppears on 
another 

page . 

into an embroidery fram e . Cover th e 
whole with fine butter-muslin or 
white paper. Cut a door and pin 

back whilst working. This metlrnd 

keeps the work from becoming soiled . 

The directions are the ea.me 
r.a for the Bntterdy. 
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Catalan 
Embroidery. 

Use Coton Perl~ "Lustrous" 
D.M.C., No. 8. 

Begin with the "mesh " or net
stitch. This is very simple work, 
merely tiny loops worked evenly back 

and forth. Work this "mesh" in 
and out between the drawing, taking 
care that each s ide is sewn well 
within the flower, leaf , and outer 

edges, otherwise the stitches may 
break away when the material is C·ut 

out underneath. 

This Butterfly 
is a very hand· 
some specimen 
of Catalan 

Embroidery. 

Now commence work upon the 
rose by making tiny cross or back 

sti tcb es between each petal. Pad 
these petals with any kind of soft, 
white thread . Carefully embroider 

each portion of the flower and finish 
off with a narrow buttonhole stitch 

all around the outside. This will 
bold flower and mesh firmly together. 

In the smaller flowers there is no 
padding. The centres can be cut 
out for tiny openwork, or filled in 

26 

with snow knots . To make the snow· 
knots use double thread awl leave 

tiny, even loops upon the upper 
surface of material. After the leaYes. 

are embroidered fill in the bare spaces 
with these snow knots or very small 
cross-stitch. Finish off all outer 
edges of flowers . and leaves with a 
firm buttonhole stitch. 

The trunk and all narrow sprays 
are merely smooth satin stitches. 

When all is finished, remo\·e from. 

The 
stitches a.re 
not difficult, 
but great care 

is required. 

frame and work a narrow buttonhole 
edging all around the outside of the 
embroidery. Turn over, cut away 

the material from under the mesh, 

also from the buttonhole edging. 
The insertions illustrated are 

worked in the same way. 

The Butterfly. 
A square of coarse linen or oatmeal 

cloth is needed . · 

The design should first be drawn 
upon paper. If drawn upon the 
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A NARnow INSERTION. 

material great care must be taken, 
ot!Jerwise the pencil marks will soil 
the threads. Commence by running 

a single tliread around all the draw
ing. Use Anleru's new" Lustrous" 

Thread. \Vork a tight, but 11arrow, 

lrnllon!Jole stitcli arou11t1 the upper 

parts o.f wing and lower parts of 
botly auil tail. 

Now fix material ,·ery tightly in an 
embroi t!ery frame. \Vork head and 
tlte lialf-hoops with a firm satin

stitcli. Between these hoops and 
between the buttonhole work of 
wings sew tiny stitches, drawing the 

linen threads apart, as in Rhodes 

Embroidery. 

Upper W ings. 

Cut away the unworked material 

A 

a.nd ~et 
Stitch. 

27 

Simple 
.Insertions 

from the upper parts of wings close 
to the buttonhole work, making 2 
holes on both sides of the open

worked parts. 
Around each of these holes make 

from 10 to 14 loop stitches. Don't 
draw them too tightly, or the work 

will pucker when washed. Now 
return to the top of the hole and work 
upon it a small ring of 3 threads. 
Into this ring cast on 6 long threads, 
passing each thread through a small 

loop at the bottom of hole. At the 
top of these 6 threads make a small 
tassel-knot. Take a needleful of very 
long thread. Sew it firmly into this 

tassel-knot. Take 2 of the 6 long 
threads and darn them closely back 
and forth until nearly at the bottom 

Thi• 
\<OU Id 
rn a k e 

" good 
Pl\ltern 
t o r a 
becinner. 
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Catalan 
Embroidery. 

<>f the hole. Pass the 
needle here and there 
through one of the 
t!ny side loops, fasten
ing each firmly. Con
tinue darning until at 
the bottom, first 
.around the lower 
threads a nd finish 
with fancy knot . 
When 2 of the 6 
threads b ave bee u 

darned on both sides, 
return to the 2 lon g 
threads in the middle, 
darn in the same 
manner, but continue 
until almost at the 
bottom of hole, thus 
forming the point. 
Finish with fancy 
knot. 

AN F.::"rr."L.\H.GED BECTIOX OF 
THE Cl-!~TUEPlECE . 

Low•r Left a n d 
Rlltl& W lnfo. 

Begin the outer edge, aud uear the 
head, with a narrow buttonhole 
stitch, gradually making it much 
wider towards the bottom . Care 
must be taken that the sides are 
even. 

Tms INSERTION IS WORKED IN THB SA:MB 
JliNNEB il THE OENTBEPIEOE, 

28 

Cut out material and make 19 small 
stitches upon the sides of the hole, 
commencing in the middle. This 
done, return to top of hole and work 
4 threads across for a ring, buttonhole 
it and cast on 19 long threads. Pass 
each thread into a loop at the side 
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of hole aud continue until each is 
fi u ishetl. H.eturn to top and button

h o le \'ery firmly twice across the 19 

t h reacls. close to ring. Split these 
t li reacls into g ro ups of 4, on either 
~ itle : leavin g 3 for the middle. Darn 

down the ' threads, in the same 
ma nn er a$ in the upper wing. as far 
as the lst loop at the sides . Finish 
off eac h witli fancy knots . The 3 

A. Oi;J8HIO~ COVER IN BARO EllBROIDERT . 

29 

A Handaome 
Cushion Cover. 

long middle threads must be darned 

u'ntil nearly s·~ the bottom of hole 

and finisll with knots. 
Around the body work a very 

n arrow and fi rm buttonhole stitch. 
and fill in with Rhod es Embroidery 
(or Punched Work). The tail is filled 

in with woven wheels. 
The tea-cloth corner is worked in 

the same manner as the butterfly. 

For directions see next page. 
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The New Baro Embroidery. 

A Handsome copyright De•ign, by the 
Broderie Russe Co. 

It really seems nowadays as if needle

work and embroidery were made so 

simple that most effective results can 
be produced with a minimum of 

trouble and difficulty. In the new 

Baro work, of which some exquisite 
samples are illustrated on these pages, 
there is no drawing of threads that is 
so trying to the eyes. All that are 
required are a little care and patience, 
and the work is quite within the 
possibilities of anyone who can do 
buttonhole stitch and binding stitch, 

which is simply au over and over 

stitch. 

Materials 
Required. 

The materials requ ired a re few and 
simple. First there is the design, 
w hich can be bought ready traced on 
to the material for d'o ilies, tea-cloths, 
cushion-covers, or practically any
t h ing else . Then a sharp pair of 

embroidery scissors will be required, 

a crewel needle , and some Baro 

embroidery thread. 

How the Wor k 
is Done. 

The first thing to do is to buttonhole 
stitch the design all round (binding 
stitch may be used for this part of the 

work if preferred, but buttonholin~ is 
the most general). This must be done 
before any of the cutting is com
menced, or the material will fray and 

be spoilt. Now take the scissors and 

snip along the lines marked in the 
diagram AA to BB. Around the little 

bar thus formed, sew firmly over and 

over in s·imple binding stitch, keeping 

the point of the needle in the hand 
and working with the other end, as 
this is so much easier. 'When this bar 

is. finished, cut on the adjoining lines 
CD, and work in the same way. Con
tinue to work in this way over t h e 
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Easier than 
it looks. 

dot Ii It is reaih· 

best to ;;!lip tile 

bars for the ""idth 

<>f the work first, 

.as i t is then pos

sible to continue 
se\\·ing OYer and 

-0ver without stop

ping to cut i u 

betweeu. 'Vhen 

tlre other side of 

the cloth is reached, 

~~[iI!~l 11] 
I I I I I I I I 

now be added to the 

solid part of the 

design, and a most 

suitable finish to 

this hand som e 

work is an edge of 

Cluny lace. 

As will be seen 

from the sa111'ples 

of work we illus
trate, the back

ground mesh can 

E E 

Diagram bbowing method of 
working. 

snip down the next set of lines a n d 

work back again in the same way. 

Over the vertical bars E (which are 

former! by the previous stitches, and 

<lo not need to be cut), the same over 

.ancl o,·er stitch is worked. and a cross-

stitch is rna<le wllere the horizoutal 

and \'Crtical bars intersect one a~other. 
A :i y f unher embroidery stitches can 

be ,·aried, some l;eing squares, some 

more oblo ng. etc. A clen~r worker 

soon gets to make many varieties . 

Where to Get 
the Requisites . 

This work is suitable for va rions 

purposes, and looks very lJeautiful 

when made into curtains or bed

spreads. But the worker who does 

A finished piece of work, from " copyriGht clcsii;n by 
tbe Broderie Russe Cu. 
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The New Baro 
Embroidery. 

not want 

to attempt 

so mnch 

at the 
sl,trt may 
be glacl 
t o kuow 

that it is 
equally 
efTec t ive 

rn a d e 

up in to 

smaller 
articles, 

and de
signs can 

be pur

c h ase<l 
traced for 

l:laro em 
broidery 
streugth

ens the 

fabric, 

and gives 
i t a n 
a<lded 
lease of 
life, since 

~rm~::~ e v e r y 
- thread in 

the back

ground 

is gone 
o v e r 

a g a in 

\V i t b 

t h e em-
d 'o ilies 

Starting ,. piece of work. 
broidery 

and tray-cloths, nightdress cases, etc. 

These designs aud all requisites for 
the embroiclery can be obtained from 
the Bro<lerie Russe Co., 289 , Regent 

Street , Loudon, W. 
One of the admirable qualities of 

this work is its durability. Whereas 
drawn threads often weaken the fabric, 

no matter how beautiful the design, 

thread. 

The interesting variation in the 
background of tli.e cushion cover 
design on page 29 is given by catch
ing two bars together in the middle_ 

Notice too, in this handsome piece 
of work, the various methods thal 
have been employed for filling in the 
leaves, hardly any two being alike. 

An elfecti ve litble sq1mre m:ule by 
darning filet crocl.JeL· 
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Innishmacsain t Lace. 

INNI•JDU .. OSA.INT LACE. 

When Queen Alexa11tlra last visited 

Ireland, the women of that country, 
who always had a respectfu l liking 
for her, were puzzling over what 
offering they could m ake that would 
express in any suitable manner their 
regard and esteem, and at the same 
time be acceptable, they thought of 
this Innishmacsaint lace, and una ni
mously agreed upon it. It is tne 

most precious of all the Irish laces, 

and is very like the rare old Venetian 
Point. A length of this was · made 

and tied around a bouquet of choice 

flowers, which was presented to Her 
Majesty . It is said that she appre
ciated the beauty of the offering very 
'much, as well as themannerin which 
·it was made. 

The lace is made in the fiuest of 
linen thread in the natural colour, 
and though so very fine is not at all 

difficult to make, as the stitches used 
are only variations of the well-known 
buttonhole stitch, but the very fine 

stitchery required is somewhat trying 
to the eyes if the worker be not 
blessed with very keen sight ; there

fore only a small piece should be 
worked at a time, and there is no 
reason why anyone who can sew very 

33 

neatly shou ld not m ake a few motifs 
in this charming lace, if only fo r the 
purpose of learning how to make it . 
An idea of the costliness of this 
needle point may be formed from the 
fact that lace, only 3 inches deep, 

will cost from 52/- a yard upwards 
wheu of the best quality. 

The piece of lace illustrated was 
worked with No. 100 Irish Lace 

Thread, linen, in the natural colour, 

that is unbleached, a very coarse soft 
linen thread was employed for the 
"high relief" edges and rings, a very 

particular feature of this class of lace . 
The first thing to do is to prepare th • 
design, but these can be had al read v 

made from the fancy-work depots . 
They are usually composed of the 
design traced on green linen or glazed 
calico in heavy black lines, and these 

are best, as the green background 

makes the stitching less trying and 
more distinct. If from any reason 

one of these is not obtainable then 
the design must be drawn on a piece 

of pa per and transferred to the glazed 
calico, or it can be worked on a small 
piece of tough paper if only a single 
motif be required . 

Tack the paper securely to a piece 

C.N. C 
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lnnishmacsaint 
Lace. 

of coarse linen, then take 5 or 6 

strands of the linen thread and fold 

them into a cord long enough to 

cover the outlines of the design. 

lkginning at the end of a stem or 

lt.d , lay this cord along the outline 

and fasten over it with a st across the 

cord, bring the needle up from under

neath beside the cord somewhat less 
than Ya-inch from the last st, insert 

the needle from the other side of the 

cord through the same 

hole and pul I the 

thread, not too tightly, 

but so as to keep the 

outlining even, then 

repeat this st until 

the entire outline has. 
1 

been covered . All the 

lines, including the 

little rings, must be 

c"1•lined with this 

' , 111, then on the working portion the 

fingers should touch it as little as 

possible ; a scrap of tissue paper 

wound round the thumb of the left 

hand and tightly twisted at the top to 

keep it secure is the readiest way to 

prevent soiling from that useful 

member which is the finger that 

comes most often into contact with ·- .... . 
it. The sts must always end at a 

traced line; there can be no joining 

cord . You then 
WORKING THE LACE STITCH. 

in the centre or any 

other part, and when 

the thread gets too 

short it must be run 

2 or 3 times into the 

tracing liu e to secure 

it. without making 

the tracing too thick; 

then cut away. join 
a new thread by 

fastening to the 

outliue with a couple 

proceed to fill in the centres with the 

various kinds of buttonhole st, taking 

great care to keep the work as clean 

as possible. For this purpose only 

the part in actual use should be left 

uncovered ; the other portion should 

have a piece of white paper tacked 

over it, and if the strip be long it 
must be folded and pinned into a 

611 OtJTLINE OF THF. PATTERN 
34 

of tight sts. A hint of great use to a 

worker is to always work with the 

po111t of the needle turned from the 

worker ; the sts are more uniform 

when this method is adopted . 

When all the spaces are filled, 

the edges, except those in "high 

relief," are worked over in a close 
buttonhole st, with the picots if 
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necessary. In the sample illustrat ed 
there are no picots on the thin 

buttonhol ed edges, but theY a re 
plentiful o n tliose in relief . ror the 
edges in higli relief , you tak e a ,·ery 

coarse linen thread of the same colour, 
or fold th e outlining cord in three as 

a substitute, and work th e b utton
hole sts over this into the edge of th e 
leaf. The large rings are also worke I 
over this thick parlding and llie lilt! " 
loops with picots formed while work 

ing the buttonhole sts. It will b~ 

more convenient to work the small 
rings separately, and then sew them 
in place . 

To Work the Buttonhole Stitch. 

Commence at the right side of a 
line and work a row evenly and 
closely to the opposite side, make a st 

into the outlining cord and bring 
the thread back across the top of the 
sts to the point where you began the 

row, make a st into the outlining 
cord here, then work back over this 

thread into the sts of the lst row, 

taking care to go into every st, and 
where there is a diamond, stripe, or 

other figure in little openwork holes, 
you pass over 2 or 3 sts by stretching 
the thread across the thread already 
there and even with it, then when 
coming back work the same number 
of sts over the 2 threads as were 
missed in the previous row. 

To make a Picot. 

At the point where you require the 
picot to be you insert a pin through 

the linen , pass the thread once 

around this pin to form a tiny up
sta nding loop, make a st on the edge, 

SS 

A Beautiful 
Design. 

then put a couple of sts around the 
stem of the loop and continue along 

the edge to the next picot, and so on . 
The little loops with picots are 

made by turning the thread back anrl 
forming a loop by making a tight 
st into the edge about 10 sts to the 
right: form another loop over this 
and fasten to the left, then bring the 
thread back to the right again and 
fasten in to the lst st, thus getting 3 

threads to work over. 

The bars that connect the different 
portions of the design are all worked 
over a single thread, and there are 
single or double loops with picots 

worked on the centre of all the 
longer bars. 

The top edge is worked before the 
filling of the bars, of course ; the 2 
horizontal lines are outlined with the 
thick thread, then buttonholed and 

the space between filled with diagonal 
bars . In the lower edge the horizontal 
line is also of the coarse thread, and 

the loops an.d picots are formed while 

working the buttonholing over the 

line . 
The lace is removed from the 

design by cutti n g the threads on the 
back of the design. 

W!J en the stitchery is finished, 
p lace the lace between folds of linen 
wrun g out from hot water, press with 
a hot iron until the linen is nearly 
cl ry, only on the wrong side of the 
lace. Remove the linen from under 

the lace, and keep pressing over the 

upper piece until the lace is quite 
dry . The front of the lace should 

show vut in high relief and the lace 

be quite crisp and fresh . 
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Reticella Lace Squares. 

Tile band 
round the 
centn.l ft1ure 
has the 
buUonholes 

apaeed. 

This work is made with a rather 
coarse make of linen thread, which 
gives a heavy, rich effect, and is most 

auitable for inserting in bed, table 
linen, etc. 

The design should first be traced 

on moleskine or architect's .dr. ving 
paper. The principal lines of tracing 

are now outlined with two strands of 
the thread, which are couched down 

A Sta.r 
Pa.ttern. 

The tria.n~lea 

a.re composed 
of apo.ced 
buttonholes. 

3G 

Here the 

P icot s on 
the Cordeol 
Bar~ gi'f'e 11 

light effect. 

at in tervals with needle and ordinary 
sewi ug cotton. Th is serves as founda
tion for the work and is most 
iruportant. 

Buttonhole stitch is chiefly em

ployed for this work . The "bride•· 
or barrettes " are made by stretching 

the thread across space three times, 
and buttonholing. 

The thicker parts of the work. 

The five 
central Uars 
crossing in 
the centre 
a.re in Bind-
ing Stitch. 
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Another 
S~ar Design, 
with the 
alternate 
points alike 

only. 

principally the small triRngles, are 
worked as follows :-1 row of button
hole stitch over outline tilread, throw 
thread across from rigil t to left, pass 
needle under lst buttonhole stitch, 
work as before with buttonhole stitch 
into each stitch of former row and 

~ver thread. 

For the parts where a lighter 
-effect is required the 1 st row of 

lJuttonhole stitches instead of being 
close together are slightly spaced; in 

A Bold 
Design, the 
main feature 
h~ing a Urose 
In an Oval. 

37 

Pattern• lor 
Inlet. 

Notice the 
pretty llnlsh
lng of the 
oorneratn 

this work. 

LJ 
the following row a stitch is placed 
between each, and in the next rows 
alternately. 

In some parts a corded effect is 
obtained by simply pressing thread 
closely under outline thread and 
drawing up tightly. 

When the work is completed, the 
couching stitches are done and the 
square taken off the paper and firmly 

pressed on the wrong side with a hot 
iron. 

WoYen 
Wheels form 
the centre of 
all these 

po.tterns. 
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The 

The present time is 

the Re n a is s a n c e 
period of Handicrafts . 
Never were national 
home-i nd ust ries more 
full y recognised or 
held in highe.r honour 
than they are to-day . 
Needleworke rs of tile 
highest rank are stud-

Story of Amager 
Embroidery. 

... 

The simplicity of 
the stitches is here 
shown. The charm 
of the work li es in 

the colouring. 

.. J 

modern times at their 

disposal; a ided and 
inspired, too, by the 
designers of 11 i g h 
stanrl ard who llave 
made such a thorough 
study of the "Art of 
national industry ," 
an d who have brought 
their wider experi ence 

iouslyexamining old stitches and deft
ly reproducing them with the improved 
implements and various materials of 

and their highly cultured taste 
to bear on t he s u b j e c t a n d 
thus brought it to a completion 

il •NL.il\Ol!lD SECTION OJI' TRE OBNTRBPIEOE , 

3S 
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-the goal of its initiators ' aim. 

Every kind of national industry has 
its romance, its own record of steady 
development, and its own distinct 

characteristics, which account for its 
charm. 

One of the most charming of old 
national industries recently brought 
to light and recognition is Arnager
work, so called from the island 
of Amager, just outside the 

city of Copenhagen. It 

portrays the products 
of the traditional 

occupation 
of the 

in ha bi-

island in 

quaintly pictorial ....,.,::::::;;:=.a~ 
manner. Their flowers, 

Circular 
Patterns. 

tinually occurring, bespeaks a surpris
ing understanding of the inherent 
relations of colours. The clusters, 

wreaths, and "patches" of flowers, 

all copied" full face " and seldom with 
any stalks, constitute the designs of 
Amager-work . The endless variety of 
colours, achieved by means of plant
Jyes, and arranged in exquisite effect, 

are its distinctive charm . 
In addition to the technically 

interesting type of design, 

exquisite studies in 

tone and har
mony of 

colours, 

1hrubs, and herbs were .A. BEAUTIFUL CENTREPIECE. 

there is 
something 

essentially 
Dutch in the char

acter of Amager-work 
(though its revival and 

their models, as well From aP~~~.·~}~~1.:;.::.,;~Ir. Chr. present form is entirely 

as the medium through which due to the Danes). And no wonder I 

they obtained their lovely mellow for the Amager colony was imported 
tints. The subtle gradations of shades from Holland. King Christian II. 

foµ~d in old Amager colours speaks married a Dutch princess in 1515, and 
o.f .an inborn resthetic instinct, and it was undoubtedly owing to her 
the prodigality in desi~n. in which influence that he, in the following 
new juxtapositions of colour are con- year, imported some 30 Dutch familiei 

;19 
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Aaa&er 
~mbroide17. 

on account of the fame of that nation 

as gardeners and dairy-farmers . He 
Kave them the fertile island of Amager 

as a settlement, 
and the tax he 
levied on them 
consisted of 
dairy produce, 

"egetables, and 
herbs for the 
rnyal household 

and ret inue . 

soul of the people. Few national 
industries appeal, to my mind, more 
directly to one's emotions than 

From that 
day till now has 

the A1uager 
people 's fa 111 e 

as gardeners 
maintained its 
supremac y. 
And it is one of 
the most pictur

esque sights of 

£ D ' OILY IN BB.l.DBB 01" RED, BLUB, 
YJCLLOW, BLACK .A.ND WBI'l'lt . 

Amager-work. 
The rich, ripe 
tints of the 
thriving cot
tage-blossoms, 

arranged in 
p rettily contras
ting colours, 
the bright, 

plentiful blos

soms. tell of cot
tage-gardens, of 
love for Nature, 
a nd of some

th ini; more be
sides . The very 
mode and man
ner in which the 

Copenhagen-and one that no visitor 
should miss-to sec the vegetable and 
flower-market or "Amager-torv" in 
the city of Copenhagen, the Amager 

wives in their quaint dresses , and the 
stalls overflowing with what truly 
look like prize vegetables and flowers. 

They have prc1erved their Dutch 
type, and many of them wear the 
national dress-maybe somewhat 
modified since 1516. But they are 

•mdoubtcdly strong and independent 
ots a clan, though loyal to the core to 
·he adopted land of their forefathers. 

't was these settlers who initiated the 

Amager-work. 
It has been said that the hall-mark 

of decoratin· art, as distinct from 
merely plea~ i :ig ornamentat ion , is the 

former's appeal to one 's emotions and 
infellect through the medium of one's 

senses; and national industries are 
said to approach the rankand standard 
of art in proportion as they reveal the 

flowers are used 
as models for their embroideries, and 
the amplitude of their embroidered 
works, tell a romance of a wish to 
please someone with a gift, to the 
beautifying of which gift the beloved 
flowers must be sacrificed. They are 

al ways most becomingly arranged and 
then" copied" with many stitches and 
with much and careful choosing of 
colours. Such a piece of stitchery is 
pervaded with folk-lore and radiates 
romance. 

The modern Amager-work owes its 
revival and justly-earned reputation 
to Mr. Chr. Permin, in Copenhagen. 

He bas made a thorough search for 
authentic models in the shape of 
Amager aprons, cloths and cushions, 

etc .. and, with his staff of able workers 
and designers, has not only revived 
the old industry, but made it to meet 
modern requirements. And he him
self is a past-master in colour-11Cheme1. 

The work ia most fascinatinJt, and, 
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as the stitch is the same as used in 
plain embroidery, it is easy. The 

variety of colours makes it clear for 
:the eyes as well. Everything hinges 

A Hardanger 
Trimming. 

upon a correctly poised design and 

the real Amager colours. Last, but 

not least , Amager-work is most applic
al>le and distinctly decorative. 

Hardanger Blouse Trimming. 

This pattern can be easily copied as 

it contains only the simplest of Har
<langer stitches. The material used is 
white Hardanger linen. The outlines 
and darning are worked in "Bright
e)·e" weaving, lace stitch and crochet 

in "Gem Brighteye." 

-Counting the 
Threads. 

It makes the counting easier to run 

e piece of cotton over and under 4 
threads of the linen for the size 
required. This also serves as a teet 
of the accuracy of the work: a thread 
is so easily missed and then the out
lines have to be done again. 

D:irning. 

After the outlines of the pattern are 

finished, run a thread u.nder and over 

41 

2 threads across the linen between, 

miss 2 threads and repeat, starting the 
thread over this time. The satin stitch 
around is worked over 4 threads. 

Lllce 
Stitch. 

The lace stitch is done , when the 4 
sirles are finished , by working a but

t o nhole stitch in to the 4 corners; 

then overcast each stitch, pulling the 
thread rather tightly . 

Crochet 
Edge. 

Turn the linen in , leaving 2 threads 
beyond the satin stitch , over this work 
d c, making the loops long enough to 
cover the linen e<lge. 6 d c, 5 eh, sl st 

back into 4th stitch, int<> loop work 

5 d c, I picot, 5 d c. 
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A Brussels Braid Lace Collar. 
This wost effective-looking lace i~ 

quite simple to make. and the work is 
very quickly executed. The design 

shown is from :.VIr. William Barnard, 

1~6 . E lgware Road, Loudon, W., and 
he is able to supply all the materi .tls. 

A fine Brussels net and the two 
varieties of lace braid shown will be 

needeu to make the collar, also lace 
thread for filling-in purposes. 

First tack the Brussels net over the 

design, and then µlace the fancy braid 

round the edge as shown in the illus
tration, whipping the inner side of 

eacll curve . Arrange the straight braid 
where required and fasten s~curely 

with a tiny helllming stitch : ' Then 
1:11 in the twisted bars where shown. 

The small leaves are made by cutting 
t:1e ovals of the fancy braid apart, and 

arranging them as the design indi· 
cates. 

The straight braid is used for the 
flowers, and is arranged to form petals, 
t:1e centres of which are filled il,l "iith 
cross bars. Any of the various lace 
stitches can be used for filling in the 

design. 

After the work is completed remove 
it from the pattern, cutting away the 
surplus muslin, and pcess carefully 

with a warm iron. 
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Carrick.macross 
Carrick-

Lace. 
u eut ness, 

make 
hand 

some and 

valuable 

lace. 

Materials 
required. 

These are 
few, but 
should be 
of the 

b e s t 

macr oss 
1 ace, as 

its name 
denotes, 
is especi
ally an 
Irish lace. 
It has 
known 
ma n y 
vicissi
tucles, but 
bas sur

vived 

Showing how the conching Is done, alter net e.nd 
muslin are tacked over the design. quality. 

They are 
them, and is even 
more popular to-

DBBIGN. 

day than ever. This 
lace is exceedingly 
beautiful, and, at the 
same time, so simple 
of execution that 

those who are n9t 
great workers can, 
by a little care and 

A Section o f 
• C~lcll;mo.crou 
t.•co Collar, 

IIMPLli! D.UlNll:D lrl'IOB. 

411 

Carrickmacross 

muslin, white or 

cream; Brussels net, 

square mesh, '"bite 
or cream ; lace scis
sors, with bulb on 
one point; needles. 
sizes 10 and 12 ; 

design; Carrick 
macross cotton, 

The top 
Illustration 

lhowa how the 
work 11 atuW. 
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Carrickmacro•• 
I.ace. 

<white or cream, 60, 80, 150, 200. 

To commence the work , first lay 
1he net on the design, auol then the 

·muslin, tacking through all these 
1rouud and across, and then very care
:fully round the design, avoiding the 
.actual lines of the pattern. This 
:tack ing is very essential , as it greatly 

illlproves the finish of the lace . 

Working the 
D " sign. 

The worker must next find on her 

design a pattern where she can com
mence to work that will follow on as 

far as possible without breaking the 

44 

conl. the 60 and 150 cotton work wtll 

together , or the 80 and 200. The 

coarser thread is for ·the top con.I , the 
finer for the sewing over. Commence 

by putting down a long thread, and 
then with the finer thread sew the 
coarse thread with small sla11ti11g 

whipping-stitches to both muslin and 
net. Tliis is called "couching ." 

Avoid cutting the outlining thrt"ad 
as 11111ch as possible by turning 1.•ack 

an I sewi ng the two threads together if 

necess:1ry. It will be noticed that the 
thread is usually turned into a picot 

at the etlges . This is done by turning 
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THBI FI1'18R.BD WORK IS 
VER.Y EFFECTIVE. 

a loop on the thread, and securing it 

in place with a couple of neat stitches 

in the centre. 
After a sufficiently long piece is 

worked, then cut out . This, of course, 
must be very carefully done, as the 
muslin must be cut away foom the 
outside design, so as not to cut the 
net underneath. First pick up a little 
piece of muslin, and then cut round the 
pattern, keeping the b "unt side of the 

scissors against the net. The spaces 

can then be filled in with fancy 
stitches . Some of these are here illus

trated. After the work is finished, 

take off the pattern and press with a 
warm iron, putting some thin material 

between the iron and the work. 
The designs for collars. etc .. can, 

of course, be bought on glazed linen 

or ready traced on Carrickmacross 

For a Scarf 
End. 

muslin . Or if you prefer to use your 
owu design, you should copy it on a 

pi :ce of stiff white paper, such as. 
drn wing paper. Then go over it with. 

pen and ink, rather heavily, and 
remove all trace of lead pencil care
fully by rubbing with dry bread 

crumbs . 
Where to get Materials. 

This work makes beautiful col
lars, cuffs, scarf ends, fans, d'oilies, 
handkerchiefs, lace, etc . , and one of 

the illustra tions shows a corner of a. 

beautiful " Robespierre" collar. 

You can get this design, also the

pattern of lace illustrated and all the
requisites for this work, from Mr. 
William Barnard, 126, Edgware Road, 
London , W. ; also a large number of 
other clesigus for this handsome form 
of work . 
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Bulgarian 
1'here is a great demand for 

Bulgarian embroidery at present, for 
ornamenting collars, trimming coats 

and hodices , as well as for trimming 
hats. The Bu lg-arian women a re 
famous for the embroide.ries with 
which they adorn their clothes and 

household uapery . TIJis embroidery 
is very easily made on 
coarse linen of an 
~pen texture, such as 
is at present used to 

form collars to wear 

with the coat or 
blouse. 

Any design may be 
copied and the outline 
worked w i t h s t e 111 

stitch, as this must 
resemble a co r cl a s 
closely as possible, 

Embroidery. 
There is generally a fancy stitch 

used as an edging for insertion strips. 
In the samples shown, the first is 

worked in the fashionable shades of 
ecru and white on coarse linen, fol
lowing the lines in the material the 
design is outlined with stem stitch 

over four threads, there are three 

then the centre may be A VANDYKE PATTERN IN EC1'U AND WHJTF.. 

A DI.AldOND INSERTION 1N THREE SHA.DEB. 

filled in with any stitch with which 

you are familiar, such as flat stitch, 
stroke stitch, cross stitch, fishbone 
stitch, herring-boning, etc. The out
line only may be done, according to 
the chara~ter of the design, or a por
tion ofitfilled, or entirely worked OYer 

rows in each line, tht> 
two outside being in 
ec.ru and the centrt> 
white. 

Theedgingissimply 

a straight stitch over 
two threads, leaving 
two between the 
stitches. then a row of 
square back stitch 
worked thus :-Make 
a h o ri z on ta 1 back 
stitch over two 
threads, cross over 

two threads above 
these two and make 

another back stitch, this gives two 
sides of a square, make a back stitch 
over next two threads after the first , 
then another after the second and so 
on, working these two rows tot.he end. 
then return and work the other two 
sides of the square in the same way . 
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I 

' 

The second sample is also worked 
-:in stem stitch in three shades, green, 

llan, and white. The tan color is 
-.vorked first in a simple design of 

·diamond shape, inside this there are 
three rows of white, all worked in the 

-same w:1y, then one of green, leaving 
1the ce11 Lre unworked. Outside the 
'tan row there is one of white, then 
.another of green. In the half-diamond 
-space there is a vacant row after the 

.'&'ree11 followed by a small green angle. 

.A row of square back stitch finishes 

-each edge . 

This embroidery will be very 

·fashionable for trimming linen cos
-tumes the coming summer, and as 
-the machine-made kind cannot at all 
·equal that made by hand, there is an 
-Opportunity for everyone to make 
her own trimming in this lovely 
ifancy-work. The chief beauty of it 
lies in an artistic blending of color, 
-vivid tones of purple, green and crim-

-son, are blen<led with blue very 

-.effectually by separating the shades 
with a row of black. Ecru and all 

J·ellow sllades are combined with 

A Linen 
0 over 
for .. 

tee. COSY 
or n a -
mented 

with 
Bo he -
m I ,. n 
Le.ce. 

47 

For Costume 
Trimmings. 

white for the quieter kinds, and for 
evening wear, gol<l and silver t~1reads 
are much used , combined with other 

colors which must match or contrast 
with the dress worn. 

For trimming the collar and cuffs 
of a tweed costume or other mate1 ial 
in which the threads cannot be 
counted , the design must be trans
ferred to the material. It is then an 
easy matter to work the outline with 

regular stitches and fill in the design 
as already explained. For this pur

pose too, the outline may be made of 
fine braid and then the colored thread 

fills in the rest of the design. 
Vegetable silk or any of the mer

cerised cottons may be used, as well 
as fine woollen thread and ordinary 
embroidery silk. 

For washing materials Ardern's 
" Star Sylko " is very suitable. 

Ribands for trimming hats are easily 

worked with the aid of a good transfer 
design. Choose a detached spray, 

and keep the remainder of the riband 
covered while working each, in order 

to avoid soiling the work. 

The 
herring-
bone 
stitches 
In the 

lace corn-
bine well 
with 
drawn 

work. 
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Limerick Tambour Lace. 
Limerick" tam bour" lace is suitable 

for collars, handkerchief borders and 

jabots, as well as for trimming evening 
dresses, etc. This lace is very easy to 
make, as it is composed almost entirely 
of the ordinary crochet chain stitch 
worked through the meshes of the net. 
A pattern of the design is essential, and 

this may be drawn on a sheet of white 
paper with pen and ink,or any transfe r 
design can be employed, provided the 
motifcontainscontinuous lines. The ' 

best Brus!els net, a small tambour 
frame, a fine crocllet-hook, Man love's 
No. 00 and No. 100 Irish Lace Thread, 
and an ordinary fine sewing-needle 

are the materials required . The net 
is tacked ea ref ully over tl!e desig11, 
then with the finer thread the design 
is traced by running the stitches iu 
and out through the meshes over the 
lines in the design, going over the 
outline only . Trace a line for the 

edges at both sides . Remove the net 

A very 

from the design by cutting the threads 
on the back of the paper, pick out the 
loose bits of thread, and arrange the 

net in the tambour frame . 

With a crochet-hook make a looP' 
on the end of No. 60 tliread as if for 
a crochet chain, withdraw the hook 

and hold this loop with the fingers of 
the left hand under the frame up to· 
the point in the design where yoll. 
wish to begin, holding the tawbour· 
between the thumb and forefinger. 

With the crochet-hook in the right 

hand, insert it down through the 
mesh over the loop and draw the loop· 
up to the right side, insert the hook 

through the next mesh (over the lines. 
througho~t) and draw up a loop of tl1e· 
thread, pull this loop through the loop' 
on the hook , insert the hook through. 
the next mesh and draw up a loop ,. 
then pull this through the loop OIIJ 

the needle, and so on . 
This is the entire stitch, and only 

requires a very little practice to make 
one proficient. Having gone over the 
outlines, the centres of the leaves and· 

petals are filled in with a couple of 

rows, using the finer thread, or the 
inside may be filled with fancy lace 
stitches. Scrolls are usually made. 
solid, that is, close rows of the eh 
stitch are worked into them. The 
edges are then worked with a row, 
having a second row worked right. 

;;;:;:;::;;::;;;:;·=-~ through the centre of 

48 

the first, the net is 
next cut away from. 

the lower edge, and 

the lace placed be
tween the folds of a 

piece o f d a m p e d 
calico. press with a 
hot iron u n t i 1 the 

calico be dry, remove 
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the calico, and 

fin isli off 011 

tlte back of the 

lace itself, 
when it is 
completed. 

This Limerick 

Tambour Lace 
is often finished 
with a row of 
pearl edging 

sold for the 
purpose. This 
is top-sewn to 

.A. 8UIPLt--; LA<"E PATTEUN. 

Pretty 
Laces. 

tile edge, using the finer thread . 
To make the edges of the lace more 

durable it is usual to work a double 
row of eh around the edges, then cu t 
away the net from outside the design , 
a llowing a margin of two rows of 
meshes outside the outer line; these 

rows are twirled under when sewing 
on th e edging. For the hanclkc:rchief 

border, the inner erlge is top-se wn 
to the lawn centre, allowing the two 
rows of margin, and twirling these 
when sewing on the wrong side to the 
hemstitching. 

Limerick "Run" Lace. 
Limerick "Run" Lace is one of the 

most expensive of the Irish laces. 
I•:xquisitely dainty in appearance and 

this lace to finish it. The pretty 
de,i-!11 illustrated would be suit

extremely fine in texture it requires 

the very best and finest of net made 

specially for the purpose. The design 
is placed under the net and the out-

able for 

a ba11<1- k·!~·~ 
kerchief t~.:. 
border , ~~!~ 

or won Id S:~· 
r.~: line gone over with running stitch make a •• , 

through the meshes. For this pur- d el igllt- ~j 
pose very fine thread, Limerick Lace ful cor- ::.: •.• ~:·.;~~ •. :'·-~:_;·· ··:, 
Thread No. 250 is used doubled. The ner for a .. 
single thread is employed for darning sq u ar e 

the 111esheswithin the design, running collar. ~. 

the threads through the .~~~~~W~~~iW-:'.;.-,~:;~: 
meshes first in one direc

tion and then across. Any 

lace stitch may be used 
for the filling, and as a 

general rule the back
ground is left clear. A 
fine pearl edging sold 
for the purpose is usually 
aewn round the edges of 

.A. PRRTTY CORNER DESlGN. 
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My Work.box. 
BY THlt EDITOR. 

My interest in work.
boxes dates back. to 

the time when I first 

read The Wide Wide 

World, and that was 
-well, it was the first 
long story book. that 
I possessed for my 

very own! Up 
to that time, my 

personal Ii brary 

had consisted 
of children's 
coloured toy 

books, fairy 
tales and the 
lik e . The ad 
dition of The THE WORK-BOX. 

gomery bought 

for her daugh

ter!) thereby 
raising great 

hopes in the 
feminine portion 
of my older 

relatives . They 
trusted it was an. 
indication that I 

was going to turn. 

over a new leaf. 
and be more 

diligent with my 

needle ; alas ! it 
was nothing of 
the sort . As a 
small girl I detes-

Wide Wide 

World (with roses and forget -me-nots 
on the cover) marked a distinct epoch 
i1; my life ! 

It was a fter I had read that enthral-

ling chapter, where Ell en goes to 

the store with her mother and buys 
delightful things, and a work 

box is among the parcels sent 
home , that I set to anrl tirli erl 
up the small wooden box (aud 
a very inferior bit of furniture 
I felt it was, too, after th e 
delightful affair Mrs. :\lont -

ted needlework., 
and as a big girl I was vastly superior 
to e,·erything of the kind. Plain 
needlework I felt was so sordid ; and 
fancy needlework so i·nane and futile! 

W!Jen I was in my early teens I 

was quite convinced that I owed it 
to the world at large , to say 
nothing of posterity, tode,·ote 

my intellect to far weightier 
matters and deeper matters 
than a11ytbi11g connected with 
needlework ; so you can see 
that the hopes of my elders 

The ,.rticle 011 tl1e left is tor "' small spool of silk. The next ls a caryed 
screw for holcli11g material firmly to the edge of & t able. Th~ centre article 
has a t:we n11tl measure at th• top, bees-wax below, and a prncush1on at its 
base. The next is a tape me •sure. and the ivory box on . the right h old& 

glove buttons. The cary;og on the ivory in each case is very line. 
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were but short-lived . The only 

reason I tidied up my old work-box 

was because I was convinced that that 
perfect child, 

Why it waa 
obtained. 

my own case, I believe ; for it was 
just about then that I began to 

develop an interest in needlework. 

It came to me as a sort of reaction 
after too much mental work, and the 

inevitable 
nervous 

breakdown 

~Sililllllll::i:lilli. t h a t fi n d s ""'!!_._ __ ,..;.;;.,.-: ·. OU t m 0 St 

girls who 

Ellen Mont
gomery, al
ways kept hers 
scrupulously 
tidy; and as I 
was modelling 
myself entire

ly on her lines, 
naturally I felt 

A Fo.ucy Holder tor a reel of cotton. The top le are imbued 
mother-of-pearl. The Ivory Mallet is a pin-cushion. with t h e 

I was bound to pay attention to every 

small detail. 

One of the humours of life as we 
grow older and leave our teens behind, 
is to look back and remember what 

notion that their intellectual attain

ments are of vast importance to the 
nation! 

And after the breakdown, when I 
couldn't bear the sight of books or 
the sound of mnsic, I found myself 
actually doing needlework, and liking 

self-opinionated little im
portances we were at about 
sixteen ! How fixed were 
our views of life! How 

we knew everything I Ho\\ 
certain we were that our 
ideas would be precisely the 

same for all the rest of 
time! And how original and 

wonderful we considered 

This Crimson Silk Pln
cnshlon ha.a groups ot 
11.owers e.nd trui t finely 
carved in Ivory on ea.eh 

it too ; and the fascination 
of it grew upon me very 
rapidly, till now-I really 
don't know what I should 

do if I hadn't needlework 
to fall back upon, as a 

' recreation, when I get over

done with the wear and tear 
and strain of work in our 
great city . 

those ideas of ours to be I 
(and, incidentally, what a trial most 
of us were to our families at just 

about that age!) 
Still, it 's a merciful thing that in 

the majority of cases wf' gal,. a little 

1ide. I always feel sorry for the 
business woman who hasn't found 

out what a charm and solace there is 
in doing sewing or crochet work, or 
knitting, or embroidery, after a day 
spc-w.t in WJ"estlinl!' with the stern 

commercial 
side of life. 

She misset 
so much. 

wisdom as we grow older 
and learn that there may, 

after all, be some worth 

in the things we scorned 
as youngsters. It's a 
good thing, too, that our 

tastee often become quite 
healthy and normal as 
we proceed along the 
"twe11tles." It was SC\ in A ronntl Pln-ou11hlon with Oh\ne1e carTlnl 

on the top . The small bo.rrel I• " tape 
men.sure. 

But to re· 
turn to the 
subject of 
work- boxes. 

By the time I 
fouudoutfo1 
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The Editor's 
Work-box. 

m_vself what a vast all:o11ut of pleasure 
.:aa ':e pror!uced by a ball of crochet 

cotton and a hook, 

111y old work-box 
was no longer in 
existence. 

A Wooden Case for packets of needles, 
brown ornamented wilh silt. 

I made shift with a work-basket and 
similar frauds, till at last it was borne 
in upon me that I must have a work

box, and a very comprehensive one 
too. I had all sorts of oddments in 
the way of fittings, and I got tired of 
rattling them about in an incapable 
work-basket, and 

diving for them to 

the bottom of a 
much-tangled-up 

work-bag. 

I wandered around 
the shops, but the 
work-boxes they 

Beeswax, 
mounted with 
motber-of-pea.rl. 

showed me seemed curiously inade
G:iate in every particular-there was 
no room for anything in most of 

them, and they were singularly uu
interesting as a whole in their 

appearance. 

I even started to clesign one at last, 

only the design was ueYer fiuished, 
because I coul.rl not make up my mind 

as to the exact number of compart
ments I should require. 

Fortunately, wheu my netd was 

becoming most acute, someone sent 
me a present of a box, that not only 
had as many compartments as I had 
louged for, but eYer so many to spare; 
moreover, the box was so beautiful in 
itself. that it was, and still is a cou

staut joy just to look at it. 

This box is antique, and was 
eYideutly made in the East. So solid 
is it, tha1. it is 

almost as 
heavyasasew

ing machiue 

to lift; but it 
stands always 

on a conven

ient side table, 
so its weight 

does not worry 
me. It is 

inlaid most 

exquisitely 

with iv or Y, Tbls e.ncient Httle Dutch 
tortoise shell, Doll is an Emery Be.g. 

silver, in addition to light and dark 
wood ; the workmanship of the whole 
is wonderful. There are twenty-three 
roomy compartments in the top tray, 
and vast space below. 

Nothing so convinces 

you that you want 
and must have a thing, 

as the fact that you 
can't get it! and by 
this time, all my spare 
moments seernecl oc

cupied with a cra,·ing 
for a nice work-Lox, 

A mother-of-pe&rl &nd ellt 
thimble holder. 

At last I had a re

spectable box for my 
many oddments; and 

it was not long before 

the collection grew ; 

friends contributed 
items; relations turned 
out ancient put-away 
work-boxes and found 
little fittings which 

5? 
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Its 
Content•. 

and a piece of wax for waxiug 
you r thread, half way up. 

A Needle-case covered with blue, green , red, and 
white beads. 

T h ere are quite a number of 

ornamental devices for holding 

bees-wax, some with silver ends, 
o ne with mother-of-pearl out
side. Emery-bags also prevail, 

they sent m e . And in a very little 
t im e it transpired that I had a work
box that was really something worth 
caring for and cherishing. The hobby 
h as grown till now my work-box stands 

for all sorts of pleasant memories, and 
I can see myself in my old age getting 
quite garulous over it! 

Now for the contents. There are 
tiny pin cushions of various kinds, 
round, square 
and heart 
shape, some 
of ivory and 
silk, with the 
finest of 

C llinese ear

ving on the 
top. A carved 

ivory box 
holds small 
glove buttons. The little Brass Bear. 

There are quaint long needle-cases. 
some are carved, one very uncomm011 
one is of bone, covered with a fi11e 
network of 6eads, these hold silver 
bodkins, beautifully engraved . Tape 
measures appear in various forms and 

unwind themselves either from a 
barrel, or by turning the tail of a 

donkey, from the top of a kind of 
pepper-box lighthouse. 
This last is a noble 

ornament, because, in 
addition to the tape 

measure, it provides ii. 
p in-cushion at its base, 

one taking the form of a charming 

little Dutch woman in a full green 
silk skirt. This is well over 60 years 
old. 

There are needle books with various 

A pair of Sil.er Sci•sors. 

appropriate mottoes, such as" A stitch 
in time saves nine," a little wooden 
case for holding packets of needles, 
one or two carved wooden boxes for 

hooks and eyes, a pearl thimble case, 
an old-time" h ousewife," a little brass 
bear with a head that lifts up and 

makes room for darning needles 
inside h im. (By the way, he is 
evidently the twin brother to the 
little brass bear described by Mrs. 
Barclay in The Rosary.) 

Perforated cardboard was much 
patronized by our grandmothers. 
Among other things, I have an 
ornamen ta! case for holding court 

plaster, made with perforated card
board worked in red and blue silk. On 
one side are the appropriate words-

A C&rTed Needle-case. 
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The Editor's 
Work-box. 

Go, little case, 

Thy kind assistance lend, 
And cure when cut 

The finger of my friend. 

while on the back is worked
Oh may you never, never feel 
A deeper wound than this can heal. 

Devices for holding silk when 
wound were more popular in the past, 
when silk was dear and mercerised 
cottons were unknown. My work-box 

contains both wooden and mother-of

pearl silk winders, and a little carved 
~ilk holder, with a top that unscrews 

and a small hole at the side for the 

silk strand to come through. 

Gentlewomen of the bye-gone age 
evidently indulged in note books as 
pretty as any to be found to-day. I 
luve an ancient note-book containing 
p.:iper and an ivory tablet. The bind
ing outside is dark leather stamped 
very ornately with gold . In the 
centre, both back and front, is let in 

a medallion of the very finest Berlin 

wool work I have ever seen. Each 
medallion shows a group of roses and 

f .. liage perfectly executed. Yet is 

not more than an inch and a hdf 
across. The book inside is gorgeous 
with rose-silk pockets. In a flowing 

Ita lian hand, that so well matches 
the period of the book, someone has 
written down notes of a sermon 

µ reached at Cheltenham, but no date 
a.ppears (a truly feminine omission!) 

It is possible that the same lady owned 
the flat silver vinaigrette, opening 

like a snuff box, that I keep in one 

compartment, with similar relics. It 

seems to suggest a hot day in church. 

;JI ;JI 

But the work-box is practical as 
well as ornamental. It is a matter of 
puffed up pride with me that I can 
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invariably supply everybody's neerls 

in the way of haberdashery. 
There are linen buttons of all the 

orthodox sizes; glove and shoe 
buttons galore; hooks and eyes, white 
and black, of all gardes ; cottons and 
silks for mending every imaginable 
shade of gloves, with lots of dress 
colours thrown in; white embroidery 
threads and cotton lie in orderly 
skeins, from size 1 onwards. 

Friends try to catch me napping, 
and come to ask me for things they 

think I shan't have in stock, but I 
can usually supply them. White 
elastic I was asked for recently, also 

n:irrow linen tape, and black vcl\'et 
binding for a skirt-bottom, I pro
duced them all, trying to look modest, 
though I knew the inquirer didu 't 
really need them. I told her I could 
also supply frilled elastic for sus
penders if she required any, and 
small brass or ivory rings for sewing 
on fancy bags, and pins with any 

colour heads she liked to name. She 
retired, duly discomfited I trust. 

;JI ;JI 

Now my reason for telling about 

my work-box is to suggest to any 
readers who have only regarded a 
work-box as an uninteresting 
necessity that they might do worse 
than develop a "work-bo:x hobby ." 
I really do not know of many things 

that are more fascinating in a feminine 
way. 

There is something very pretty 
about a well-ordered work-box, to 

start with, and that in itself is a great 

advantage. I like to look at the 
rainbow-coloured silks and cottons, 
at the lengths of pretty narrow ribbon 
for lingerie, at the gay litt.Je pin

cushions, and the tiny bags made 
from odd bits of flowery silk, that I 
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'Ilse for special buttons. 
And then the utility 
-0f it gives an added 
charm. There is the 
sa111c ~ort of pleasure 
in kt·e p 111g- it properly 
stocked as there is 
in looking after the 

A Darne4 
Net Square. 

s t or ·e - cupboard. 
Moreover, this is not 
a ·1 expensive hobby . 
One can add a few 

A Box of Ribbon a.nd Per!ora.ted 
Ct.rdboo.rd. orno.mented with a 
wrea.th ot forget-me-note a.nd 

The fittings, again, 
seem to collect them
selves. Once you start, 
you will be surprised to 
find how many trifles 
turn up that you 
pounce upon at once, 
exclaiming, "Thatwill 
just do for my work
box ! " Whether the 
things are morderu or 

reels of cotton at a time, 
it does not amount to so 

much. 

and 
very 

HEXAOONR .!.ND BQU"-RES m Dil1'ED n,. 

roses. 
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antique matters little. 

so long as they are pretty in themselves 
and can be turned to some practical 

purpose. 

l'or directions see pa.ee ~ 
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Making Bohemian Lace . 

.l BROAD EDGING. 

The novelty of this lace lies in its 
simplicity of design and execution. 

The design must form a series of 
curves, in fact, any simple braiding 

;>attern can be followed for this make 
vf lace, so long as sharp corners are 

•voided as much as possible. 
Materials required : A very narrow 

lace braid, or even tape of the 
narrowest make will answer the 
purpose, though the lace braid is 
finer. Tack the braid carefully over 

your pattern. Fill in the spaces by 
taking a thread from one side of the 

braid to the other as for herring
boning, but fastening the thread each 

time with a sort of knot formed thus: 
llold down the 2 strands of thread 

with the thumb, make a button-!1ole 

stitch over these 2 strands. Draw up 

tightly, thus forming a kind of knot . 
Continue on opposite side the sarne . 

To form a variety, the stitches are 
made more closely together in the 
narrow spaces, and the very wide 

spaces are filled in in the same 
manner, with a simple lace or button

hole stitch . 
In the more elaborate designs, 

button-holed bars fill in the very 

wide spaces. 
This make of lace is most effective 

forinfants ' garments, lingerie frocks, 

jabots, and collars. 
It also has a handsome effect when 

let into table linen of a fine quality. 

Thi' couhl uc inserted in the end of a Siilebonnl Cloth 
or in • linen Tea. Cosy Cover, aa illustrated on page •T: 
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The Educational Value of 
the Doll. 

The educational '·aluc of the Doll 
is just beginning to be realized by the 
mothers and teachers of smai·l girls; 

so that at last we have the making of 
doll's clothes included in the curri
culum of certain schools. 

This is undoubtedly a step in the 
right cii1·ection. The little girl wl;o 

An 
Edge 

in 

Bohe
mian 
Lace, 
show
! n g 

button-
holed 
bars. 

has taken a part in making her doll's 

wardrobe, and then in keeping it up

to-date, will find that the knowledge 
she has ga.ined in this way will 
be invaluable to her in after life. 
The child who has helped to put 
together her doll 's combinations, will 
have no rl.ifficnlty in making her own 
later on, neither will she be perplexed 
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when she in turn has little people to
sew for. In the same way, the small 

girl who has been shown how to 
bring Lady Arabelb's "last season's. 
party frock" up-to-date, by altering 
the sleeves, or the fulness of the
,:.: irt -as the latest mode may 

Lle111and-will eave many a dress-

An 
Inser
tion 
with 
only 
simple 

stitches 

maker's bill presently, when her own 
frocks show signs of growing out-of-

date. ( 
But this instruction as to the doll 's 

wearing apparel is only the beginning 
of the educational possibilities of the 
doll . The next step is to encourage 
the little girl to gee to the household 
linen and general furnishings of the 
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The Value of 
the Doll. 

doll's house. If a real doll's house 
is not forthcoming at the moment, an 
excellent substitute can be made out 
-0f a wooden box turned up on end, 
with a few shelves put in to suppJ.y 
.the necessary succession of "floors." 
Once you have contrived something 

that you can call a doll 's house-and 
the child's innate love of "make 

believe" will enable you to do this 
easily-doll's furniture can bet 

procured at very little cost, and the 
etceteras can be supplied by your own 

ingenuity. 

First the bedclothes and bedding 
should be made. It will be best for 
the child if you make all this your

selves, rather than buy the small 
bolster and pillows at the toy shop. 

Show her how to make the small 

feather bed, and how to stuff the 
pillows. She can make a little 
mattress from small cloth clippings; 

this will teach her the value of tiny 
waste bits of material. Have every
thing as complete as you can, from 
the under blanket to the ornamental 
bedspread; and show her how to 
make the bed in a proper way. A 

valance will be received with accla
mation, a u<l yo u can show her how 
t o fasten it on with tapes. 

A nightdress pocket is sure to 

delight any little maid; and in using 
it for Lady Arabella's elegant night
,l("own, she will learn, unconsciously, 

what she must do with her own. 

A little Linen Bag can also be made 

to serve a useful purpose ; and if Lady 
.Arabella is always taught to put rlis
carded garments in her Linen Bag, 
p reparatory to sending them to the 
wash, the other little lady will be 
learning tidy methodical ways at the 

.. nme time. 
Doll 's cupboards can be liought at 

most toy shops for a few pence; turn 

one of these into a linen press, and 
have it furnished under your super
vision with tablecloths, serviettes, tray
cloths, towels and toilet covers, as well 

as with bed linen. Shew the little 
housewife how to ornament the guest 
towels, how to fold the serviettes and 
tablecloths correctly, bow to put a Pit 

of edging round the toilet covers and 
tray cloths, and bow to let in a fancy 

corner into the 5 o'clock tea-cloth. 

If she is old enough to do some of the 

ornamentations for herself, so much 
the better ; let her try to do a ver,y 
simple cross-stitch border round a 
sideboard cloth for Lady Arabella 's 
dining room; any coarse piece of 
canvas will serve, so long as the 
cotton is a pretty colour. 

In this way you will not only be 

instilling in your child a love of 
housewifely things, and fostering the 
instinct for home-making that is born 

in most baby girls, but you will be 
teaching her the right way lo do 
things, and what is required in a 
properly conducted household; also, 
you will be t ra inin g her to make the 

things she needs. And none of tbi1 
need be any tax on the brain. It will 
all be absorbed with the utmost 
delight, as play. 

But do not misunderstand me. I 
am not advocating that the mother 

should invariably supervise the child '• 

play. 
I think a child should be allowed 

the old -t ime freedom in this respect : 
the modern custom of helping or 

training or assisting a child to play 
only tencls to dwarf its self reliance 
and stunt its ingenuity: But while 
the little girl has plenty of time to 
amuse !ierself with the doll 's house 

as she pleases, it is easy for the mother 
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1to get in her instructions by the way. 
.She can announce that she is going 
•to pay a ceremonious visit to Lady 
.Arabella, and the house must be put 

in applepie order for the occssion. 
Then the guest towels can be hanging 

.over the towel horse: fresh covers on 
-the drawing-room cus-hions, the best 

'bedspread over the bed, and the 
,serviettes in their bead-rings ronnd 
1the dining-room table . 

Having the child make the house 
.and bed linen teaches her how to sew 

with very little irksomeness. Each 
.article is so small that it can be 
-quickly finished, and is not like the 

'large pieces of work that were given 
.children to do a generation ago . Few 
children can ge_t up any enthusiasm 

Teaching a Child 
to Sew. 

over hemming a duster! But it will 

be the exceptional girl who is not 
eager to hem the small sheet for the 
doll 's bed and put a piece of lace at 
th e edge; and if mother can find

or evolve-a monogram or initial for 
the pillow-case, needlework will take 
on an added delight in the eyes of 
the small person. To learn to make 

a buttonhole properly is dull work 
for a young girl, yet it is necessary, 
as we most of us need this knowledge 
as we grow older; but if she learns 

the stitch in the first instance by 
buttonholing the top of the doll's 
blanket a bright blue or red, she will 
be acquiring useful information as 
well as a good deal of pleasure in 
doing this piece of work. 

For a Curtain Border. 
Darned filet net is one of the most 

.artistic forms of fancy-work. It is 
.always i n fashion and affords ample 
scope for one 's own designing, which 

can be carried out to our own ideas 
·of the manner in which it should be 

worked. Simple darning stitch is 
.used, in which the thread is run in 
~nd out through the meshes in 
su flicieu t rows to fill a line of the 
meshes in any direction required. 
'The outline of the motif is worked 

in this way with soft embroidery 

-cotton, then additional value is 

.assured to the work by 
"filling in" with any fan cy 

s titches with which we are 
acquainted. Thisdesigu, 
while suggested for a cur
tai n border. will also serve 
for an insertion borderfor 

.a tea -cloth , cushion-cover, 
-0r it could be adapted for 
,. delightful cot-coverover 

"' I'' nk or blue satin lining. 

For this purpose a centre motif, or a 
group of them, such as th at in the cor

ner could be put i n the centre of the 
cover. 

AN 

EFFECTIVE 

DESIGN IN 

D.A.RNED 

NET. 
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A Lesson • ID 

J'iC, 1.-Sll<PLB Hli:lllBTITOKDIG. 

Hemstitching . 
openwork liked, must be drawn from. 

the material immediately under the 
edge of the hem. 

In Fig . 1, which shows plain hem

stitching, 4 threads only were drawn. 
Mark the depth of the hem required 
and draw out tue 4 threads below the 
line where the edge of the hem i1 to
be. Turn down the hem and tack it 
in place. With the embroidery cotton 
or linen thread, and an ordinary: 

sewing need le . 

commence by fas
tening the thread 
to the c:nd of tbe
hem with a few 

stitches, at the left 
side, • s l i p the 

n e e d l e in from 
right to left under 
3 of the threads·, 
draw it out and put 

the needle upwards 
through the edge 
of the hem under 
the 2nd horizontal 

The best finish 

for all kinds of 
work that require 

frequent washing 

is the hemstitched 
hem. This can be 
of ,·arious depths, 
an<i either plain 

hemstitching or 
,·eryelaboratework 

of the "dra wn 
thread" kind, with 

fancy stitcuery. 
Linen sheets and 

pillvw-cases afford 
samples of articles 

Fig. 8.- DOC"BLE LADDER STITCH. 
thread, • repeat . 

Fig. 5.-TBE SERPE~Tl)..E sTITC'll . 

wuich are improved by a deep hem 
ornamented with some openwork 

veining. Coloured embroidery cottons 
or white are used with good effect, and 
the number of stitches that can be 

employed is indefinite. 
For all hemstitching a number of 

threads, depending upon the width of 
60 

Some people work from right to 
left of the hem. In this case the 
working thread is held in a 

loop with the left thumb, 
wuile passing the 
nee<ile under the 
fabric threads, 
and the nee<ile 
brou,gb ton t 
th rongli 

Fig. 2.-BHOWU•G HOW TO TUR?< A C-01\><Jm. 

The black line alont the bottom u 
merely the end of #he cot#o ... 
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Jrlg . 9 .-TWIIT1i:n OPENWOB11: DABS. 

Figure 2 shows how to turn a corner 

for this plaiu hemstitching. You 

mark lines for the 

hem and draw the 
threads as before, 
then fold the 
material diagoually 
through the corner 
as in the illustra
tion. Th is gives 

you a small tri
angle in the corner. 

Fold back the dia
gon al e<lge of the 
triangle to get the 

balf of it and crease 

.along this line. 

Now back-stitch 

Right and 
Wrong Sides. 

Fig. 4.-TBB Lil>DER STITOB. 

which you fold down :flat, turn this 

corner section inside out and you ha Ye 
a neat line on the 
wrong si<le of your 

hem going diago
nally fro Ill the 

corner to the edge 
of the hem. 

Figure 3 shows 
this hem with a row 
of stitching which 
twists the open
work bars. Pro

ceed as before with 
the hew, but take 

an even number of 
threads with each 

stitcll; iu this case 
.along the creased 

Ftg. 9 .-WBONG SIDB or DOUBLB 
4 were takeu . Fas

ten the thread to the 
end of the open work at the left , • insert 
the needle after the next 4th thread , 

L.A.DDER STITCH. 

line down to where 
you turn in the edge of the hem. 

Cut away the corner outside the seam , 

Fi&. 6.-DOUBLK SERPENTINE STl'I'CH. 
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Fig. 7.-WllO~G SJDE OF DOUBLE 
SLRPENTlNE &TITCH. 
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A Lesson in 
Hemstitching. 

and turning the point backwards to 
left again bring it up under the 3rd_ 

and 4th threads, over the 2nd and lst, 
twist the needle round underneath 
this group and bring it up again after 
the 4th thread, • repeat. 

Figttre 4 shows the hemstitclling 
worked at both sides of the openwork. 
This is known as the ladder-stitch 
and is worked the same at both sides; 
instead of putting the thread through 

the edge of the hem at the other side 

you put it under the 2nd horizon ta! 
thread in the edge of the material. 

Figure 5.-The serpentine stitch , for 

which a greater number of theads are 
drawn, eight being taken out for the 
sawple. An even number of threads 
ia necessary. Hemstitch with 4• 
threads, then at the other side hem-
stitch in the same way, but take the 

last half of the lst group with the lst. 

half of the 2nd, and so on. 

Figure 6.-The double serpentine· 

stitch . Here 2 groups of thread are· 
drawn, leaving a plain strip of material 
between them. Draw 8 threads, lea ye· 

4, draws. Hemstitch thetoprowa nol 
the lower edge, then hemstitch at the
sides next lo the plain strip, but 
instead of putting the needle throu&'b: 
the material take a stitch at each side 

alternately. 

Fig10·• 7 ahows the wrong side of 

this hem. 

Figure 8.-These are plain bars. 

worked as in Fig. 4, but with a plain. 
strip as in No. 7, which is worked in; 
the same way . 

Figure 9 shows the wrong side of 

Fig. 8 . 

A Good Finish for Canvas Work. 
Fold canvas back as far as work is to 

go that there may be the firmness of 
double material for the long stitches. 
The illustration will show the working 
of alternate colours. 

Place a netting mesh of ivory or 

s t " e 1 , 
some-

i 111 e s 

\V 0 I.) d' 
even with 
tlle edge. 
Take a 

thread

ed rug 
needle 
over this 

from each 
ho I e in 

the ca11\·as JO times. Next the other 
neetllt:ful of second colour 10 times. 
When the mesh is full, the upper 
part can be made from 9 threads . 

Make 9 stitches of graduated lengths, 
the longest one 9 threads high, cross 

corners. These should be the same 
colour as the tassel. The shorter and 
more open threads the reverse way are· 

the colour of the next tassel, the centre

lougest one first, three each side, leav
ing a clear opening between each two-. 

I h e 
mesh can 
now be 
drawn. 
f r o m 
through 

the loops 
along it . 

Wind 
round 

and cut 
once 2() 

strands 
of each colour, place a short length 

of the thread through the loops 
and hold the cut ends taut to them 
and tie ti &'ht through the middle, 
pulling down firm, and afterwards 
clipping even. 
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The Marguerite Glove and 
Handkerchief Sachet. 

The accom
panying illus· 
trations show 
something 
quite new in 
the way of 
decorating a 
glove and 

handkerchief 

sachet. The 
very realistic 

warguerites 

are made by 

covering a 
shilling- sized 
button mould 
with satin, 

silk or sateen, 
and then sew
ing on to the 

wrong side, 
some old
f ash ion ed 

whitevandyke 
braid . This 

braid should 
be put on 
with an" over
sew" stitch, 
point by 
point, push
ing each as 

closely to

gether as 
possible. 

When ·fiaish
!rBE GLOVl!: BAOBE!r. 

ed a running thread should be placed 
through tlle centre of the braid, right 
round the circle, in order to keep 

each "petal" in position. 
The vandyke braid used in these 

designs is three-quarters of an inch 

in depth. 

The buds 
consist of six 
points of braid 
gathered 
tightly to
gdher, and 
enclosed in a 
little silk 

calyx . The 

raw edges 
should be 

turned in

wards, and 
running 
stitches used 

top and bot
tom. 

The tubular 
cord represen 

ting the 
braiding 
stems is made 

by covering 

ordinary cord 
with silk or 
satiu. As this 

is sometimes 
rather stiff, 

however, 
i n s t ea d o·f 
using the soft 
cord, three O·r 

four strands 
of wool will 

be found 
m·uch easier, 

as it will turn and twist more 
satisfactorily, After preparing the 
cord , place it carelessly on the sides 
of the sachet, turn it at intervals, 

and tie a loose knot or two. Let it 

"wiggle" itself into a pattern. ' 
The sachets are made in the usual 
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The Marguerite 
Handkerchief Sachet. 

way by covering fa irly stiff book 
muslin with a thi n layer of wadding, 

then tacking over the outer side, 
sateen or silk. Work all the out
·side decoration next so that the 
stitches can be taken ri gh t through, 

This 
hand ker
c b i e t 
sachet is 
ma.de in 
the same 
wa.:r n. s 
the glove 

sachet;. 

and finally line the inside. The 
fasten i•ngs on these satchets are made 

by inserting little stiffener! silk tabs 
between the enter co ,·er a nd inside 
lining, and sewing on ordin ary spring 
punch buttons. 

The only 
difference 
is that 
ordinary 
cord is 
used, and 
n ot the 
tubular 

cord. 

Needlepoints. 

Never hem or machine around the bottom of a light frock 

that is liable to shrink in the washing or cleaning. Fasten the 

hem down wit·h French knots. These can easily be cut if the 

•kirt needs lengthening. 

Always turn up a deep hem on light skirts, for use in case 

<>f shrinkage. 

Hem-stitchine can be done with far less strain to the 

eyesight if a dark finger -shield be used. With this the white 

threads show up very clearly. 

Floor nags that show "°ny tendency to fray at the end1 

11hould be bound with Carpo:t Binding, which can be procured 

fro:n any upholsterer or furnishing draper. 
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Beads and Bead=work. 
The woman for whom beads have 

no attraction is not easy to find. 

An admiration for beads is a char

acteristic of w o m e n of most 
nati<aialties. in the present day 
it is possible to get some really 
beautiful beads, and they can bt 
used in so many different ways 
that delightful necklaces and 
chains can be made. Some of tht 

season's novelties are really lovely. / 

A few are illustrated here, but in 
pictures of this kind it is quite 
impossible to portray the beauty 
of tbe beads. Still, with some 

little description, these will give, 
au idea of what can be obtained 

and made. 
The ueck.Jace shown at the top a, 

this page is made of Venetian beads' 

of a lovely shade of Turquoise, in- ~~1-~"~'.~1~':;Ev::,~;,~~N A-"" 
terspersed with gold filigree beaus, 
th e tiny beads being of metal, the 
same shade as the Venetian. As will 
be seen fro111 the illustration, a double 

6 1108'.I' 8DIPLR 0114IN TO MARK. 
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row of small beatls is used for the 
upper portion, but after being threaded 
through the long bead on each side, 

the threads divide, and a pendant 
effect is given. A chain of this 
.!escription is not at all difficult to 
make. 

Another illustration shows a ,·ery 
effective necklace made of two kintls 
of Venetian heads, the dark ones 
being black covered with exquisite 
little coloured flowers, wh ile tile 

lighter ones are of crystal and golri, 
with spots of pink. Between are gold 

torse beads and gold 2'1ass bugles. 
·rhe chain is made on one thread only 

and is the simplest kind to make, and 

it is-as will easily be seen-most 
effective. 

The little bracelet is made on two 
rows of bead wire, and is of Cats' 
Eyes (flat green · beads) ·and small 
aluminium beads. ~. Agreatadvantage 
.-,f these aluminium beads is that they 

c.s. "' 
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The New Bead 
Necklaces. 

will not tarnish. These beads are, 
of course, equally suitable for neck
laces and chains, and also for hair 
ornaments. 

The largest illustration shows 
several chains. A particularly pretty 
one is the second from the top. This 
is made of one of the prettiest kinds 
of beads-the medallion. This is a 
fat round bead, an<l one which is 
preferred by a good many, because it 
shows so prettily on the blouse. Th is 

particular chain is of an exquisite 
shade of blue, but these bea<ls cau be 

obtained in other shades. The small 
beads used here are silver metal 
beads, while at each side of the 
medallion bead is a gold torse bead. 

The illustration immediately below 
the medallion necklace shows one 
made of Venetian beads, the par
ticular attraction of which lies in the 
fact that no two Ven.,tian beads userl 
in its manufacturP. are alike. The 
connecting beads a re small golu 

This 
shews a. 

number 
of most 
effective 
necklo.ces 

and 
chalna. 

ti(j 

filigree (next to the Venetian beads! 
with gol•l metal beaus iu hetween . 

A section of a long mosaic hea<I 
chain is shown under. This gh·es a 
pleasing ex.1111ple of how pretty a 
colour scheme way be obtained with 
fairly sombre shades. Tbe actual 
mosai·c bead- the large one - has 
ton es of green, yellow, blue anti 
while. •Next to it is a green bea<I, 
2 small golu, 7 bronze, 2 gold. TU.en 
follow a brow n bea<l the same size as 

the green referred to, 2 gold, 7 bronze, 
l gold, 52 liuy green metal beads, I 
gold, 7 bronze, 2 gold, I brown, 2 
gold, 7 bronze. 2 gold, I green, 2 gold, 
7 bronze. 2 gol<l, 1 green, 2 gold, 7 
bronze, 2 gold, 1 brown, 2 gold, 7 
bronze, I gold, 5~ small green, I gold, 
7 bronze, 2 gol<l, 1 brown, 2 gold, 
7 bron ze, 2 gold, 1 green, 1 mosaic. 
Repeat from •. 

T!Jose w!Jose tastes run to more 
delicate productions, however, should 
see t!Je Persian beads. A ner~, la «e of 

The 
llel!iign At 

the to1i is 
eqne.lly 
•.,I te.hle 
fl)ra Hn.ir 

n1lll1letLU. 
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A Pretty 

Tio.ea tor 
the ll 1Li r 
is shown 

here . 

tliese is shown i111111edi.tt<:cly below the 
mosaic chain. 'l'liese he.ids can be 
-Obtained in various sizes am! shapes, 

.and show for the 111ost part , beautiful 
pale shades ou white g-rouncls, givi11g 

the beads the 
appeara11ce of <li>l i

cate chi11a. Tuis ' 
particular necklace 

AbQut . Hair 
Orname.J;lt&. 

Ot 
naroque 
P e o. c Is 
o.n<l 001 ,1 

0 I a s s 
Beads. 

attention. It is 111acle of lla104ue 
Pearls (golcl colourer! long beads) 

with gol<l glass beads between. A 
point about tllese Baroque Pearls 

wliicll makes them so useful for 

wearing in the hair 
is that they are 

exceet!in~ly light 
in wei~llt. 

is made 011 two 
threads, which at 

intervals are di \'i
ded and tlien con
uectetl again. The 
colours in this are 
\Vedgewoocl blue, 
pale coral, silver 

ind white, and it is 
quite illlpossible to 

:lescribe the beauty A BRAC'l·: l.J-:T UP CATM' !!!YE~ 
A:\U Al.U)ll~lUM UEAVS. 

ll air bands can 

also he made "itll 
two sizts of pearl 
heads. a r a t h e r 
large size for the 
edges and s111aller 

for tlH· t rellis·work 
between--the 

favonrite mode. 
~ tr : ng- t lte pearls ou 
,·c ry fine wire, to 

of tllis attracti ,.e 

l ittle article . 
The top design shows a ch :1 i11 of 

two sizes of a beautiful amethyst 
bead, witll Slllall seed pearls between. 
Tliese a met!Jys t ueads, like t!Je Cat 's 
Eyes, !Jave two holes 011 each side, 
a11d tl!erefore are always used with 

two rows of small beads. This fact, 
anti the flat character of tlle beads, 

m akes t!Jem very s11itable for hair 

bantleaux, especially as this shape can 

be obtained in other colours. For 
insta11ce , the kind known as Fire 
Opals look very lovely in the hair, 

also the Moonstone Jewels. 
\Vhile 011 the subject of hair orua-

111ents, the tiara show11 is wort!J 

be obtained at any 

large drapery shop (used for binding 
t!Je stems of millinery flowers, 
pri11cipally). This wire is very fine 
aud pliable, a11d cau readily be 
"threaded" through the beads with
out the use of a needle. Make the ~ 
edges of the baud first a11d secure both 
e11ds. Fasten the wire to the first 

bead and commence the trellis-work 
by threadiug as many beads as will 

go diagonally through what would be 
a square between the 2 edges, get the 
first line right and the rest cannot go 
wrong, for you simply t!JreaJ the same 
n urn ber of beads eacll tillle and fasten 
by twining the wire around that i11 
the outside rows between the 2 bead. 
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Beads and 
Bead-wo rk . 

where the lines cross, going from one 
side to the other alternately, in right 

angles. According to the closeness of 
the lines, the number of beads between 
each diagonal line must be even, or 
d ivis ible by 3. When the first row is 
finished, fasten the wire to the edge, 
after the second or third bead, and 
thread the same number as before and 
fasten after the second or third bead 
at the other side. Fill all the angles 

in this way, winding the wire once 
around each line that it crosses, keep

ing the number of beads at each side 
of the trellis equal. The ends of the 

band are generally finished with a 
large "cabachon " made with pearls 
or contrasli ng beads. 

Net blouses for evening wear, 
spangled with beads, are also very 
easy to make. In Brussels net the 
meshes run in straight lines and in 

angles to each other, and it is an easy 
thing to form geometrical designs by 
simply following the lines in any way 

selected. The beads are fastened in 
place with a knot stitch for each, so 
that in the event of one getting pulled 
off, others near it may not fall off too, 
as is the case with the bought beaded 
net . Beaded fringes for edging 
draperies are so easily made that there 
is no need to describe them. 

Then for belts , lmgs, etc., there is 

the apache bead work that any girl 

can easily make on the little loom 
made and ,sold for the purpose. This 

can be obtained from Mr. F . E . 

Rogier, 14, High Street , Kensington, 
London, \V., with all the materials 
requisite. Here, too, can be bad very 
large and varied selection of beads of 
e\·ery kind. He will send price lists, 
sample cards, etc ., on approval. 

A Bag to Match Your Costume. 
In the present day a bag is no longer 

merely a bag, but it i~ " very im
portant accessory 
to the well-dressed 
woman. Thi 
shape, style, auc 
colour are caref u 11 y 

considered , with a 

view to suiting th~ 

costume with 
which it is to be 

used. Such a one 
can quite easily be 

made, and will 

give a very dis
tinctive look . The 
bag here illustrated 
was made of satin 
of a pretty mole 
shade to match 
the cl r-:ss of the 

68 

we..1rer. The simple diagonal stitch
in·.! was done in soft embroidery silk 

of the same colour, 
and at the points 
of intersection a 

coral bea<l was 
~ewn. This touch 

of brighter colour 
matched the coral 
trimming 111 

costume and hat. 

The cord and 
tassels were of the 

mole sh ade. A 

bag of this kind 
is quite simple 
to make, and 
practically a ny 

colour or 
material could 

b e used 
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A Hardanger Embroidery 
Cloth. 

For thill cloth a square of Hardanger 
or Congress Canvas of medium mesh 

is required, and the work is done in 
Faudel's Vivid Lustre for the solid 
work, and Faudel's Sylkoline for the 

weaving. 
Commence the work about 6 inches 

THR FTr\.LSHED CLOTH LOORS VERY HANDSOME. 

from the oulsicle edge, and 120 threads 
from the middle of a sicle. Begin at 

the lowest point of the I st diamond, 
an d work 11 blocks of 5 stitches over 
4 threads. Continue this up and down 
for the 4 diamonds, working the top 
halYes to correspond , and leaving 4 
threads between the 2 blocks in the 
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middle of each . To turn the corner, 
work a 2nd row of blocks by the side 

of the upper half of the last diamond, 
which row forms the lst side of the 
diamond for the 2nd side of the cloth. 
The blocks of the lower half of the 2 
diamonds are continued in a straight 

line across the corner,-there must be 

au extra block worked in the space 
between the two halves of the last 
diamond, so that there will be 11 
blocks on each side of this extra block 
in this straight row . 

Continue the diamonds, 4 on each 
side, around the cloth, then work in 
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A Hardan~er 
Embroidery Cloth. 

the small inner diamonds. These 

'Consist of 6 blocks at each side of the 
·diamond, and care must be taken to 
t;ork them exactly opposite the cor

respondi11g Llocks in the outer dia
monds, so that the threarls are correct 
ior the open work. The crosses are 

then filled in, beginning in the centre 
hole, 6 stitches are taken on the 
diagonal, each stitch being raised a 
·mesh , and the 2nd row of each point 

being taken into the same bole as the 
<first. The eyelet holes are worked at 

·each side in the space betweeu the 

points. 
Next fill in the triangles at the out 

side of the diamonds with hah·es of 
stars, making the stitches of the lower 
side level with the lowest block of the 

-diamond. Fill in the single eyelet 
l:Ioles between the points of the star, 
..and then work 4 eyelet holes together, 
-making the inside stilches of all 4 
meet in I bole, which forms a sm all 

hole in the centre. 

BHO\\lNG UOW THE CORNER IS MANAGED. 

iO 

Each side of the diamonds is next 
oullinecl with 3 rows of backstitching, 
making each row finish in the same 

row of the mesh as the lowest block of 
the diamond. An eight-pointed star 
is worked on the <rntside of each 
co ;·ner. 

WI.Jen the solid work is completed, 
the threads are cut for the woven and 
whipped bars, which are worked in 
the spaces between the inner and outer 

d.iamonds, the whippi ug and weaying 
being worked in alternate diamonds. 

For the woven bars the threads are cut 

at the sides of all the blocks, and those 
left are woven with a picot in the 
middle of each side of each bar . For 
the whipped bars there are more 
threads left than cut. They are cut at 

the side of the ruiddle block of the 
inner diamond. 

Leave uncut the next 2 sides of the 
blocks round the diamond, cut the 
sides of the next 2, leaYe uncut the 

sides of the end block, and repeat this 
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THIS R~OWS THE DETAIL OF TH-E DU.MONDS. 

scheme around the inner diamond. 

Then cut the same threads on the 
·inside of the outer diamond, draw the 
;threads and whip. 

Next the 4 threads are drawn for the 

·openwork rows at each side of the 
insertion, leaving 5 threads between 
the half stars and the lst drawn 

ihrea<L 

At the inner side of the corner a set 
-of 4 blocks must be arranged to hold 
the cut ends of these threads . This 

will not exactly fit into the double 

row of blocks in the corner, but the 
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Whipping and 
Weaving. 

sides must be made to face tlle threads 
which are to be cut. The outside row 
must be held in some such way as is 

shown in the illustration, or it conl<l 
be carried right across the be111. The 
threads are then worked in sets of 3 
bars-a whipped one on each side 

of woven one, and the three are then 
drawn together by small stitches at 

the back. Except in very fine canvas, 
it will be found sufficient to whip 3 

threads together, and weave two, as, 

if more are taken, the effect is clumsy 

when drawn together. 
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Braid Applique on Net. 
Braid Applique affords an easy 

method for ornamenting the fine 

white net no"- so fashionable, and 
some of the designs here illu · lrnlC'd 
give some idea of the Yariety that can 
he obtained in this "·ay . The braid 
is sewn on the wrong- side to the net 
in a ny simple design, then the net 
may be pleated or tucked to form a 

. fr;ll. or th e "·ork mny be - nnd ,·ery 
.,:·:<·11 i;-fnrther e 111bel :i-hecl br tlJe 
ad, .... _, 11 of fine u·vcllet . 

.A. BA:-;usO:M"E LACE. 

72 

In t11ost of the designs shown; the 
tiny picot or l\Iig-nanii~e Braid (also 

known as a fine Curdon llrai<l) has 

heen n-ed in this wny; while in 
one. a rather coarser bi-aid has been 
used as well. In two of the corner~. 

'd1ich won! I t11ake lrnn<lsome finishes 
for net curtains, fine Fea t!Jer
stitchecl Braid h:is been employed. For 
blouse trit11111i11gs, jabots, collars, &c, 

Honiton Ldce Braid can be used wit!J 

rewarkably good effect. Braid can 
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also be applied to cambric or table 

li11e11. Some of the illustrations 

show suitable sprays for this . Others 

will doubtless suggest themseh-es 
to the worker. Although the crochet 

is not necessary in every case, the 

work is improved by it, and we give 

rlirections for it. 

A Hand•ome 
Lace. 

lo the wide lace on page 72 a flower 

spray of braid is shown, then as a 

tinish , a narrow insertion at each 

. side of a strip of the net is very 

appropriate. Lace frilling is attached 

to the in•ertion i11 which the pleats 
are sewn clown in th e form of tucks, 

! h ree of which come clown the centre 

•f. each van dyke . 

For the Insertion. 

Use two strips of the braid and 
fine crochet 
lusta No. SO. 

I d c, 5 eh, 

cotton, such as Peri

• Into each of 2 picots 

miss a picot, 3 tr into 
next , 5 eh, • repeat. 

0n the 2nd strip work the same on 

one side lrnt fasten in the eh i111111e

tl·iately before and a fter the 3 tr to 

the correspontling chs on the lst 
strip . 

At each of the outside edges put 

I eh, I cl c in to every picot. 

The rnndyke edging is worked in a 
sim ilar way for the inside rows, but 

on the first ~trip• miss 5 picots after 

the .4th group of 3 tr. I eh. 3 t1· into 

the Gth picot , then after tile uext 3:·cl 

group 5 eh, 2 d c (into 2nd anrl ;lrd 

picots), 9 eh, 2 cl c into next 2 p'c)ts, 

coutinue the 5 eh and groups of trs 

for 4 g roups and repeat from • to the 

end . 

Work the 2nd strip in the same 

way, counnencing at the top of the 

vanclyke a ud join as in the insertion. 

For the top outside row 1 tr, 2 eh 

A Wid e· 
Lace . 

into every picot, missing 5 picots 111o 

eYery point turned downwards and. 

omitting the eh between the trs at. 

each side. 

T h e Lo wer E dCtnc. 

lst Row.-Commencing at the first 

upward point in the picot before the 

last group of 3 tr, Oil the other side· 
·of the braid put 2 tr, • miss 2 picots, 

1 tr into next, 1 tr into each of next 

two 2ud picots, miss 2 picots, 2 tr· 

into next, 3 eh, 2 tr into 2nd picot ,. 

3 times, 4 eh, 2 tr into 2nd picot, . 

8 eh, miss 2 picots, 2 d c into next 2, 

4 eh, 2 d c into 2nd next picot, 5· 
times , S eh , 2 tr into 3rd next picot , 

4 eh, 111iss next picot, 2 tr into next, 

3 eh, 2 tr into 2nd picot 3 times, then 
repeat from •. 

211d Row.-• Into each of the 3· 

spaces Ldore the 8 eh loop 3 d c . 

4 eh. 3 d c , 10 tr, I d c into uext loop .. 

7 tr, I d c i11to each of tlte 5 eh loops. 

10 tr, I d c into next , iuto each of 

ne-xt 3 spaces 3 <l c, 4 eh, 3 d c, cross. 

01·l' r to the opposite side with 10 eh. 

picot 5 of them , 5 eh, and repeat 
from • . 

A Continuo us 
B orde• . 

Be~ides the l\\'O kinds of braid, 
l\lanlo1·e 's Xo. 42 Irish Lace Thread 

an .I · o:ne Breton Net are required for · 
this design. 

The Lear Motu. 

{"sing the coarser braid, com 

m e nce about I} in c hes from the encl'. 
of the braid in one of the tiny picots. 

into which put_ a d c, 5 eh, picot 4 of 

them, I eh, I d c into next picot, miss. 

n ext picot, I tr into next, miss next 

picot, 1 tr into next, 5 eh picot 4 of 

them, Id c into next picot, 7 eh, turn. 

these back to the lst loop and fasten 

with ad c, turu, over the 7 eh put 4 d c-
5 eh 4 d c, • l d c into the braid picot. 
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Br.\id Appliqu ! 
on !'l e t. 

.. CO~TINUOrs DODDER. 

5 eh picot 4 of them, I eh, I d c into 
next picot, 7 eh I d c i11to the picot on 
last bar, 7 eh I cl c into 11ext picot on 

braid, turn, over each of these bars 
put 4 d c 5 eh 4 de, • repeat for 4 bars 
in the row. 

\Vork a corner like the lst, then 

connect the 4 <l c bars with 3 eh to and 
frO'r.i tlJe picots in the bars and next 4 

in tlJe lJraicl. Cross the ends of the 
braid a11cl secure with a single stitch 

througlJ the 2 together. Continue 
with the 2n<l leaAet by 4 eh I cl c into 
2ncl picot , 6 eh I cl c in to 2nl, 7 eh I cl c 
into the 4th , Sth, 7tb, 9tb, lllh, a nd 
13th picots, tben 7, 6, 5, 4 eh into next 

4 picots respectively. Cross over to 

the lst loop into which put 4 d c, 4 d c 
5 eh 4 d c into each of tbe others, 

ending with 4 d c into tbe last. Cross 

the braid, secure it as before, then 
bring it behind tbe centre leaAet aud 
form the 3rd leaflet like the 2ucl at the 

other side. 
The braid is continued in the stem 

at each side of which there are • 2 d c 
worked on the edge of the loop, 4 cb 
I d c into the picot, 4 cb 2 d con tbe 

other side of tbe loop•, re; >~.tt arou ncl 
the stern an .I all round eacll of t h e 3 
leaflets . 

T he Oval Motif. 

Cut off 7 incbes of the coarser 
braid . Into each loop at each side of 
the picot put I tr with 6 eh between, 

for 14 loops, form the braid in to a loop 
with these stitcbes on the outside of 

it, cross the Lrdid anrl secure it. 0Yer 
each 6 eh put 6 d c, 9 eh I d c into the 
d c between the loops iu tbe preceding 
row. Into each 9 eh loop I d c, 9 tr. 

Cross O\'er behind the motif and 
taking up a piece of 1\1 ignardise braid 
join with adc,5 cb, I de iutothe9th 
picot on tbe braid, I d c into I d c 

iulo next picot, 5 cl cover the 5 eh, 

7 ell, 1 <l c into tlie d c after the 9 tr on 
the centre, *9ch 1 de into the 4th 

next loop 011 the braid, 1 d c into next 

loop. turn, 9 d ~ O\'er the chs, 7 eh 1 Jc 
iuto the d c after next 9 tr on the cen
tre,• reiieat all round , \Jut after tile 

4th bar miss 4 picots on the braid 
in;tearl of the 3 until tile correspond
ing b.1 rs are reaclled at the other side, 
then finish as at the beginning. Sew 
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-the ends or th e braid secure ly behind 

the centre portion. 
lst 011/side Row.-2 d c into lst.Z 

picots on the Lr::iicl, • 5 eh I cl c into 
uext picot, 5 cb, 2 cl c into next 2 
picots • repeat all round. 

'.!.11d Row.-• 2 cl c into top of lst 

loop . 2 d c into next loop. 5 eh, turn 
back and fa~ten to tbe 2ncl cl c, into 
this loop put 5 cl c, I d c into the 2nd 

loop in the lst row, 5 eh picot 4 of 
tbem, I eh,• repeat into next loops. 

\Vork the 3-inch stem on the 

coarser braid witb the same row as the 
lst on tbe centre at both sides of it. 

The Edging. 

This is simply the I st outside row of 

... PLEATED ~gT nr.:s1n~. 

For Pleated 
Net. 

tbe o\·al motif, repeateJ a t both sides 

of the strip of coarser braid with a 
headiug- or I long tr, 5 eh into eHch 

loop, finish with a row or 5 cl c into 
eneh sp::iee. 

The 111otifs are tacked in position 

on the uet, then sewn on the back of 
the work with fine thread. 

A Pleat~d Net 
Design. 

Use 2 length3 of braid at the same 
time . Into lst braid rnake 1 cl e, 

6 eh, I cl e into each of the next 2 
loops , turn allll work 4 cl c over the 

6 eh, then 3 eh iuto 2nd braid. I cl c, 
6 eh, I cl e iuto next 2 loops. turn, 
4 cl c ov~r the 6 eh, 3 eh, lo lst braid . 
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Braid Applique 
on Net. 

Continue in this way till the ci.r11<·r 
is reached, then from th e 1 d c in to;> 
braid carry 8 eh to lower braid, miss 
1 loop, then work 4 cl c in the 8 eh, 

from the 4tl1 1! c work 4 eh back to 
lower braid, miss 2 loops and joiu 
with d c, work 4 d c O\"er this 4 eh, 
I cl c to middle of 8 eh, 4 eh hack 
again to lower braid, miss 2 luops a nil 
retul"n with 4 d c to ceutre of S eh, 
3 eh to top braid and continue as 

before. \\"hen the next corner is 
required work in same w::iy as j11,l 
directed . but this time makin'( thl! 

A LEAF SP!:A\" FOR APPL ' QOf:. 

spray of 3 bars joiu to upper instead 
of lower braid. When the loops of 
braid are reacl1ed , curl the upper 
braid lo size or oval required and 
work the stitches going into upper 
braid through double loops at the 

joins to hold firmly . 

For the outer edge work I d c into 
every loop with 2 eh between. At 
corners miss 3 loops. Round the 
edge of the ovals work 2 lr into each 
loop with 2 eh between . Have the 
1ame number each side. 

The pleateil net sf1t)trf1f rf1e 11 1"1e

tackecl to the <kpth of the mi ·ldle 
part and the insertion placed i 11 

position and edges sewn . Aften•·.rcls 
place upon plain net ancl sew tlle 
other side of the insertion-. 

A Leaf Spray 
for Appliqu~ . 

This suggestion could be user! witlil 
or without tlle crochet. If the lattL·i:· 
is usecl it is worked as the braid is
twisted in . In tllis case, begin a few 

lo · P~ from the end of tlle braid: I cl c 
into each of 3 loops, 2 eh Lctween 

each 5 eh , I tr into the next 15 loops, 
2 eh betwee11 each, 4 eh, I cl c i11 same 
loop as last treble, I d c in 11ext 8 
loops, 2 ell between each. miss 12. 

loops and be nd round for m icldle 
leaf, 11ext 8 loops 1 d c 2 eh between 

each 4 eh, I tr in same loop as last 
d c, then I tr in each of the next 
22 loops. will! 2 eh between each, 
8 cl c, miss 12 loops and work 3rd leaf 
same as first. Sew t!Jese in position. 
witllout wrapping more than possible, 
theu curl round the braid and catcll. 
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~1~\V11 to 

f or 11\ a 
t t e 

+inisl!. 

For the 

-Outer ellge 

work de 
2 cl C j II t 0 

.each 2 eh 

space, 5 eh I tr 

in to each tr of 
pre,·ious row, with 

3 eh between eac lI . 

For veins work a 

chain from one of the 

top loops to one of tile 

Corner 
Arrangements 

the braid. 

turn in 

the ends 

neatly and 

secure 
with a few 

stitches, 

then cut a 
hngth of 

2t i n c he s 

and form the 

cross , the triangle 

is 3} i nc!Jes of the 

br..iid foru1ed into tile 

1 otto111 loops of the leaf, d c 

.along 3 loops, work 5 eh and 

joi 11 into the 5 eh of bar, work 

over the re111ai ning eh with d c's. 

..l I>Ol~T WJTH 
LACE BRA.ID. 

an~le iu tile centre. Sew 

all st·cu rely together, cu111111C"n 

cin~ ::t the edge of the left 
arm of the cross , work a row 

of d c into the openwork 011 the 

For the ste111, from leaf work about 

65 cl c into loops, where stem twists 

catch with needle and cotton, and 

proceed ll'ith sei.:ond set of lea\·es in 

~.1111e way as tile fir -t. 

Attrac liv" Cor neu. 

lu the two 

corners worked 
with a fine 

Feather-stitch

e•l B r a i d , on 
pages 77 aud 7S , 

tile work is tht: 
same, but the 

braid is arran

ged somewhat 

differently. 

braid and continue aroun<l tile top 
down to the opposite point, 15 ell to 

cross the end of the arrn, I d c into t he 

corner of the unde1'side, make five 5 ell 

loops fastened with d c into tile spaces 

011 this side, finish the sice with d c 

; nto each space, work a corresponding 

For this use 

Feather-stitch

ed Braid of the 

finest quality , 

and No . 50 

crochet cotton. 

For the motif 

cut off a length 

of 3t inches of • NOVEL COR!\~R ARI\ANGBi\IENT. 
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Braid Appliqu~ 
on Net. 

A CORNER WlTB CASH'S Bn.\ln 

number of d c into the next s i<le of 

the triangle, then tile 5 eh loops down 

to the end of this strip, cross over the 

euJ with 15 eh atH.l wo1k all the edges 

in the same way, after fastening the 

15 eh over the encl of the left arm, 

turn aucl put• 4 tr, 4 long tr, 4 triple tr, 

4 long tr, 4 tr, then into each 5 eh loop 

put 2 Jc 4 eh 2 d c, omitting the picot 

iu the 2 loops at the end of each 

angle, *repeat all round . 

3rtl Row.-* 3 eh, l tr 1 eh into the 

space between the trs around the end, 

make a length of chs sufficient to reach 

the corner of the triangle and repeat 
r rom •. 

4th Row.-2 tr over every l eh 

between the trs, work d c closely over 

7S 

tl1e eh bars with a 5 eh picot after 
e\·ery Sth d c. 

The Corner Deslrtn. 

Cut off the len6th of braid n ·q u ired 

and form the angles for the corners. 
These are sewn into shape. 

For the inner side, 2 Jc into 2 spaces 

on the edge of the braid, • 4 eh, miss 

2 spaces, 2 d c in to uext 2, • repeal all 

ronn d. 

2nd Row.-Into every 2nd loop put 

2 tr, 5 eh between, omit thechsiu the 
corners. 

For the lower side of the top strip of 

braid, work the lst row as at the other 
side. 

2nd Row.-Commencing at a corner 
loop in the preceding row, with 2 d c 
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into it, S c:1 I tl c into each of tbe nex t 

2 loops, 3 eh 2 tr in to ne xt, 3 eh 21011g

tr in lo next, 3 eh, 2 1011~ tr into next, 

3 eh 2 lr in to next. 3 eh 2 cl c i 11 to next 
•repeat. 

\\.'ork the lower strip of braid with 

tbe I st row at each side as in the 
upper. 

'2 ;ul R ow on the lnnerSide.-Fasten 

the thread in the first corner loop 

with a cl c, S eh I cl c into next loop, 

*pass over 3 loops, 15 eh I cl c into 

next, 5 eh I cl c into each of next 3 

loops, • repeat. 

3rtl Row.-1 cl c into the top of the 

corner loop, • 10 eh I cl c over the 

cc11lre of the 15 eh, 6 eh I cl c ucsicle 

the last cl c, 10 eh I rl c into next 

loop , S eh 1 cl c into each of next 2 

loops, • repeat. 

4th Row.- 1 d c into the picot, 

10 eh, fasteu this with a cl c to the 

corner of the first strip into tlte 

second of the 2 d c, turn back 011 tl•e 

ells and put 12 d c o\·er thern. • 10 eh 

t cl c into next loop, S eh l cl c 

int? next, 10 eh l cl c into next 

picot.Gch 
1 cl c into 

s a m e 
picot,• 

repeat, 

catching 
in with 

e,· ery 

picot the 

3 eh be

t\\·C' en tbe 

long trs 

o n t h e 
first strip· 

of braitl, 
s 0 c 0 11-

nec ting 

t!1estrip~. 
INSETTJOX WTTH DIA.1't0ND DESIG N 
IN l.I OSAIG FlLET LACE. 

The Use of 
Eon iton Braid. 

The 2nd, 3nl, and .Jtli rows at the 

outer edge are work ed 1 i ke those at 

the opposite side, hut at each sicle of 

a corner put 4 loops in the group. 

Sth Row.-Into eacb 5 eh loop put 

3 long trs into each picot I long tr. 

5 eh, I long tr, 5 cb, 1 triple tr, 5 eh. 
I triple tr, 5 eh, I long tr, 5 eh, I 

lo ng tr. At each side of a corner 

there are 2 loops together, inlo each 

of these put the 3 long trs, turn anci 

put 3 loops of 5 eh each, faslene<l 

between the trs with ad c, turn, I eh 

I cl c into l st loop, Sehl tl c into each 

of the others. l eh l d c i 11 to the top 

of the tr, then put t he long trs and 

clt~ inlo bot!: corner picots . 

Tlten1otifa11d lace are<1ppliquedon 

the uet by sewi ng the ne t to the braid 

along both edges on the wrong side . 

A Point with Lace 

Braid. 

This shows a light aud pretty 

i cl ea for a corner. Here tw<> 

k i 11 tl s of braid are use cl, an cl 
very litt l e stitc h ery is required . 

S ee t he di rectiona 
on />rrge 103. 

The little 

loops of 

braid are 

first sewu 

to the 

edge of 
the net_ 

ancl after· 

wards it 

is made

q u i t e· 

n e a t 

by the

straight 

ban cl of 

brait1. 

s e w n, . 
over . 
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Darned Huck.aback. 
Darned Huckaback is always in 

;good taste for towels. The work is 

·easy to do and inexpensive, and a 
very small expenditure of labour 
suffices to produce, from a piece of 

·11uckaback and a few skeins of thread, 

not only towels but many other articles 
·tllat call for orna:11enlation that will 
st ·rnd !lard wear. 

lluckaback can be had in rnrious 
-qualities ; some of it is of " Old Illeach" 
linen, and beautifully soft to work 

:upon, creamy in tint and rather coarse 
111 texture; 

•that known 
.as U u ion, 
.a nri whi.:h is 
. R 111ixtu:·e of 
·1i11e11 and 

•Cottou, is a 
·purer white, 

a finer mesh, 
auLl for cer

>taiu patterns 

~a n s 'v e r s 
,,ufticiently 
·well. 

You will 
-,;ee here 4 

" lifferent 

weaving, is picked up by the needle 

following the outlines of the pattern 
chosen : in the towel-end, for a bold 
effect, every alternate one only of 
these threads was lifted. 

The threads to be used are lustrines 
such as Ardern 's Star Sylko, or Vicar 's 
"Brilliante ," which can be obtained in 
many pretty shades. These threads 
usually come in 3 sizes, fine , medium 

and coarse, suited for fine, medium 
and coarse "buck" respectively. For 
washing articles, boiliug dyes should 

· p.1tterns for 
darning on 

· huckab~ck, 

. and when fig. J. .A. 'l'OWEL JS GHEEK FRET Dl:.:SIGN . 

you realize tliat Fig. 2 is a detail of 
.the towel design shown in Fig. I, you 
·will understand how the effect varies 

.according to the texture of the back

.ground material. 

The towel being of rather closely 

·woven huckaback, was worked with 
\longer stitches than tliose used on the 
,small detail. Usually every one of 
ithe rai!!ed threads that are the 
<distinguishing feature in huckaback 

so 

be selected, for otlier goods, any pre
ferred colour scheme can be followed. 

In the towel in Fig. 1, the threads 

are all taken up in diagonal succession, 

not right up and down the fabric. 
For the longest lines of this Greek 
Fret design raise 10 threads in suc
cession, working upwards and from 
right to left; pick up 4, passing 

down again as if tracing an ill\·erted 
letter V; 3 threads still downwards 
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Simple 
Designs. 

but from left 

to right; 
2 upwards, 
forming a 
small V; 2 
downwards. 

inside that V 
asitwere; 3 
up, follow

ing tbe:outer 
left band 
slope and 

towards the 
right; 3 

\!own wards 
~o the righ.t, 
~ n sid e the 
first line of 

10 stitches ; 
3 down and 

Fig. 2. TfilB SHOWS THE DETAIL OF THE TOWEL. 

to the-left; then, starling 1 loop lower 

still, begin again with a set of 10 loops 
lifted. Continue thus all across the 
work. The towel is worked in the 

same way, but the darning is under 
every alternate loop, thus enlarging 

the pattern . 

Fig 4. A J'ATTEBK IN BOLD T.1.NDYXl!lS, 

81 

If otlier rows are needed to form a 
wide band or all-over de~ign, ~bese 
are easily arrangeu, as the illustra

tions show, and dovetail exactly in 
with one another and with the first 

row worked. 
The towel edge is embroidered with 

scarlet; for 
the detail 

deep yellow, 
pale green, 

bright blue 
and cop
pery orange 

threads were 

selected. 

Figure3isa 
little design 

that was 
worked in 

orange and 
red; anypre
ferred mix
turecould be 
made use of, 
but th e 

C.N. F 
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Darned 
Huckaback. 

Fig. 3. J. ZIO•ZJ.Q PJ.TTEl\N. 

effect will be so different, according 

to the tints used, as to surpcise thosP 
unfamiliar with the work. In suit

a blecolours this pattern is we! I arlapted 
for small articles. 

The straight, orange threads are 
laid first, and are in plain darning 
carried along every alternate row of 
loops on the huckaback, and passing 
under every one of these loops. 
The red lines 

are in zig· 
~ags and 
ruana·ged 

thus: raise 4 

loops sicle by 
side just 
below a yel

l ow 1 in e. 
bring the 
thread up 
and to the 
righ t, under 
the loop 
where is also 
a ye 11 ow 

strand; still 

up and to the 
right and the 
nearest free 
loop; under 
3 more loops 
parallel 
anti ~oi 11 g 

t•i& 5. .t. llllOC.ll>ED EFFECT, 

towards the left , down and under a 

loop where is a yellow strand, in the 

same direction and lift the loop next 
to the left of the 4 fir!tt loops raised ; 
this is the first loop of the next set 
of 4 that begins the repeat of the pat
tern. Continue this in every row, 
but alternate the zig-zags so as to leave 
no free and unraised loops. 

Figure 4 is also in bold nndykes, 

but here no 2 threads pass through the 

same loop. Scarlet and pale green 
were the tints used and the same out

line was followed by each thread, only 

the stitches were so set that those of 
one row exactly alternated with and 

fitted in with those of the next. Four 
strands were raised for the longest 
straight stitch , 4 more upward and 
slanting to the right, 4 down a&'ain 
side by side with this first slant and so 
on all along. This for the s"Carlet 
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rows; rn the green, the 4 threads 

raisecl came at the top and tile slopes 
poinLed downwards and to the left. 

Fig11re 5 is a sample of more elabor
ate stitchery that gives somewhat the 
effect of brocade. Blue and green and 
blue and pink were ~mployecl for the 
in terlacings of the stripes, with 
suaighterliues of black, bordered with 
<lull gold. Black is exceedingly effec
tive, but must only be used sparingly. 

In this pattern the black thread must 
be finer than the coloured, as a double 

line of it runs through the same sets 
of loops. Five straight stitches are 

followed by one raised just above the 
line {raised by one black strand) and 
another raised jv.st below the ·line and 
for which the 21rd black strand only 
is employed. The dull gold thread 
follows the outline of the black, but 
is raised to one strand beyond the 

centre loop of the 5 straight black 

stitches; thus vandyking it a little. 
Between the rows of black and gold 
are the hearl-slrnped lines that gi ,-e 

one into the other. Sen•n strand~ or 

The Uses of Darned 
Huckaback. 

loops are raised in succession for the 
longest lines, and the thread passes 

twice through the 4th of these after 
completing half the width of the row 
that it is working. It should be 
noticed that the bands of pattern are 
arranged to set alternately, as this 
looks far better, especially on account 
of the black rows, than if they were 
placed exactly one under the other. 

Other patterns, easy and elaborate, 

can be contrived by any worker wht>· 
has once successfully managed one 

design. 

As regards its uses, Huckaback 
darning is adapted for use on towels, 
cushion-covers, aprons, work-bags, 
nightdress cases and many other 
articles. Marking can be effected in 
this manner and with good effect. 

Two further cautions alone are 
necessary: use a bluu t needle (a rug 
needle) and do not let any stitches be 

seen on the wrong side of the work. 
Begin a nd fasten off invisibly under 

Lhe stitches that are overthe right side 
or the hncknh'1ck . 

A border for a. Tl\b:ecloth, IDA.de by dA.rning tl.let crochet, open rneob . 
Tile edge is finished with l"ops and double crochet. 

~;! 
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Finishing the Edges 
Cushions. 

of 

We have all mad e 

cushions, and we have 
all finished them off in 
the ordinary way, with a 
frill or a cord, and prob
ably we have wished we 
knew of some other way 
we could finish them 
for a change. There 
are quite a lot ,,f 

other ways. A few 

are shown <\nd des
.cribed here, and as 

you wi1leasilysee, 
they ea n all be 
enlargerl and improve<! np . .,n, a n•l 
you will doubtless think of a good 
lllany more things that you can do 

with the 
edges 
of yo ur 

cushion 

covers. 

A verr sfmv!c qtitrh in c111l •roic1Prf silk 

anrl knotting tbe warp. This makes 
a beautiful setting for the handsome 
piece of emhrnirlery. , A worki111; 
rletail, sho1Vi11g how to start ·the 

First of 

all, and 
An edge o f thig k in 1 mn.keq a. good fini~h . 

fringe, is 
shown, 

and full 

dire c -
tion s as 

to how te> 

m a k e 

probably one of the most beautiful, 
is the cushion cover witb the 
fringed ends shown . The sides 
are finished with a little fancy 
stitching that completely coYer.-; 
the seams, and the ends are fringed 
by unravelling the weft of the linen 

fringes appear on another page in 
this Yolume . This is quite o ne of 
the simplest of fringes , and yet most 

effective . 
Some YeryattractiYe linisbings111ay 

be obtained by the use of embroirlery 
stitches, using several strands of 

embroidery s i I k , and 
employing quite simple 
stitchery. The three 
examples show n would 

be quite easy to work, 
and the addition of a 
tassel at the corner is in 
gootl taste. These are 
all shown witll the edges 

opened fl at, that it may 
be more easily seen .how 

'l'hle quite hides the seam, o.nd is most Pffective. 

f I 
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A crochet finish with the two 
edges laced togother. 

they arc w o r k c d . Th c s c 
stitches of course quite cover 
the seams. 

Again , crochet can be success

fully employed for this purpose. 
In the crochet specimens two 
patterns are illustrated. each 
of which is shown opened flat 

and also closed. Where a 
cushion cover is of canvas, a 
crocheted edge of the same 
colour as the work on the 

little finish is crocheted 
on all the s: des, a nd 
the croc het c:clg«'s are 

then lac ed t o~ether 

either with very fine 

cord or a length of 
chain . 

To make the e d g; e 

Crochet 
Finishea. 

shown 011 the canvas 
specimen, fol .I over 
the raw edge, work 
d c round the e1lge, 

putting them close 
together at the corn er. 

2nd Row.-• 2 tr 

This shows th ' abol'& 
ful!Rh with the twJ 
e<' ges opened ft.aL. 

into d c, 2 eh, miss 

1 d c . Repeat from •. 
No d c's are to be 
missed at the corners. 
When the crochet is 

finished, 1 ace the 
edges together. 

A great advantage of 
this simple lacing is 

that it can easily be 

.A conr of the design above wn!1 th e e•lscs la ced. 

s:; 
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Finiahing the Edges 
of Cushions, 

undone, an d 
the cushion 
slipped out 
for the cover 
to be laun
dered, no 
further fas
tening being 
necessary. 

r~ . peat fro m •. 
"1.11d Row .

I11to lst space 
made by long 
tr and eh of 
previous row , 
put • 1 long 
tr, 3 eh, 1 tr, 
miss the next 
space, and The other 

crochet edg
ini is co m -
menced by 
turning in 
the edge and 

Comm~11c i11g the Frinse f or 
the design below. 

' into the next 
put 1 tr, 3 eh, 
I long tr . 
Repeat from 
•. Then lace 

working buttonhole stitch all round, 
making the work closer at the 
corners. ... 

lst Row.-• 1 d c in each of first 
4 buttonhole stitches, 4 eh , I long tr 
ln each of 2 next stitches, 4 eh . 

tlie edges together. 
The fancy edge on the inner side 

is made by catching each button
holed thread and working into each 
stitch like one s ide of ordinary 
feather-stitch i 11g. 

A Ho.n i~ome Cushion. The side se1tms a.re hidden by the 
embroi J ery s t itch in g. a nd Lhe ends are fringed. 

86 
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Rhodes Embroidery. 
This work 

is so called 
because it 
is a revival 
o f some old 
Gr e e k 

work,doue 
b y t h e 

peasants of 

Rhodes 
Island, of 

w hi c h 

forced 
apart with 

a very 
coarse 
needle, 

and then 
b o u n d 
with a 

strong 
I i n e n 
thread. 

Materials 
Required. some very 

beautiful 
specimens 
rnaybe 
seen in the 

Victoria 
and Alhert 

BHOWISO THE wonx. JU!lN'O DOSE. 

The re
quisites 
necessary 
for this 
work are 
the design, 

Museum. In this work, howeYer, the 

effect is produced by the threads being 
drawn out, but no difficulty caused by 
the drawing of threads presents itself 

to the modern worker of Rhodes 
Embroidery. The threads are simply 

Fig. 1. 

A 2 3 4 5 6 A 

8 7 8 9 10 11 12 8 

c 13 14 15 16 17 18 c 

D 

E 

c 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

c 

Fig. 2. 

8 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

B 

A 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

A 

D 

E 

87 

which can be obtained ready stamped 
on the material for workiul{. an 
embroidery needle for outlining the 
design, embroidery cotton, a 

"Rhodes" needle, for punching the 
holes and binding the threads, and 

With " Rhodes " Needle under 
and out at 7 . 

INTO OUT AT 7· 

" 
8 

2 8 
2 9 ~ 

" 
3 9 

:1 10 r-
4 10 

I 11 
b:I 

4 b:I 

s II 

J 
5 12 

6 12 

" 
6 18 

" 
12 18 

" 
12 17 

AND so ON 
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Rho4ea 
E-mbroidery. 

so m e 
strong 

Ii n e n 
thr e ad 
for this 

pa rt of 
the work. 

Method 
of 
Workins. 
'fhefirst 

step is to 

outline 
the de-

sign, and A DESIGN FOR A TEA COSY IN 

obviously RHODES EMBROIDERY. 

the larger the design is, the less space 
there is to be taken up by the open
work in the background. This out
lining is done with the embroidery 
cotton, and is a perfectly simple 
matter. 

Now for the openwork, tie an end 
Qf linen thread intO . the eye of a 
'"Rhodes" n·eedle, and bring it fron\ 

the wrong, tllrough the right side of 

the work at tlle lst dot in the 2nd 

'row-or <lot 7 ·on tlle diagram; push it 

through to the-wrong side on the dot 
i111111ecliately above (dot I). Bring it 
up al the 2nd dot oft he 2nd row (dot S). 

Then lJush it down again at the 2nd 
dot of the lst row (dot 2) and up on 
the 3r<l clot of the 2nd row (dot 9). 

RHODES ElfBROIDERY .!.8 A BOBDEB. 

F ollow
ing these 

instruc
t i 0 n s 
with the 
diagram, 
it w i 11 

be sec n 
that the 
method 
is 0 n c 

stitch on 
the per

pe ndicu
I a r and 

onestitch 
on the diagonal, the first of these 
ties the fabric threads, the second 
brings the needle in position for 
the next siitch. \Vhen the end of 
a row of dots is reached, start the row 
below. After tying the threads at dot 

12, the needle put in at dot 6 is brought 
out at dot IS, and is thus in position 

for the next stitch. It is then put in 
at 12 and out at IS, again tying the 

threads, then in at 12 and out at 17, 

and so on. 
When all- is worked in this manner 

from A A to CC, reverse the material 
as in Fig. 2, and repeat the instruc

tions working from DE to DE. 
There is really not the slightest 

difficulty about this work, merely a 
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AW EXOEEDI~OLY RA"iDSOME DESIGN 
IN RHOD ES F.MBllOtDEU.Y. 

littl~ care being required to see that 

while the stitches are pulled firmly, 

they are no,t drawn so as to pucker 

the· material. Cluny lace makes an 

excellent finish for this kind of work, 
which is 

so metimes 

called 

Punch e d 

Embroi

dery,. 

Where 
to Get 
Materials. 

All t h c ' 

Elaborate 
Patterns, 

They are the sole Patentees for this 

embroidery, and all the illustrations 

on these pa ges a re their copyright, 

and can be obtained from them. 

They have other beautiful designs 

requisites 

for this 

work can 

be-obtained 

f r o m the 

Broderie 

Russe Co ., 

289. Re 

gent St., 

London, 

w. .l HOUND FIVE O'CLOCK TEA CLOTH 
IN RHODF.S F.~IBROlDERY. 

traced on 

a_ I a r g e 
number of 
articles, 

including 

d'oilie1>. 
tray cloths, 
tea cloths 

c osie s, 

night dress 

cases, chair 

backs, etc., 

and they 

will com

mence a 

piece of 

work if 

required. 

No one 

need be 

afraid to 
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Rhodes 
Embroidery. 

attempt this embroidery, and quite 
a small square can be purchased 

to experiment on. Rhodes em
broidery is so fascinating to do, 
however, that the worker will soon 
want to start something more am bi- · 

tions. It would be advisable for 

beginners not to start with a circle or 
curved piece of material, something 
having a squared edge would be easier 
as a commencement, until proficiency 

is attained. 

The Mending Basket. 
Mending and altering are two 

branches of the great art of Needle
craft which no woman can afford to 

despise in these days of ready-made 

frocks and shop-bought coS\umes. 
Turnings may be insufficient, buttons 
sewn 011 with too scant stitches, 
hooks and eyes trem biog to fa! I off, 

but these deficiencies very easily can 
be put to rights. A shop-bought 
costume that does uot fit, howe\·er, 

is not cheap at any price. Learn, 
therefore, how to make alterations in 
the most commousense and practical 

fashion, and takepreventivemeasures, 

before the garment is worn for the 
first time, to overcome the little 

deficiencies that we may expect to 
discover in the" ready-mades." 

Tools for the Practical 
Needlewoman. 

Chief among the aids for the 
practical needlewoman, taking first 
rank among her valuable assistants, 

comes the sewing-machine . For hard 
wear and every-day use machi 11e

stitching is generally much neater 
and stronger than hand sewing, an<l 

the pace, of course, is far quick· ·r . 

Her sewing-machine is a good fri1 11<1 
to the busy woman who has most 
need to practise the art of preventive 

mending, for strength and speed are 
two of her chief tleman<ls. 

It pays to understand one's sewing
machine , and to treat it with tenC!er 

90 

care. Rough usage, or careless 
handling, through ignorance of the 

rightful functions of the different 
delicate pieces, may lead to dire 

disaster. A handbook of instructions 
is always given when the machine is 
purchased ; cherish this book, for if 
it is mislaid yon are at .sea without 
your chart. The inexperienced girl 
who makes her early attempt te. 
fathom the mysteries of the sewing
machine will find that a little persona~ 

instruction (which may be had at the 
dep6t of her own make of machine} 
will be more helpful than an hour 

spent in trying to solve intricate 

problems by the aid of the printed; 
page. Later on, however, the printed· 
directions will read lnci<lly enough 
when her minrl is conversant with the 
everyday workings of the machine. 
and an intelligent glance at her 
useful little hnndbook will disclose to. 
her the cause and tb.e 11emedy of the 

defective action. 
Keep the machine scrupulously 

clean and thoroughly well oiled. To. 
do this is again to recognise the 

wisdom of preventive measures-. An 

un-oiled, dirty machine will always 
cause trouble in working, for when 

the parts do not run smoothly, 
dropped and uneveu stitches are a 
frequent embarrassment. 

Oil in every part, and open and 
turu back so that when the oil has 
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so tkecl tilrough, the clogge.l dirt may 
he carefully cleaned away. 

A capacious mending 
basket is a necessity for the 
practical worker, and it is all 
the more convenient if it 
stands upon legs, table height, 
and can be carried about to 
be stationed just within 
comfortable reach of tlie 
mender 's right band. 

Keep always some tailor 's 
canYas for use as stiffening, 
buckram for millinery, white 

Necessary· 
l mple menh. 

tangled and twisted together as so 
often happens if they are kept in a 

box. 

Keep odd buttons in glass 
bottles . No more hunting in 
the dark and dust ! Yon can 
see the button for which yon 
a re searching, and by shaking 
the bottle can bring it near to
the top, where it can be easily 
reached . Bone or pearl but-
tons for underwear, or any 
others that are not affected! 
by exposure, may be securely 

leno ar.d fine black lining, 
rolls of old linen and flannel 

01.l.GRil[ SBOWINO 
HOW TO MESD A 
CHE.>l18E 8LEEVI!:· 

fixed upon a hairpin. Straigh
ten out one of the long hairpins, 
bend back one end about a. for patching, stray pieces of 

lace, and left-over lengths of embroi
dery or insertions. Roll up all odd-
1rtents in soft, clean muslin with tape 
or label attached, on which is written 
a list of the trifles to be fon nd within 
your treasury. 

.If you frequently find your tape 
measure mislaid, try this plan, and 

thus prevent the long searching that 
interrupts your sewing . Cut as long 
a piece off your tape as will stretch 
from end to end of your machine, 
and paste it along the front edge of 
the stand. It thus will be always at 
hand when required, and will serve 
at a ny rate for all the shorter measure
ments required . 

It is a good plan to assemble your 
hooks a ud eyes on safety pins. Slip 
the opened pin through the separate 

quarter or half an inch, run the
point through the holes, and whe1t 
your. buttons are neatly crowded 
together turn up the other end to 
hold them securely. 

Preventive 
Mending . 

We have heard that in China it is 
the custom to pay tl1 c family docto~ 
to keep his patients i 11 good health 
rather than to call him in only after 
illness has laid the sufferer low. 
Many of us applaud this system, but 
have neither the opportunity nor, 
perhaps , the courage, to defy conven
tions in our own country. 

But why not pursue the same wise
course in dealing with househoidl 
mending? It works admirably . 

Take the proverbial stitch that 
"saves nine" in. 
very good time , 
even before there
is any apparent 
need for it, andJ 
you ' ll find it will 
work miracles. 

hooks and eyes , 

then when they 
are a l l securely 
dangling, firmly 
close your safety 
pin , and they are 
ready for use 
when needed 
a11d will not get 

... SIMPLE W ... Y TO RESOV ... TB ltNICl<BRI 
WKBN Tllll FRILLS lU Vlll wol\N OUT. 

· Stockings, for 
instance. The toes 

01 
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The Mendia& 
Basket, 

THR JOY OF THE HOUSEWIFE WHF.N SHE 
KXA.MJNES THE LAUNDRY HAMP E H I 

and heels of children 's stockings may 
be neat!Y'darned before they are worn 
for the first time, for this purpose 
using crochet silk or merce.rised 

thread, which is less bulky and clumsy 

than wool. Insist on frequent change 
<>f hosiery and forbid the wearing of 
.any stocking that shows even the 

tiniest bole . To prevent those long 

running ladders which are almost 
impossible to mend, sew a band of 
silk or cotton, or a border cut from an 
<>Id stocking, round each hem of the 

new pair. Hose supporters (chief 
cause of these destructive lad<lers) will 
seldom cut through this double band. 
Or another excellent plan may be 
adopted . Take a round brass ring 

and d c closely over it to make a soft, 
firm covering. Sew this firmly into 
position upon the stocking top with 

neat, strong stitches, and always insert 

the clip of the suspender within this 
ring. You will thus make it impos-

11ible fo r the tension to strain the 
etocking beyond the area enclosed by 
the ring. 

In the knees of children's stockings 
email shields may be placed , pieces 

,. 

cut from other stockings and fastened 

in so neatly that they are quite incon

spicuous and not at all uncomfortable. 
To strengthen the heel and under

part of the foot when making men 's 
or boy 's stockings, knit stout mercer

ised cotton along with the wool. This 
does not make it so clumsy as 2 strands 
of wool, yet it adds considerably to tlJe 
wearing quality of the stocking. 

The "ready-mades," whether visit
ing frocks, walking suits, or under

wear, as was hinted in a previous para

graph, cry out loudly for preventive 

mending. Forinstance,sleeves should 
be stitched in by machine, for on 
ready-made c 1 o t bes the machine 
stitching is not always carefully done, 
and a weak place in the sleeve seam 

will quickly give way under strain 
and start an ugly tear. 

Em b roi cl e ry with scalloped or 

pointed edging should be machined 
strongly all round the extreme edges, 

the machine needle patiently follow
mg the circuitous course of the pat

tern . This will double the life of 

embroided lace, preventing frayed 
untidiness and breaks, gaps and tears. 

.... ,..,,,.,., " 

,t•1~ 
~i::~r 
~·-'~r~ ~-:~ ... ~ 
;. .... .... ......a .. ~-. ...-.. -.:.•' . • -.._1· ,.. ... ,~ 
~ ....... '\" .. ... ~ 
si-.t~~ -J.,, ... ' 
~:~.~\ 

. <~--~,..;: • ~ ..... " ... ,,...:',,,.. __ -...... . ..:~ ....... :• ~ 
i~i•1-r~.-.~.·.,~~~;~ .. ~:~ .... ~ .. --.. !_ ..... •• !~''''",_~ ..i' 
~~'lj~~'l~·~·~·~i(~:-'~ 

CASH'S INSERTTONB ARE ADMIR.A.BLB 
FOR MENDIKG TRAY-OLOTHS 
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To pre vent an embroidery flounce 

from ragging out before the petticoat 

itself is any the worse for wear, neatly 

hem the edge as soon as it threatens 

to fray or gets torn by an accidental 

mis-step, and add a bordering of 

Val enciennes or fine Torchon lace. 
Huttons should receive ca re ful 

a ttention when any ready-made gar

m ent is bought. The trimness of 

effect and the general prettiuess of 

coat or costume may be entire ly spoilt 

if one of a set of uistinctive buttons 

is alloweu to drop off and get lost . 

Therefore sew on all buttons at the 

time of your pur-

Tray Cloth 
Suggestions. 

AN ECONOMl C AL TRAY-CLOTH 
MADE FROM SCRArB. 

s a m e 

• 

way . 

It i s wi s e to 

str e ngthen bed

linen with broad 

tape laid on at the 

corners, inconspic

uously stitched 

into position, so 
that an added firm

ness is given to the 

sheets where the 

clothes-pegs might 

do rnost damage: 

chase . Stitch care

fully with a strong 

thread; when you 

have sewu through 
and through the 

button half a dozen 

times, wind your 

thread round and 

round the strands 

w h i c Ii hold the 

button, between 
the button and the 

cloth, ma k i n-g a 

sort of s ha n k . 

Trea t. bootan rlshoe 

b u t to u s iu the 
.}fACRt~E-MADE NJ::T BQU .\HES 
FOR llENPING TI!: ,\ C L OTHR . 

Tablecloths a re 

wond .erfully 

st r engthened if 

tape is sewn all 

.&. N.il\ROW CROO.li~T 1:'\SERl'ION 18 t18EFUL 
IN RKPA.lRTNG TORN HEMBTITOHlNG, 

down the long sides. This is the 

part th a t goes first. 

Look closely into the wool-work.Ltl 

buttonholing at your blanket ends. 

You 111ay, with advantage, stitch fresh 

buttouhole e<l g ings that will keep the 

neat turn-over, when the blanket is 
in use , for a longer time than if the 

shop-boughtedgingwereleft to suffice. 

Mending a Child's 
Chemise. 

Half an hour spent weekly in pre
ventive mending will often save hours 

of darning and patching later. At the 
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'The Mending 
.Basket. 

·same time, there will always be holes 

. and tears, and it is well to learn the 

best methods of repairing the rnrious 

·<lam ages. 

As c h i 1 d r e n ' s 

<Clothes quickly and 

so often re q u i re 

:mending. shall we 

.consider t be repair

ing of a little girl's 

. c h e m i s e ? Tb ese 

slightly frayed at the botto111. This 

is easily made perfect by cuttiug oJT 

the bottom hem, turning up and 

macbiniug anotller. 

Do not tear off this 

hem, but cut it oJT, 

a s the threads round 
the bottom · of the 

c h em i s e do not 

always run evenly . 

·directions are suit

.·able for a chemise 

·with a round band. 

'The first thing to 

happen will lll o s t 

cl i k e 1 y b e i t s 
-return from t lJ e 

A CHI I.I> S Pt:TTJCO£T MADE FROl! 
DO~l:!-WtTl-I tiTOC'Kl~G LEOS, 

The sleeve is a 

part that collstantly 

comes to grief 

with growing girls. 

Physical drill, 

hockey, etc . , while 

giving good exer-

·1"t.>h with a button 111issi11g. Now 

·don't hastily catch oue 0 11 , or you 

·will have the same busilless to do 

rnext week. First be sure that your 

-button is the right size for your 

button hole. 011e too large would be 

ob\•iously useless, one too small will 

come unfastened and cause dis

.com fort. The p lain linen buttons 

.. az:e preferable, those with holes cut 

the cotton and cause the threads to 

-come unclo1Je. Sew on firm ly. stem

ming, i.e., twist the cotton seYeral 

times round the hutton, a11d cast off 

·securely on the back. 
The next trouble will proLalJly be 

. a slit down the front from the opeu

· ing; this will possibly be Yery slight, 

but a darn is not a sufficient form of 
,strengthening. Piace a piece of wi<le 

tape across the slit, on the wrong 

-side of the garment, and sew round 

·securely. So we find a piece of tape 

· on both sides acts well for hard wear, 

but this would be too clumsy for 

' light garments. 

A chemise that is in otherwise 

; good condition may perhaps become 

cise to the arms, 

also causes much wear on t!Je pa ' ts 

of the chemise round the shoulder. 
Patching here is ve1y unsatisfactory, 

for if you patch one side one we"k 

the other will nee<l it the uext , anti 
the top the next after, making a 

very u11sigbtly and uncomfortable 

gar111eut. The remedy for this is to 

put in an entirely new sleeve. which 

is very easily done . 

Take an oblong piece of material, 

fold to form a square: place the fold 

oYer the shoulder part of slee\·e. 
lia\·ing first u11picked tlJe neck band 

o\·er tile shoulder. One encl of 

square goes into tile baud. (A in 

diagram). This may be cut out a 

little if necessary; the othe1- side of 

the square comes to t!Je arm-hole of 

Rlee,·e. Pin new material on to the 

old sleeYe, cut ont tlle cun·e under 

arm by the old pattern, make a sea111 

a11cl fell on that cun-e to correspo11<1 

with the side of chemi~e . (B in 

<liagra111). Sew round tlle right side 

of tlle patch, being particular that 

the seam and fell of t41e new slee ,·e 

come exactly on the seam an cl fell of 
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<the chemise. Now turn the chemise 

inside out and cut out the old sleeve, 

.leaving enough material to turn in 

.and make a n eat hem all round. Sew 
<>n tb.e part of the band that was 
unpicked, hem the arm-hole . 

Possibly by this time the neck band 
is wearing. Never patch a band, it 
is lumpy and looks most ugly . This 
-should be taken off and a new band 
put on. The band is simply a long 
n arrow strip of calico. Measure the 

length by the old one, halve and 

quarter this band, see that the half 

-comes to the middle of the back 
gathers and the quarters on the 
-shoulders; pin these points while 
you tack the band, it can then be 

machined. Work a buttonhole, put 
<>n a button and finish with trimming. 
If the trimming on the original band 
was good it should bear using again; 

if it is worn, put on some narrow 
Cash's Frilling or crocheted edging. 

Often it happens that the top back 
of the chemise is much worn; in this 

case a neat patch might be put in 
while the band is off. Press out the 
old gathers before placing the patch ; 
1·emember to gather the back when 
the patch has been completed before 
replacing the band. If the two new 
sleeves are put in at the same time 

the chemise will take an entirely new 
lease; of life. 

A Simple Knicker Frill. 
Unfortunately, by far the larger 

part of our mending, nowadays, is 

due to the modern laundry. Where 

our mothers could keep their under
clothing in good condition for years, 
ours is torn to shreds, and some of it 
comes home ragged and tatlered 111ost 
weeks from t!Je ayerage laundry. 
Knicker frills go Yery quickly, an.! 

(>ft,,.... ·ieed replacing. 

About Table 
Linen. 

Here is a simple way to renovate 
them. Crochet a band of insertion, 

and add a crochet frill; gather the 
leg of the knicker, and whip it to 

one edge of the band of insertion. 
You will find this will wear well, and 

look better than patched embroidery. 

Mending Table 
Linen . 

The damage here is chiefly of two 

sorts; thin places where the laundry 
has removed stains-always without 
chemicals of course !-and perhaps a 
little hole in the middle, and clean 

knife cuts . The latter should be 
darned at once, whether it crumples 

the cloth or not, while other darns 
are usually left till the cloth is ready 
for the wash. 

To darn a cut, first catch its edges. 
lightly t ogether with coloured cotton. 
so that it lies quite flat and closed. 
Then thread a crewel needle with 
medium course linen thread for a. 
tablecloth , or with fine thread for a 
fine d'oily. The shape of the darn 

will be a parallelogram, the sides 
slanting according to the direction 

of the cut , but the stitches always 
exactly in line with the selvedge of 
the material. When the darn is com

pleted to about !Jalf-an-iuch beyond 
each end of the cut that is sufficient, 
and you have then only to remo,·e 

the coloured cotton. 

A round hole or tbm place is 
darned just as a stocking-hole, but 
you must te more careful than e\·er 

that the crossing threads do not go 
through the material , but onl y pick 
up the first darning threads. and see 
that you do pick up the threads 
en tirely wilhont splitting them. 

\Vhen table-cloths get worn or 
frayerl, or iu any way damaged al the 
ed:::es. it may be po,;sible to mend and 
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The Mending 
Basket. 

darn and even patch foe ed;!es for a 

little while; bnt the most satisfactory 

way in th; end is to cut the edges 

right off and turn down a !Jem. The 

cloth wi II then take on a 11 ew lease 
of life. 

Tray-cloths. 

Speaking of the ravages of the 

laundry, reminds me of the way 

tray-cloths and fancy ka-cloths get 

torn if there is any drawn-thread 

work or heH1-stitching. Most lrnuse

wiyes have had occasion to wou rn 

damages such as the one illustrated 

on page 92. Now a quick way to 

repair hemstitchiugor uarrowdrawn

thread work, w!Jeu it runs all round 

the cloth, is to put some of Cash 's 

insertion over the damaged line, 

carrying it right out to the edge of 

the cloth, since it is a little diffi

cult to make neat at the corners; 

feathersti tch down each side of the 

insertion. Or a narrow insertion can 

be crocheted. The specimen shown is 

simply loops of 5 eh, each row caught 

into the row below. This does well 

to go with a firm material. 

When fancy corners get torn out, a 
square of fine crocheted filet mesh 

can be let in, and the material cut 

away to fit. If the cloth is too thin 

to take anything as strong as crochet, 

a piece of darned net let in will often 

look well, and give the cloth a new 

lease of life. Also, you can get from 

Messrs. S. Peach & Co., The Looms, 

Nottingham, small squares in fine 

machine-made net .. that are not so 

heavy as crochet for letting into a 

cloth that is partly worn. Aud these 

are quite inexpensive; they are about 

5 inches square. (See illustration on 

page 93) . 

"Hed1re-tear" in a Dress. 
This is unfortunately as common 

as it is annoying, and not so very easy 

to repair either. First of all, if the 

dress be lined, you must get a hem or 

seam open somewhere in order to 

work on the wrong side. Then catch 
the edges of the tear together, keeping 

them very flat, and if it be large or 
awkward to hold, or very dark in 

colour, tack the whole smoothly on 

to a stiff piece of white carc1. Nov,r 

chooseyourdaruingthrea<land needle. 

For a woollen dress there is nothing 

less co11spicuous than rayelJ i ngs of the· 

material itself, but failing this the 

silk or wool must be matched very 
carefully. 

Use as fine a needle as is practicable . 
Start darning from half-an-inch to an 

inch beyond one end of the tear au~ 

work backward and forward across 
it, going on each side half-au-inch 

beyond the frayed portion . However 

much frayed the tear may be, do not 

cut away the roughness, but stroke it 

flat with the needle, and be very care

ful to weave the darning strand neatly 

and securely through it. Work right 

to the end of one ~lit, and then start 
from the furthe· end of the other slit . 

so that the 2 sets of darning meet andl 

cross at the angle, thus giving addi

tional strength just where it is most 
needed. The darning completed, yow 

can then remove the tacking stitches 

and the card, and with a warm iron 

press the place firmly on the wrong 

side . If in tearing, the material has 

been dragged Yery much out of shape 

so that now it is darned it does not lie 

flat , put a damp cloth over it, and iron: 

through that till the cloth is dry . 

Then repeat the process, if necessary, 

so long as it seems to be doing any· 

good at all. It is wise first to try on 

the back of a hem or seam whether 
the material will stand this without 
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changi ng colour or cockling . Then 

you have simply to replace your hem 
or seam, and wear your dress, deter
mined to believe that everyone else 
does not know exactly where to look 

for that darn. 
Those Stocking Legs I 

Even when the feet of stockings 
seem to be too far gone to be of any 
use, it is possible to turn them to 

practical use if the legs are all right . 
The little petticoat illustrated on page 
94 illustrates this. 

Cut off the worn portion . Then cut 

the stocking down the back seam. 
When the pieces are spread out flat, 
it will be seen that they are gore
shaped, being wide at the top of the 

stocking, and narrowing as the h eel 
is approached. By joining a 
number 
of "legs" 

together, 

the wide 

partgives 

the n eces

sary flare 
at the 
bottom of 

the petti
coat, .and 
the nar

row part 

goes, into 
the waist· 

b a n d. 
Bind the 

bottom 
with some 
crimsou 

brairl.and 
put the A. PU.E·rTY AllR.\ NGEMENT OF 

TENEllIFFE WHEELS, 

9 7 

Utilizing Sm&ll 
Pieces. 

u pper part on a waistband, and you 
will have a warm petticoat that will 
be a boon to any poor chi let. 

Using up the 
Pieces. 

One often !as nice pieces of li n en 
or other material left over, when mak
ing, that might be turned to good 
account. TL' tray-cloth, shown on 
page 93, was made from 2 pieces of 

plain tea-cloth linen that were over 
after some apro11s had been cut out . 
The material is beautifully serviceable, 

but too stout to hem; so each piece 
was bound round with some narrow 
strips of naiusook- likewise cast aside 
for the piece-bag . These binding 
strips were feather-stitched rou nd. 

A piece of simple Irish insertion 
took very little time to crochet, 

JS"o directions can be 
supplied for this. 

and used 
on 1 y a 

s m a 1 1 
amou nt 
of cotton . 

Ardern's 

No . 2 4 
was used, 
as th e 
coar s er 
thread 
w e n t 

better 
than a 

finer one 

with the 
s t 0 u t 

material. 
The whole 

was edged 
with some 
crochet. 

C.N. 0 
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Princess Braid Applique. 
This is a very simple form of lace 

to make, and yet, when done, looks 
wonderfully effective. The design 
shown, being arranged in the form 
of a square, would be most suitable 
for the corner of a squ~te collar, but 
it would be a perfectly simple matter 
to arrange the same design on an 
entirely different shaped foundation, 

.6. CORNER IN PRINCESS BB.UD APPLIQUE, 
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and use it for a collar of any other 
shape, or for any other purpose 

desired. 
The only materials required for 

this pretty work are some fine Brussels 
net, lace braid, some crochet cotton 
and fine lace thread. A row of pearl 
edging is often sewn round the edge 
of a collar to finish it off. This 

edging can be bought at any fancy 
work depot. 

The sprays are formed of lobes of 
braid, with braid of a larger kind fo1 

the leaves, and the stems are worked 

in twist stitch with Ardern's No. 24 
Lustrous Crochet Cotton. 

First draw the design on paper, 

tack a piece of Brussels net over the 

paper, then apply the braid, and sew 
round with neat, even stitches, using 
very fine thread for the purpose . 

It will easily be seen that by varying 

the arrangement of the braid, and 
eYen the braid itself, a variety of 

different designs can be obtained . 
For instance, pretty flowers are made 

by using four or five loops of the 
plain lace braid (the kind used for the 
inside straight border of the design 

h e re illustrated). a n d 

working in the centre, 
where the loops meet, 
a group of French knots. 
Then too, leaflets, and 

o t h er s m a 1 1 parts of 
designs, are sometimes 
worked in darning. 

As mentioned above, a 
pear 1 edging whipped 

along the edge. makes a 
pretty finish for a collar, 
handkerchief border, or 

lengt.hi of lace . 
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How Needlework Reveals 
Our Aims. 

Bv THE EDITOR . 

At first glance it may seem strange 

- if one has not thought about tbe 
111atter-to say that our needlework 
will, to some extent, reveal our aims 
in life. Yet it is true; and whether 

we know it or not, our hand-work, 
.and the way we c1o it, gives a wonder

fully accurate imlication of some of 
our chief characteristics, be they good 
or bad. More than this, the style of 

needlework that we do as a recreation, 
in our spare time, will to a very large 

extent help to mould our taste and 
influence us in a way we little 
imagine. 

Speaking broadly, all needlework, 
whether it be plain or fancy stitchery, 

crochet or knitting, can be placed 
under one or t\l"O beads: good art 

a nd bad art. Of course there are 
many grades, and a mulliplicity of 

<legrees of excellence ; but in the 
main it is not at all difficult to decide 
to which category a piece of work 
belongs: as a rule it falls easily into 
its proper division: there is no half

'vay hoe se. 
Is tl.ic work exactly what it pre

tends to be? Does it serve some 
defi 11 i te purpose? Is i t a type of 
work suited to the purpose for which 
it is to be used? Is it executed as 
well as the worker kno\\"S how? Is it 

<lo:ie t11oroughly? Is it done in such 

<I way that it will wear well, a nd last 
long by reason of its careful work
ruanship? If so, the probability is 
that it will be good art. 

On the other hand: Is the work a 
base, fiirusy imitation of some superior 
form of th e c:·:~ft? Is it executed 
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with the definite intention of deceiv
ing the eye? Is it shoddy work, or a 
sham? Is it carelessly done , with no 
attention to finish? Is it unsuited to 
the purpose for which it is to be 
used? Is it all surface show, with no 

body in it that will stand legitimate 
wear? Is it the type of work that 
demands neither thought nor 

mechanical skill from the worker? 
Then there is no question but that it 
will be bad art. 

Consider a concrete case and you 
will see more clearly what I mean . I 
saw a girl doing a piece of so-called 
embroidery the other day-wild roses 
on white satin it purported to be. 
nut when one got close to it, the satin 
was of the commonest kind (not 
worth ornamenting in any case, and 
impossible to beautify by reason of 

its own inherent cheapness), and the 

roses were being carelessly worked in 
coarse, straggling stitches, each made 
to cover as much space as possible. 
Neither the material nor the work 
had any durable quality - though 
perhaps it was just as well that it 
would not last; it certainly wasn't 
worth preserving I It was merely a 

bit of sho\\'y surface work that was 
a fraud through and through. The 

flowers were given a raised appearance 
by being loosely worked with a ,·ery 

thick, coloured cotton ; and at close 
quarters the shallowness of it all 
was only too apparent : one knew 
instinctively what an impossible rag 
the whole thing would be after the 
first cleaning! 

I asked the girl what she was 
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How Needlework 
Reveals our Aims. 

making? " Oh, I don't quite know " 

she said; "I'm just doing it to fill up 

my time-one must do somethiiig at 

the seaside, you know. Perhaps I 

shall make it up as a table centre ... 

No, I don 't suppose there will be any 

wear in it, but then, I shall be sure to 

throw it away the moment I am tired 

of it." 

Now here was bad art from every 

point of view. It was bad work on 

poor material; it was being done for 

no definite purpose, the work er 

merely wanted to kill time ; she did 

not con-

sider it 

worth 

her while 

t 0 put 

g 0 0 d 
work into 

it, be -

cause she 

meant to 

discard it 

a Imo st 

i.lll med
iately. 

any desire to attain to the best, a 

feeble mental oullook, an inartistic 

temperament , a disreganl of the value 

of time, and a blunted. sense 0£ 

honesty! 

How much better it would have 

been if that girl had tal<!en a smal? 

piece of linen , coarse dowlais if she 

could afford nothing finer, and have 

hemstitched the border, or drawn 

some threads and done a narrow simple 

piece of drawn-thread work round it, 

or feather-stitched along a hem and' 

added a piece of crochet, and in this 

way made 
a tray

cloth that 

w o u Id 
h a v e 

been of 

definite 

use when 

do n e, 

t h a t 
would: 

h a v e 

stood 

a f a i r 

amount 

of wear , 

and would 

have been 

good art 

so far as. 

it went, 
e ,. e n 

though. 

that was 

not very 

far. 

J u s t 

t h i n k 
w h a t 

m or a 1 

harm all 

that was 

doing the 

g i r I I 

Think 

how it 

indicated 

a lack of 

purpose 

and stab
ility of 

charac

ter,anab

aence of 
J.. Dutch Interior. 1how\ng how ,.rtletic,.111 Croes-Stitch c:>n be 

•Pl>lied to Hou1ehold Linen. 

Bys o. 

doing, 

that girl 
would~ 

have beelb 

benefit-
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The Meanin& of 
False Work, 

ing the community, instead 

-0f injuring it; she would 
have been employing her 
time in producing work 
that was some use, instead 
of killing time by prod11cing 

something worthless and 
adding yet one more in
artistic item to a world 
that is over-stocked in that 

direction already. and doesn't 
need its eyesight harassed 
any further. 

Take your 
needle, my child, 
and work at your 
pattern ; it will 

come out a rose 
by-and-by. Lile 
is like that-one 
stitch at a time 
taken patiently 

and the pattern 

will come out all 
right like the 

embroidery. 

work in the museums in 

E n g 1 a n d and on the 
Continent. 

But this does not mean 
that it was all very elaborate. 
Some of the old needle
work was quite simple in 
design. But whether it w<is 
plain or ornate, when the 
workers put into it the best 

that they were able to do, 
and worked with a humble 

sincerity of purpose, they 

invariably achieved beauti
ful lasting results that we
in this enlightened age

have not been able to im-

The lace makers, and em
broiderers, and n e e d 1 e -
workers of past ages set 
.about their tasks in a very different 
manner. As individuals, they may 
-0ften have been lacking in general 
learning, they may have known but 

little beyond that particular pattern 
they worked, but what they did, they 

-did well-as well as ever they kuew 
.bow ; and they did it in such a way 

t ~tat their work was not only worth 

preserving, but it possessed lasting 
.qualities that have withstood in s0111e 
-cases, generations of handling and 
use . 

T.hose workers took a pride in their 
work; and while many of them did 
needlecraft for a livelihood , they were 
artists who worked for more than 

that mere livelihood . Their ha1Hl

wo~k stood to them for something 
much more dignified than a moment's 
superficial show, to be thrown away 

• .again without hesitation at the 

-caprice of fashion. The needlework 
of the past was often too beautiful for 
those who used it to get tired of it ; 
like all real art, it was beautiful for 
all time; not a bit of clap-trap for 

the moment only, and you w i 11 

.realize this if you study the needle-
l"i 

Oliver 
Wendell 
Holmes 

pro,·e upon, indeed have 
succeeded in equalling. 

seldom 

I want to urge those of you who 

have any time to give to needlework 
to remember that this is as much an 
art as painting and music and archi

tecture. You can be blunting- or 

elevating-your artistic sense (and 
that of other people) by the type of 
work you produce and display, just 
as much as by the typ<! of picture you 

hang upon your wall. You will be 
lowering your ideals by doing shoddy 
work and false work, just as you will 
be raising them by doing work that 

is thorough and conscientious. 
What do I mean by "false work" ? 

I mean the sort of work that stri ,-es 

by cheap tricks to look like some

thing that it isn't I I recently saw a 
blouse that a girl had trimmed with 
some indifferent, mac bine-made 

coarse col ton insertion, which she 
had embellished with coloured wool 
and a little gilt thread run in and out 
around the pattern. She told me 
she had done it herself, and asked if 
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How Needlework Reveals 
o ur Aims . 

I didn't think it had a rich Oriental 

effect I ! She said she had got the 
idea from Paris-as though that 
necessarily stamped it as artistic and 
desirable! 

Sometimes it is very hard to be 
kind as well as truthful I I didn't 
want to hurt her feelings by telliug 

her exactly what I thought: viz. , 
that it utterly vulgarised her blouse 
and revealed a deplorably'' common '' 

streak in her personal taste ! I did 

the best I could under the circu rn

stances by saying that I thought t\Je 
blouse material (which was a pretty, 

simple pattern) didn't need the trim
ming to set it off. 

This serves to show what I mean 
when I speak of "false work; " there 
is a tremencl.ous amount of it about 
nowadays , and it is all of it rotten. 

It is having not only a detrimental 

effect on our national taste, but also 

on our morals. 

The girl who will don badly-mach

ined, ready-made underwear, gaudily 
trimmed with cheap imitation lace, 
aud garnished with bows of papery 
ribbon, is not only wasting her money 
in buying such )!anueuts, but is 
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actually pandering to dishonesty, and' 
encouraging herself to tolerate and 
condone what is false and bad

hopelessly bad. 
The girl who takes a pleasure in 

making her own things (if she has. 
the time) as nicely as they can be· 
made (whether by machine or by 
hancl.), putting fine, even feather
stitching and such-like work into· 
them instead of the "cheap and 
n asty" imitation lace and ribbon, is. 

fostering a love of truth and sincerity, 
as well as cultivating a se n11 e of• 

beauty and fitness. 
Such matters may seem trivial and• 

o f little account to the superficiaL 
mind: but they are of grave import
ance in the formation of character;. 
and the girl or woman who puts good 
work, careful work, thorough work, 

finished work-no matter how simple 

-into her personal wear and her 
household furnishings, is having an: 

influence for good on her day and 
generation . She is helping to mould 

the taste of those who see or handle 
the things she has m ade; and above 
all, she is following- the command: 
"Whatsoever thy l1au<l findeth to do, 

do it with tby might." 
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Mosaic Fil et 
Mosaic filet lace is 

a novel idea in fancy· 
work . In this the 

design is worked with 
very narrow ribbon 
somewhat like b~b~ 

ribbon, but finer and 

aofter. It is about 

X'o-inch in width and 
made in all the 
principal colours, as 
well as striped and 

ahaded. Use an 

ordinary darning 
needle, or a crewel 
needle, and work the 
design by running 

the ribbon in and out 
through the mesh es , 
in plain d a r n i n g -

A.N EFl"EOTIVE DBBIGN Y'OR 
A Ot>BBION-OOVKR. 

.&. FLOR..lL lNdET. 

Lace. 

stitch. Twice 

will be suffi
cient for 
each row of 
the meshes, 

that is just 
up and down. 
Cross from 
one point to 
another 
when desir
able on the 
back of the 

work behind 
the stitches, 
running the 
ribbon, now 

and then, 
under one of 
the strands 
of the net to 
be seen 
behind the 
part you 
wish to cross 
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Lacct braid
ing cannot 

be written of 
o.sanewidea, 

but it may 
well be re
vived as an 

effective 
means of 

cm broidery. 

In conjunc
tion with 

the various 

stitches used 

i n fancy-
work, practi-

Lac et Braiding. 

A OF.CORA.TI VE MOTIF IN \\ lU'I.E BUA.ID 
WITll FANCY STiTOB~l:t. 

which are 
suitable, 
althouglJ uot 
so lasting. 
Often one 
can purchase 
centres and 
such-like at 

fancy - work 
shops with 
a pattern 

ready traced 
upon them . 

:'\ot every 

design, how-

cally any article can be decorated. 

ever,willsuit 

the lacet brai<ls. Natural groups and 
sprays of flowers are btst avoided, a:t 

they mean, 
The lacet braid itseif is of French 

111 akc, and 
costs Id. a 

bundle . The 
colours in 

•hich it can 

be had are 
'll'hite, red 
and dark 

blue, and are 
best used on 
& contrast. 

.\s the braid 
... ashes, it is 
as well to 
nave the 
groundwork 
of a simi

lar nature. 
[,inen, either 
irhi te or col

oured, is one 
of the best 

to use, and 

there are sev
eral kinds of 
llolland -like 
atuffs for 
embroidery 

£. DE S IGN FOR A BAG IN WHITE BfiilD WITH 
!!EHl:l"\O·BONE FILLING. 

1n1 

iu most in
stances, too 

manycun·es. 
and large 
!lowe rs re
quire more 

tllan a braid 

outline. A 

conventional 
design 
should there

fore b e 
chosen, with 
fairly close 
lines. 

Curves can 
be negotiat

ed without 
puckering 

the corners, 

but in all 
cases where 

practicable, 
it is as well 

to fold the 
braid over, 

hot h sides 
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b eing alike. 

Patterns for 
Initials. 

Fine cotton 
(No. 80 for 
preference) 
·is used to 
stitch the 
braid on to 
the lines of 
1 he design, 
and naturally 
-0 n l y small 

stitches 
m u st be 

.&N INITIAL FRAMED JN ffED A.ND WHITE 
BRAID A~D FRENCH K..~0'1'8. 

without a 

break, as the 
braid is 
liable to be
comestringy 
after it has 
been pulled 

through a 
few times. 
The ends of 

the braid 

must be sewn 
down neatly 

on the wrong 

made or the braid will not lie close 
.and flat. Sufficient braid to cover a 
few lines of the design is cut off, and 
then threaded 

side of the work. 
In cases where the lines of the 

design come closely together, one row 
of the braid is 
l aid over th e 
other.and the end 
finally ta ken to 
the back through 

the sa111e liole. 
Tllere is a cer

tai 11 danger of 
puckering the 

work wi.Jen the 
braid i,; being 

sewn across the 
material when it 
comes on the 
cross. but this is 

.through from the 
back to the front 
-0f the material, 
with a need 1 e 
Luge enough to 
take the braid. 
Tben it is sewn 
<lown evenlywith 

•the fine cotton, 
until a point is 
:reach et! where the 
b r a i d must be 
·taken through to 

the back of the 
material, to be 
bro_ugbt up again 

A OONVF. NTIONAL DESI G :\' JN RED BRAID 
WITH DARNING BTlTCR. 

p r.1cl ically the 

at the nearest point. 
It is not possi hie-to do all the braid

ti ng of a fair-sized piece of work 

only po in t on 
which extra care 11111 st be taken. All 

the braiding is cl o ne before an" 
embroidery iu silk or mercerised 

- .. ..-.... - ...... ----Q--·---·----··--··-----·~----....... -------·-·-··· . -~ 

... 
...-.--···-·····-'""·-·-··-·•111•••·······-i---····--···-·--······-···111••····!' ... ---.:·---~· 

.lN lnND FOR A "R\,Ol{ABACR TOWEL. INTROnrrrxa LA t; FT BTIAIOTXG. 

10.) 
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Lace t 
Braid ing. 

t h r e a d i s i n t r o d u c e d, 

The Design for 
a Bag. 

Although the braid may well be 

used alone, yet the addition of some 

embroidery stitches between the lines 

is a great improvement. In this, her

ring-boning on a close scale fills up 

the spaces of the flower and stalk; 

the leaves are left {>lain for contrast's 

sake. 

A Decorative 
Motif. 

Here the braid is used both in 

straight and curved lines, and the 

spaces are filled with different stitches. 

The lower part is outl i ued with 

blanket stitching, and the next small 

space filled with French knots Each 

small square is crossed with 6 threads, 

fixed in its centre by l French knot. 

The" bows" and" buckle" are treated 

the same way in their centres, anrl in 

their outer spaces filled in with 

Oriental stitch again. 

A Framed Initial. 
Red and white lacet braids may be 

employed together for some marking 

purposes. A "framework" may be 
made of any shape and size to take 

1 or more initials, which could be 

worked in red or white mercerised 

cotton . The French knots make a 

great improvement to the appearance 

of this form of marking. 

An End for a Huckaback 
Towel. 

Marking in red only cannot be 

recommended for much more tllan 

towels, and huckaback is tile best 

medium on which to work the braid. 
A central initial anrl a design on either 

side is quite sufficient. This is a sug

gestion which can be easily copied. 

Darning stitch in red cotton is h ere 

used to fill up a few spaces . 

Darned Filet Crochet Squares are pretty for inset in linen 
or Congress canva1. 
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Designs in Hedebo Embroidery. 

A OOLLA.R IS BEDEBO EMBROIDERY. See nerl page for article on this work. 

£ PILLOW CASE IN BEDEBO EMBROIDERY. 

ANOTP.'ER HEUEBO OOLLAfi ¥OR UNDERWF.AR. 
107 
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The Story of Hedebo 
Embroidery. 

"- 8TOLPE·KT.1EDE. OBED IN DENM~X 
1N 'PAST YEARS A.8 WA.LL HL~OIN08· 

Hcdebo embroidery, one of the 
most popular forms of Danish needle-

· work, takes its name from the stretch 
of heath {hede) that lies between 
Copenhagen (Kjoge) and Roskilde in 
Denmark. From time immemor:al 
the peasantry who lived (live=bo) 
there ha ,.e spun and woven their own 

linen from th.e flax grown on their 
farms, and their pride in their home

made articles was very great. This 

led to a desire to further ornament 

their garments aud household linen, 
and the idea of drawing out some of 
the threads and rearranging them 
with a needle and thread was their 
first attempt at Hedebo stitchery. 
This probably began as early as the 
fifteenth century. From these first 
simple patterns the peasant women 

of the Hedebo district invented and 

improved stitches and designs from 
year to year, until a very h-igb 

standard of art industry was attained. 

Flax played an important part in 
connection with the love affairs of 
these people. The peasant lad carYed 
some in:plement used for the prepar
ing of flax, and presented it to bis 
lady-10\ e as a prelude to the formal 

proposal. And her first gift to her 
betrothed was a flaxen shirt with 
elabo1ately-wrought collar, front and 
wristbands. In due course the happy 

lrnme was made beautiful with hang
ings of various descriptions in 

Heclebo work. Over the bedstead 
was a frieze ; between the two doors 
leading to the kitchen and th e 
passage was a panel. Other items 
that were the ornaments of every 
peasant homestead were sham towels 
and pillow-cases. 

These peasant women worked solely 
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for the love of it, for the embroidery 
itself was not known or recognised 
outside their sphere, and was there
fore of no market value. So great 
was the fascination of the stitchery 
that the workers would often forego 
a night's rest in order to finish a 
piece of work . 

And even where the husband was 
averse-as was sometimes the case

to any such "fancy-work," the spell 

of it was irresistible, and the em
broidery was consequently executed 
clandestinely. History relates of one 

girl who was told to dig a pit in a 
field for some stones. When the 
digging was finished, she sat down to 
rest for a few minutes. The Hedebo 
needlework, hiddt:n in her pocket, 
came out, and she was about to enjoy 
a little of this pleasanter occupation, 

·when she saw her father coming. 
To return it to her pocket would only 
attract his attention to her delin

quency. So she hastily flung it into 
the pit, and covered it with earth, 

meaning to unearth it as soon as 
he had disappeared. But she was 

discovered, and her stern parent, 
without a word, rolled some stones 
into the pit and covered them with 
earth. The long-cherished treasure 

therefore remained buried for ever

more. 

The evolution of the Hedebo style 

is interesting. Up to 1815 the 
patterns consist of highly conven

tionalised drawings of flowers and 

animals on a background of labori
ously-wrought drawn-thread work . 
Then it passes through another 
-pha•e. The style is still the same
«liff figure~-but with the liueu itself 
as background (about 1830). Tllen 

the style undergoes a great chan~" 

Hedebo work 
versus Digging. 

A.. 8TOLPE-K.L.EDE. THESlt WERE BVNG 
lOBTWK•N TWO DOORR IX TJIII: LITING ROO).(. 
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The Story of Hedebo 
Embroidery. 

A "KN.iE-DUG" IN PAST YEARS THESE WERE USED IN DENMARK A.9 
WALL HANGINGS, IN THE LIVING-ROOM BY THE HEA.RTB. 

The flower motifs become richer and 
freer; there is also greater variety of 
stitclles in the open-work, which is 
profusely embellished with chain
stitch embroidery in rows, circles 

and scrolls ; the designs are graceful 
and the general effect is very lovely. 
About 1840 Hedeho embroidery 

reaches its zenith of beauty and 

perfection ; the open-work motifs 
present a still greater variety of 
stitches, and the work is, moreover, 
richly ornamented with garlands of 

.flowers in satin-stitch embroidery. 
The stitchery of this period is exqui

site, both as regards design and 

-execution. 
Now follows the decline of the 

work, showing the artifices used for 
studying the effect to the detriment 
-0f tlle actual work; for instance, the 

110 

trick of cutting out instead of draw

ing the threads, the long loose chain 
stitches instead of the previous care
fu 1 ones, lovingly, almost reverently, 
done. All this contributed to the 

degradation of the beautiful old art. 
Hedebo embroidery was sadly on 

the wane when some needlework 
experts decided to revive it. The 
best Hedebo designs were bought or 
borrowed and thoroughly examined, 
much time and money being ex

pended, and "The Society for the 

Revival of HedeboWork" was formed. 
Although it did not possess any 
capital, various difficulties were over
come by those interested in the work. 
The Art and ·industrial School for 

'Vomen offered the newly-formed 
society a flat free of rent, clever artista 
gave designs, and the Directress of 
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the Art and Industrial School under
took the responsibility of leadership. 

The Society, whose aim it is to revive 
the art and lo apply it with a view 
to modern requirements, is growing 
rapidly, and has now 270 members. 

The best forms of Hedebo needle
work are taught to its members, and 
such work as passes the criticism of 
the consulting needlework specialist 

is bought by the society. All the work 
done by the members is designed by 
the artists of the society, and twice 

a week members can get advice as to 
their patterns. The work of this 
society-is becoming very well known 
both in and out of Denmark, and 
it possesses many exquisite designs 
from which to study the styles. But 
its aim is also to improve the art if 
possible, and no effort seems too 
great for thein so that they attain 

this end. And a large collection of 

The Revival 
oi the Craft. 

"re,•ived" work, exquisitely designed 

and executed, testifies to a result 

that must be highly gratifying. 
It is an interesting fact that the 

majority of the initiators of this 
society are men-UniYersity Pro

fessors of the Danish Royal Academy 
of Art, and other eminent artists and 
architects. It is therefore not surpris
ing that when first-rate needlework 

experts took up the work under such 

guidance, its delicate beauty should 
be restored, for it has been revived 

with tenderness for itself as well as 

with reverence for its creators-the 
women who lived on the Roskilde 
Heath. 

We are not dealing with the actual 
working of Hedebo Embroidery in 
this book, as full details of all the 
stitches appear in the companion 
volume, TheHomeArtBooko/Fancy 
Stitchery. 

" 

·:· 
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For the Home 
Boning a Bodice 
Lining. 

When making a bone-cased bodice
lining, all the bone-casings should 
be eased when sewing on, and sewn 
very strongly down each seam. Also 
it is much better to use a good 
quality Prussian bind, or galou, for 
the bone-casings thau a cheap one. 

a& it costs very little more, and will 
probably last as long as the dress . 

Then for this purpose there is 
really nothing to beat the ready-cased 

feather-bone, which is sold by the 
yard at the best drapers, and may be 
obtained with a silk or satin casing, 

as well as a cotton casing, either in 
black or white; the silk or satiu
cased feather-bone is especially suit
able for evening and best dresses 

which have a silk or satin bodice-

Dressmaker. 
lining. This has only to be stitched 
on to one side of the turnings of the 
seam, as closely as possible to the 
stitching of the seam . After it has 
been stitched on, and the ends of the 
stitc·hing tied off and fastened 
strongly, a tiny piece of the whale
bone {about half an inch) should be 
cut away from the inside casing, 
leaving just sufficient of the casing 

to neaten the end. 

Joining the Seams 
of a Skirt. 

When stitching up inside skirt 
seams, especially those to be presseci 
open , be very careful to see both 
edges are quite smooth before tacking 
up; nothing looks so bad as a puckered 
seam, with perhaps one edge of the 
material eased on one side, and the 

other side quite tight. If care is not 

J>ET.UL OJ' BE.DEBO "&TOl.l'E-1\l...EDE" BROWN ON PAGE 1~. 
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taken before the seam is stitched up, 
no amount of pressing with the iron 

afterwards will set it right. 
Also be sure the stitching is quite 

straight. In the case of dark 
materials a rule may be laid down 
the seam, and a chalk or crayon pencil 

line marked close to the rule before 
stitching; or a piece of ordinary 
wide tape, held firm at either end 

with a d~awing-pin, would answer 
the purpose, should any reader not 

possess a rule long enough. For 
light materials a tacking may be 

placed close to the tape instead of a 
pencil or chalk mark. 

Crepe de Chine, ninon, and all thin 
flimsy materials are best s,titched 
over paper, as it prevents the seams 
looking di:awn. The paper can be 

pnHed away after the seams or hems 
are stitched. In fact, all very thin 
materials look better when stitched 

wit'h paper underneath them. 

Getting an Even 
Length. 

vVhen allowing for the length of a 

skirt, it is best to take the measure
ments from the waist to the ground 
at the front, back, and the llips. 
Then turn up the skirt to the length 
you require it off the ground. For 
instance, if the length should be 

42 inches to the ground, and you 
want a skirt to be -1 inches off the 

ground, you would turn up the skirt 
to measure 38 inches, taking 4 inches 

off the measurements to the ground 
all round the skirt. Tack up the 
hem to these measurements, then 

try on the skirt and see that it is 
quite even before stitching the hem. 

Pressing. 

· When pressing seams and hems 

(and when a garment is well pressed 
it makes all the difference in its 

113 

Practical 
Points. 

appeanmce), there is no need to use 
all one's strength, as it were, as I 
have seen some really good worke rs 
try to do. 

To Cover Button 
Moulds. 

llefore covering button-mou \1is with 
the material, the holes of the mould 

should be filled up with a tiny piece 
of cotton-wool, pushed in from tlH! 

back of the mould with the sha.rp 

point of the scissors. And if the 

buttons are to be covered with a very 
thin material, such as soft silk or 
satin, they will look, and also wear. 

better if the mould is covered with a 
little piece of lining first before 
putting on the outside covering . 

When Turning Hema 
on Thin Materials . 

French kuots are often used now 

for finishing hems and fastening 
pleats, and any reader who does not 
possess a sewing-machine, I am sure, 

will Jind these have a much nicer 

appearance tlJan ba11d-hemn1ing in 
the ordinary way. Also they, of 
course, make the hem much stronger, 

especially for thin materials, where 
hemming stitches would be likely to 
show more, and for this reason do 
not have a very firm hold on the 
second thickness of the material. 

Applying Trimmings. 

Ribbon, veh-et and silk, or mohair 
braid trimmings are best sewn on by 
band with silk, and only one stitch 

taken at a tiu1e, although in some 
instances tlle sewing-machine may be 
used to advantage. 

The Foundation 
Band. 

A one-piece dress will feel much 
more comfortabl~ if the bodice is 

mounted and sewn on to a founda
tion-band 'of petersham, shaped and 

C.N. H 
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For the Home 
Dressmaker. 

DETAIL OF EJElll>!BO 
11

RX.iE·DtTG" ILLt:'STHATED OX PA.GF. 111. 

boued, made to fit the waist, the top 

of the skirt being sewn to the top of 
the baud . These bands should be 

fitted to the size of the waist, and the 
hooks ~ud eyes sew11 on before join
ing them to the dress. If preferred, 
shaped belting ready bo11ed may be 
obtained at most drapers, in different 
widths, for about sixpence per yard. 
Fasteners. 

The larger press-studs or fasteners, 
are much better a11d stro11ger than 

tlie small size fasteners for thick 
materials, such as serge or ~loth, 

\vhile for thin sill:, sati11, lace or net, 

tlie smaller sizes are more suitable. 
Crossway Bands and Pipings. 

In making cord pipi11gs, bi as 

bands, or flounced tri 111mi1tKS, Le 
sure tlie material is cut quite 011 tlie 

bias before starti11g to cut the strips. 

required, or it will spoil the appear
ance of t!Je111 , and they will not set 
properly . 

To Edge Collars 
and Cuffs. 

Stitchi11g, in pretty shades of 
embroidery silk, to correspond with 

the dress, is a nice finish for a nino11> 
yoke, or collar and 'cuffs to a dress. 

For example, a navy blue, wit bi 

alternate stitches of navy and red , is. 

very pretty, or perhaps three navy 

stitches and then one red stitch. 
This is, of course, just a matter of 
individual taste. 

Printed for th<' Propri e tor~ of "THP. GIRL'S Ow=' I>AJ>Ell & \\·u lIA N's MA.G .\.7.l~E ,. 
by U o 1n1H & llE-"lll:m. LT D. , (.;m·E "TUY, E:<GLA"D· 
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I 
THREE "JOLLY LITTLE BOOKS" I 

FOR LITTLE GIRLS. 

Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN. 

SECOND EDITION. Z/· net (by post, Z/4). 
"lt j:{fvcs cllrectloos for things smn.11 enough for the 

:;1~~~~~~~·~t~t~o ;g~:.rk on with some prospect. or get.ti ng 

•· u it1 well calculated to capture the fancy of t h e most 
restle~s of 1it.-tle m ottnls:'-J'he Quet'n. 

".\ deli~hlful Uool<." "Well illustrated." 
-1'/tt• Glo/Jl'. - Tiu• Atlu>r11r11m . 

The . Little Girl's 
Fancy Work 

Ln.vishly Illu strn.ted a nd with Coloured Picture 
Cover . lm}lerial 16mo. P"'}ler Boards. 

'' The illustrations nrc a dmirable.'"-1'/u• G1·aph.il.'. 
"Tho tlirectlons are cleu.rly expressed In si m ple 

lanJ.fuage.''-Tlu• ,'i'pef'fatoi·. 

FIFTH EDITION. Z/· net (by post, 2/4). 
Profusely Illustmted ancl attmctivel y bound 
in Coloured Picture Boards. Imperial 16mo. 

The Little Girl's 
Knitting and 
Crochet Book 

".\ joJly little book.''-T/te Oe11tlncomm1. 
"_\ dellghtrul llLtle book. · '~'l'he IJaify Gn1)11tir. 

NINTH EDITION. Z/· net (by post, 2/4) . 

The Little Girl's 
Sewing Book 

Profusely Illu•trn.ted nnd attr actively bound 
in Coloured Picture Boards. Imperial l6mo. 

Containing Pretty Things that a Little 
G irl can make, including an Outfit for 
Dolly"s Wardrobe, Furnishings for Dolly's 
Cottage, Presents for Mother and 
Auntie, and Handy Things for Herself. 

On Sale at the Book and Fancywork 
Shops, the Fancywork Departments 
of the Stores and Drapers, and at 

the Bookstalls. 
I f 11rm ram1ot uet n <'Ol•U. 11e11d Pnflfal Order 
/or 2 /4 f(J tllf' O.Dke Cl/ 11«> 

G irl's Own and Woman"s Magazine, 

4 , Bouverie Street, London, E.C. 4 . 

can have their 
own Crochet 
made up into 

Tea Cloths, Tray Cloths, Bed
spreads, etc., at moderate 
prices. Best Linen only used. 
Old Bleach and othe1· Linen 
suitab le for drawn-thread work 
stocked. 

We are offering Special Value in 
Table Cloths, Table Napkins, 
Tea Cloths, Sheets, Towels, 
Pillow Cases, Cah1bric Hand
kerchiefs, Irish Lace, etc . 

Hospitals, Clubs, Hotels, Res 
taurants, etc., catered for. 

W rite for P riced S amples. 

MURPHY & ORR, LTD. 
H., BELFAST, IRELAND. 

You Save Money 
in Home Baking, by using the famous 

British-made raising agent, 

BORWICK'S 
BAKING POWDER 

the quality of which makes a little go 
such a long way. 

One teaapoo11ful i& equal 1n effect to two tea· 
&poonfuls fij most other raisillo agrn.U. 

l l Quarterly. Price 6d. net (by post, 7d.) I 
STITCHERY 

The Plain and Fancy 
Needlework Magazine. 

Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN 
Editor of" Tlle Girl'fl 01r11 l'aper ,f· Jl"(•mtt11 '• 1lfa(Ja:i11"." 

Every Woman should have STITCHERY 
each Quarter (January. April, ,luly, October). 
6d. net per number, of any newsagent, or 
from the Publishers, 

4, BO UVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4 

I 
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ABOOIUll' NEW 
IDWIN Cl!OaD!t' 
WOU-OPVAIU:OUI 
lllllDSSllOWil!l>!!O>a 

, .llllillDDSOUPPllJllG 
• •1111!1ll0,P1'11S01Wl 

AliDH01JSfl!OIDillllll 
,.AHDBOMl!DECORIDm 

THE 

HOME ART SERIES 
By FLORA KLICKMANN, 

Editor of the "GIRL'S OWN PAPER &I. 
WOMAN'S MAGAZINE." 

EIGHTH EDITION. 

THE CRAFT OF THE 
CROCHET HOOK 

A Book of New Ideas in Crochet \Vork of 
various kinds, showing Novel Methods of apply
ing them to Personal and Household Linen 

and Home Decoration. 
150 Designs. Demy 8vo, 

Paper boards. 2 / - net (by post 2 /4 ). 
"h is a very desirable book for the croche~womo.n 

who is 1tlw1tys looking aft-er fresh p11>tterns 
and fn.ncies. ''-T'1e \.\'estern. Dnily Press. 

1
' 1'~or clen.rneRs, variety, and singgeHtiveness, it is far 

in R.r1 vftnce of n.nything previously published." 
-The Christian 

World. 
"It has been well planned and carried out." 

-The Bookseller. 

THE MODERN 
CROCHET BOOK 

Sixth 
Edition. 

Containing Original Ideas for combining Crochet 
with Embroidery and with l;'ancy Braids, together 
with new & unu sual Designs for use on Household 
Linen, 011 'C'11derwear, and as Dress Trimmings. 

120 pages. 127 Designs. 
2 /- net {by post. 2/41. 

"This is n, model of whn,t such books should be." 
- The Standard. 

"Beautiful illustmtious are used. and the•e include 
some Ii let mesh motifs which are bold designs for the 
work which is now so POllnlar." - The Guardian . 

.. It is thorough!)· ptacticn,l and full of original and 
dn.i nty ideR.s . 11 

- Chr·istian 
World. 

NEEDLEWORK 
ECONOMIES 

2/ ~ net (by post, 

Second 

Edition . 

2 /4 ). 
lt is o. Book of Making itnd Mrnding, 1tnd Utilising 

Bit• itnd Scraps. Profu•ely Illustrated. Every article 
coutn;ins some suggestion for turning to profitable 
account what yon hnve by Yon , either by nsing pieces 
itnd oddments. or by carefully repairing nnd reno
v;i.ting sn.nnents aad other n.rbicJes iu present use. 

"If yotl want to know how to r e·sole Ca.shm ere Stockings. 
or turn your Stunmer dress into n1n aprou. or knit socks with 
repln,ceitble feet, or onythjug el•e in tbe · tbrifty ' or ' reno
vation line. don't ask me, look in 1 Need lework }~conon1ies. ' 11 

- The Eve11iu.g Standard . 
.. A 1lelishtful book . .. . Illnstmted d irections a re here 

given fo1· making the renmins of itlmost e verything into 
&'un1ethin~ ehe ." - Thc Times. 

PUBLISHED AT 4, BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, 1E.C. 4. 
Sold by all Booksellers and Fancy-Work Dealers. 
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HOME Aiif SERIE711 
By FLORA KLICKMANN, 

Editor of the "GIRL'S OWN PAPER & 
WOMAN'S MAGAZINE." 

FOURTH EDITION. 

BEAUTIFUL CROCHET 
ON 

HOUSEHOLD LINEN 
Showing Table Cloths. Toilet Covers, Curtain 
Tops, Towel Ends, Sideboard Cloths, Tea Cosies, 
Dressing Table Runners and other items. 

120 Pages, fully illustrated. 
2 / • net (by Post 2 /4 ). 

·'This attractive ma.tnial is issued under the alile 
editorship of Miss Flom Klickm aun the well-known 
authority on Knitting and Crochet. "- Tir e Queen 

.. A profusely iUustrated and practical up-to-dn.t e 
guide."-Londott Teacher 

THE HOME ART BOOK OF~~~::::;_~;"'-. 
FANCY STITCHERY 

The 
Home Art 
Crochet 

Book 
CONT ... INIMC 

b(TIRELY- NEW DESIGNS 
R>R l.1NGER!lEDGJNGS l 
INSfRTIONS.80RD£RS POi 
Tb.YCLOTHJ &. DblLM 
D£EPLAC£S FOR. TABLE 
CLOTHS L VALANCES 
MOTIFS FOii IHL£T\¥0RJ( 

£ IRfSH LACE 

q; 

THE HOME ART 
CROCHET BOOK 

FOURTEENTH 
EDITlOll. 

Containing Entirely New D~signs for Lingerie, 
Edgings and Insertions, Borders for Tray Uoths 
and D'oilys, Deep Laces for Table Cloths, and 
Valances, Motifs for Inlet Work a nd Irish Lace. 

149 Designs. 
Demy 8vo, 2/• net (by Post, 2 /4 ). 

" It is a book which wiU be of the greatest interest 
to needlewomen. l\Inn y of the designs nre extremely 
handsome, the advancecl worker being as well catered 
for as those who R1re not so skilful." -7'/ie L11dv 

PUBLISHED AT 4, BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4. 
~ither of the above Books will be sent, by the Publishers, anywhere in the 

United Kingdom, post free, on receipt of postal order for 214. 

www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 04.2015
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l I 

1:20 }JRSOS. 2 /- net (by post. 2/·ll. 

THE 

HOME ART SERIES 
By FLORA KLICKMANN. 

SEVENTH EDITION. 

THE MODERN 
KNITTING BOOK 

CONTEN TS 

Things for MEN'S WEAR. 
Things for WOMEN'S WEAR. 
Things for CHILDREN'S WEAR. 
Things for BABIES' WEAR. 
For WORKING IN WOOL. 
Designs for HOUSEHOLD USE • 

.. rrbe directions t b ronsh ont nre elen.r . and suited to 
t.bc n.vertt.gc worker.' ' The ('/trisfiau " "orld. 

·•Probab ly there ue"t"er wns a time when i t book on 
knitt.ing waf' so general. I~· nee1lc>jl and ?f so iu~1ch 
interest as jnst now . This book ::onta1ns pract1~n.l 
hints on t he knitting 
of ttll kintl• of gltl'
rne11ts 1\.1Hl f:tn cy 
work. '' 
- G/asgotc H e ra ld. 

FOURTH EDITION . 

ARTIST,IC CROCHET 
N ovel Beadi ngs, Insertions and Edgings sui ta ble for 
V nderwea r and Dress Trimmings, Exquisite Floral 
Designs in Iri sh Crochet, also Practical Suggestions, 
b oth s imple a nd advanced, for T ea-Cl oth s and 

Bedspreads. 

120 Designs. Demy 8vo, 
Paper Boards, 2 /- net (by inland post 2 /4 ) 

··'rile practicnl ncetllewornnn will rejoi ce in thi s hook 
nf new idea-, in Crochet \.Vork ... 

-The Pnll Mnll 
Gazette. 

THE 

MODERN HOME SERIES 
Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN. 

THE MISTRESS OF 
THE LITTLE HOUSE 

What she ahould know and wh l'l.t she should 
do when she has an Untrained Servant. 

120 pnges. 2/- net lby post, 2/4). 
"It is full of practical information , pleasaully put, ror every 

housewire.· ·-1·1ie G11a rd ian. 
"Jt ls a. most useful little "olume."'-1'/te L ml11. 

THE E.TIQUETTE 
OF TO .. DAY 

120 pag• s lllu•trntcil. 2 / - net '(hr post. 2/41. 
Contain ing The Advisability of Sot:If.J Customs. lntroductio na, 

~~~d~~1" ~~rr'~f~s~~.i~s~a1 !1~~~·t·t ~·~~~1a. ·~~S0~~~~~~.yDi ~~fs~~:: 
1•·or cign Tra·ve-1. Co uve r sation. · l'.:e'ttcr Writing, In Public, 

ChrisLenin~s. Wed dhuts, :Fun erals. 

PUBLISHED AT 4, 80UVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4. 
E ither of the above B ooks will b e sent, by t he Publishers. anywhere in the 
UniLed Kingdom. post tree, on r eceip t of JJOSta l order (n ot stamp s) for 2 /4 . 

www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 04.2015
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·~ 

ECONOMISE 1) ~ 
BY MAKING FRY'S 

YOUR DAILY BEVERAGE. 
BECAUSE of its high nutritious value, 

a cup of Fry'a Cocoa is more than a 
mere drink-itis astrengthening,energising 
and body-building FOOD, that satisfies the 
appetite and reduces the amount of SOLID 
food that would otherwise be necessary. 

FRY'S ia therefore an ECONOMY 
more than ever to-day. 

www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 04.2015

FREE DISTRIBUTION ONLY.  NOT FOR SALE
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